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YOUNG WILD WEST AT SIX-SPOT /FLAT
-OR-

THE JOKE THAT MADE A FORTUNE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
SOME FUN AT SIX SPOT FLAT,

"Here yer are, boys! Let's have some fun with ther Chink!"
It was a big, raw-boned man, whose principal attire was a
greasy yellow shirt· and a pair of well-worn corduroy trousers
that were tucked in a pair of high-topped boots, who gave utterance to the words.
He was waving a wide-brimmed hat and looking over his
shoulder at a dozen or more roughly-dressed men who were
standing in front of the shanty hotel at Six Spot Flat, Arizona.
It was not strange that such an Invitation should be given,
for a few seconds before the man spoke a Chinaman appeared
around the corner of the big shanty, riding a rather small
mule.
It could easily be called a comical sight, and it signaled a
burst of laughter from the crowd.
But not satisfied with having a good laugh, one of the
miners wanted to have some fun with the "Chink."
Two or three followed him toward the Celestial, who, by
the way, had turned the mule directly toward the shanty
hotel.
"Hello. heathen! Where did yer come from?" the leader
asked, laughing, as he ran up close to the mule and came to a
halt.
"Me come flom China," was the calm reply. "Me allee samee
velly smartee Chinee, so be."
"Hear that, boys? He says he comes from China! Would
anybody here ever have thought of such a thing? Why, I
would have bet that he came from Dutchland, or some other
place about seventeen thousand miles from here. Haw, haw,
haw!"
The man laughed uproariously, and then several joined in,
though a few did not appear to think it so very funny, after
all.
.
·'Whattee mattee?" the Chinee asked, as he stopped his mule
before the few who had followed the leader to meet him.
"He's askin' what's the matter, boys. What do you think of
that? I don't see nothln' the matter, do you?" and then the
big, raw-boned miner fairly doubled up with mirth.
·• You allee samee velly funny Melican man," the Celestial
said, bl andly, and then he patted the mule gently on the neck
1.md added: "Gittee ap, Jennie. You allee samee wantee dlink
of tanglefoot. Me wantee dllnk of tanglefoot, too. Me velly
smartee Chinee; you velly smartee mule. Gittee ap! Hully
uppee!"
The little long-eared creature at once started on a trot, and
the rider's feet almost touched the ground as it hurried
straight for the open door of the shanty hotel.
It seemed that everybody was laughing nov,:.

Others were coming to the scene, too, but they all gave way
for the little mule, and straight into the bar-room of the place
it went.
"Hey, there, what's the matter?" a corpulent, middle-aged
man called out excitedly, as he hurriedly arose from a chair.
No doubt he had been taking a nap, for he looked around
in an astonished sort of way, and then fixed his gaze upon the
mule and its rider.
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Melican Man," the Chinaman said, as he swung his righ t foot over the mule's head and
bowed to the astonished proprietor of the place. "Jennie
wan tee some tanglefoot,"
The crowd came rushing in then, and as if he had not heard
the boisterous merriment before, the stout man frowned
slightly and then called out:
"What does this all mean, anyhow? Can't a feller take a
little doze without havin' a rumpus to wake him up? What's
the heathen doin' here with this here mule, anyhow? An''
what are you all laughin' at?"
"Git around behind the bar an' 'tend to business, Jake," the
tall, raw-boned man called out. "Didn't you hear the heathen
say that the 'mule was dry an' wanted a drink?"
"Don't try to make a fool of me,.Big Lem. I reckon If the
mule wants a drink there's plenty of water In the trough out
at the end of the house."
"You don't understand, Jake," and Big Lem, as he was
called, laughed again. "The heathen says the mule wants
some tanglefoot. We're all waitin' to see it drink."
The Chinaman nodded to the proprietor as if to verify the
statement.
Then he suddenly turned to th e man nearest him and made
a grab at his ear.
Much to the surprise of that individual, as well as all the
rest in the place, the heathen seemed to pull a string or
sausages out of the ear.
"Whattee mattee?" he asked, holding up the string and
looking amazed. "You velly funny Melican man. Maybe you
allee samee butcher."
"Hold on a minute, heathen," the victim said, stepping back
in a startled way. "I reckon them things didn't come out or
my ear, nor they wasn't on me anywhere."
"You velly muchee mistakee. Me pullee urn sausages fl.om
your ear. Maybe you gottee somethling more. Me lookee."
"Keep away from me." atd the man backed a little further.
But the Chinaman foll0wed him up, and when a couple of
the others held him so he could not run out of the place, as he
no doubt would have done, he quietly submitted, while the
Celestial felt In his pockets.
"You allee samee butchee, so be," and then out. came a ham
bone from the minPr's hip pocket.
There was no question about it having been t here, for quite
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a few saw the Chinaman open the pocket and deliberately
take it out.
"Sassages an' a ham bone!" Big Lem exclaimed, but this
time he did not laugh, for he was too much &mazed for that.
"It's easy to understand that you could have a..ham bone, Bill,
but them is the first sassages I've seen in a dog's age. I didn't
know there was any to be had in Six Spot Flat."
The Chinaman looked sharply at Bill and then suddenly
seized him by the end of the nose and gave a sharp jerk.
As b.is hand came away there was another string of sausages held by his fingers.
"He al lee samee full of sausage, so be," was the comment.
"Lis velly stlange. Now len, me cookee um sausage, and
evelybody eatee."
He looked around and, seeing that one of tb,e miners had
a rather high-crowned soft hat, he stepped over to him and
said:
"Me wan tee you hat lillee while."
"Want my hat, eh? Well, go ahead an' take it, heathen .
It's putty well played out, so I don't car e what you do with
it. I've got another one at my shanty."
"Me no hurtee. If me do me pay you fivee dollee."
"All right, then. Take the hat. But what are you goin' to
do with it?"
"Me cookee um sausage, so be. Evelybody watchee."
The Chinaman walked to the little bar at one corner of the
big room and, putting the two strings of sausage in the hat,
he placed it upon the bar.
"Now len, evelybody watchee," he called out, looking around
as if he wanted ty.em all to see what he intended to do.
But it was not necessa!·y to tell them to watch, for they
were doing that from the word "go."
Coolly striking a match, the Chinaman waited until there
was a good flame to it, and then he dropped it into the hat
and stepped back.
A second later there was a sharp report, and the hat flew
from the bar in a blaze.
"Lat too bad," the Chinaman declared, as he ran to it and
jumped upon it with both feet to extinguish the flames. "Me
makee lillee mistakee. Me wantee cookee sausage, but somethling blowee uppee."
"Say, Lem," one of the miners said, in a solemn voice, "I
sorter reckon you made a little mistake when you said you
wanted to have some fun with the Chink. It sorter seems as
if he's havin' fun with us."
"It do seem that way," admitted the big raw-boned man. "I
don't feel half as much like laughin' as I did a little while
ago. What in thunder does it all mean, anyhow? Where
did the-c heathen come from, I wonder? He sartinly couldn't
have rode very far on that little ,lllUle."
"Me velly smartee Chi nee," came from the heathen, and
then he turned his full attention to the surprised man behind
the bar and said:
"Me wantee l!llee dlop of tanglefoot, and Jennie wantee
dlink of water. Me thlinkee maybe she wantee tanglefoot, too,
but she say no. You gottee pail of water?"
"I reckon I kin git one for yer, heathen," and Jake Butts,
the keeper of the Alhambra, as the public house was called,
handed an empty pail over the bar, and one of the miners instantly took it and went outside.
"You want whisky, eh, heathen?" Jake said, looking at the
Chinaman quite pleasantly.
"Lat light, me wan tee tanglefoot."
"Whisky has got no end of names. Some folks calls it
tanglefoot, some calls it kerosene, some calls it bug-juice, an'
now an' then you hear a feller call it pizen. But it don't make
no difference. It's whisky jest the same."
"Tanglefoot," corrected the Chinaman.
"All right, tanglefoot it is. Help yourself, heathen. There's
soroethin' about you that sorter makes me feel as if you ain't
no common, every day heathen."
"You gottee lat light. l\:le allee samee velly smartee Chinee."
"I believe yer are. Help yourself, as I jest said. I don't
care how big a drink you take."
'l'he Celestial poured what he wanted from the bottle, and
then turned and looked at the door.
"Me waitee for Jennie to dlink, ~ he explained, as he saw
some of them looking at him inquiringly.
The man soon came in with a pail of water.
Taking it from him, the Chinaman placed it on a chair and
the mule promptly proceeded to drink.
•
"Velly goodee luck, Jennie," he said, and then he swallowed
the contents of the glass.
By thia time quite a few: of them were smiling broadly,
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The man who had loaned the hat, however, stood back in
a corner looking as solemn as an owl.
Waiting until he had paid the proprietor for the drink, the
Chinaman nodded to him and said:
"Me velly solly you hat gittee fire. Me pay you flvee dollee
for um hat."
"No, you won't," came the quick reply. "I told yer when I
let you have the hat that it wasn't no good. I've got another
one over at my shanty."
"Here's your hat, Dave," Big Lem said, as he picked it up
from the floor. "I reckon it ain't hurt much. It sorter burned
a little, though. But it's good enough to wear for a while
yet."
He tossed it over, and the owner straightened it out and
brushed it a little, after which he placed it on his head.
The Chinaman then handed him a five-dollar gold-piece,
though he declared he did not want it.
"Lat allee light," was the bland reply. "You takee lis
money. Maybe you wantee money pletty soonee."
"All right, heathen. If you insist on it I'll take the five
dollars. But this here is somewhat surprisin', I reckon. I
never seen anything like this happen afore in all my born
days."
The Chinaman nodded and smiled blandly, and then stepping back to the bar, he looked at the corpulent proprietor
and remarked:
"You velly muchee fat, so be. Whattee you namee?"
"Jake Butts is my name. What's yours?"
"Me namee Hop Wah. Me allee samee Young Wild West's
Clevee Chinee."
"Hear that, boys," Big Lem spoke up, excitedly. "He says
he's Young Wild West's Clever Chinee. Meanin' by that that
Young Wild West must be somewhere around, I s'pose. Where
is he, heathen?"
"He be here velly muchee quickee. Me wantee comee first
to makec lillee fun, so be. Me makee plenty fun, now Young
Wild West comee."
"Hello, Hop! What's the trouble?" a voice called out from
the cioor.
Then In came Yol!ng Wild W est, the well-known Boy Hero
and Champion Deadshot of the West .
He was followed by his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the
scout, and Jim Dart, who was a boy about his own age.
As the clever Chinee had stated, he had been permitted to
come ahead of the rest, and it was for no other purpose than
to create a little excitement and make some fun for the crowd
that happened to be gathered in front of the Alhambra.
It was just after supper-time, and the miners were all in
from their claims, though the majority of them had not yet
congregated at the only drinking and gambling place the
Flat afforded.
Usually when Young Wild West struck a strange mining
camp there was always more or less opposition shown by the
inhabitants, or one of them at least.
But this time It seemed that no such thing was to happen,
for just as soon as they recovered from their astonishment
at seeing him enter, they broke into a cheer, which caused
the rafters of the building to quiver.
The young deadshot looked around smilingly, and when he
had glanced at the faces of all those present he turned to the
scout, who was standing close at his right, and said:
"Well, Charlie, I reckon you were mistaken. You felt dead
sure that if Hop was allowed to ride his trick mule here ahead
of us he would get into some trouble and that we would have
to help him out. No such thing has happened. As far as I
can see he has made himself quite popular here."
"Me velly smartee Chinee, Misler Wild . Evelybody likee
me," came from the Chinaman.
"You kin bet your life he's a smart heathen, Young Wild
West," Big Lem called out. "He jest done somethin' here a
little while ago that makes it plain that he ain't no slouch.
He pulled a lot of sassages from a feller's nose an' ear, an' he
found a ham bone in his trousers pocket, too."
"Don't pile it on me, boys," the fellow called Bill spoke up,
raising his hand and forcing a laugh. "It's all a mystery to
me. I never had no ham bone in my pocket, an' you all know
that them sassages coulqn't have been pulled out of my nose
an' ear. It was a trick that was played. But I sorter understand it a little. This here heathen is Young Wild West's
Clever Chinee, so he says. I've heard somethin' about him.
He's what they call a magician an' a champion poker player,
too ."
"The fame of Hop Wah has even reache'd Six Spot Flat, it
seems," Jim Dart spoke up, as he turned laughingly to Young
W:ild :We~t.
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"Nothing strange in that, Jim," was the reply. "Hop is
always doing something to make people talk about him."
"An' so are you, Young Wild West," Big Lem called out.
"You're always on the dead level an' lookin' for a chance to
clean up the rogues an' bad redskins you run across. You kin
.shoot quicker than lightnin', an' as straight as a die, too, an'
you ain't afraid of nothin' that ever was, or ever will be."
"You have got my pedigree down pretty good, it seems,"
the boy said, laughingly. "I can't say that I ever met you
I
before."
"I don't believe you ever did meet me afore. I never seen
you Wl jest now, either. But I've heard somethiu' about yer,
an' I believe jest what I h eard, too."
At that moment the clatter ing of hoofs was heard outside,
and all eyes turned toward the door.
The next instant a horseman came riding into the room, the
big black horse he was mounted upon jumping about upon the
floor and causing the building to sha ke.
"What is this, a picni'C?" the rider asked, as he flashed a
glance about the room.
"It's all right, Jerry," called out the proprietor, somewhat
excitedly. "It ain't no picnic. Everybody is in a good humor
here, so don't go to spoilin' things."
"Huh! don't go to spoilin' things, eh?" and then the rider
turned his horse to the bar. "Give us all a drink, an' you kin
bet that Jerry Davis will pay the bill. I'm the king-pin of
Six Spot Flat, an' the terror of the gulch besides. I'm the
mayor, marshal, an' the jedge an' jury all in one, an' what I
say is law. Trot out the liquor, Jake Butts."
I

CHAPTER II.
THE KING-PIN IS CRUSHED.

The breast of the black horse struck against the bar with
force enough to loosen it at the bottom and almost cause it
to fall over.
The men standing near got out of the way hurriedly, and as
Young Wild West shot a swift glance at their faces he could
tell instantly that they were in fear of the man, who must be
well known to them.
"What's the matter, Bess?" the rider asked, coaxingly. as he
tried to quiet the animal he was astride. "You ain't at:raid
'cause you're in the whisky-mill of JakG Butts, are yer? Jest
keep still now. There! 'that's a good gal."
Whether it was the words or the gentle pulling upon the bit
that caused the animal to become more quiet it cannot be
said.
But anyhow, Bess, as she was called, turned her side to the
bar, and then stood quietly enough.
It was just then that the eyes of Jerry Davis fell upon the
mule and the half empty pail it had been drinking from, for
it still remained upon the chair where the Chinaman hacl
placed it.
"Hey!" he called cut, giving a start. "What's all this? A
mule here drinkin' ·with yer, eh, boys? I didn't know you had
got as low as all that. But what's this, anyhow?"
Then his eyes turn ed Ill' ' l' the Chinaman, who was standing
quietly beside the muk
"Easy, Jerry," cautiut.,d the fat man behind the bar.
"That's Young Wild West's Clever ,Chinee, as they call him.
He brought the mule in here an' give it the pail of water.
There ain't nothin' wrong about that, since he had money an'
was ready to pay for anything he got."
"Young Wild West's Clever Chinee!" gasped the horseman.
"By thunder! You don't mean to say that the kid what's
called the Champion Deadshot of the West is anywhere around
here, do yer?"
"Here I am," the young deadsho.t called out, quietly, for
he had figured it out that th(;l man had ridden il},to the barroom for the express purpose of making trouble. "I am
Young Wild West."
"Yer are, eh?" and then Jerry Davis took a careful look at
the boy, after which he gave a shrug of the shoulders and,
nodding his head, exclaimed:
"Pshaw! You ain't half what I thought you was. Why,
you're only a kid. You ain't old enough to vote at a fall election yet."
"You have got that right," was the cool and easy retort.
"An' this here Chinaman," turning toward the Celestial and
givin~ another nod, "is- s'posed to be a very clever heathen,
e.h?''°
"Some people put it that way, Mr. Davis."
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"Ha, ha, ha! You're callin' me Mister Davis, are ye1·? Woll,
that shows good sense, kid. But say, I reckon I oughter shake
hands with you. Step over here. I've heard so much about
yer that it give.s me a, whole 1ot of pleasure to meet yer. So
you're Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot. Well, well,
.
well!"
Young Wild West brushed back the wealt~of light chestnut
hair which was hanging down over his shoulders, and coolly
stepped up to tb,e man, at the same time putting out his hand.
Davis made a grab for it, no doubt intending to almost
.
·
crush it in his p.uge pa~.
But if he did he made quite a mistake, for the boy was
·
ready for him, and got the first grip.
Davis tried to slip his hand to get a fresh hold, but it was no
use, and when he felt that· the bones were cracking he winced
and called out:
"What are you trying to do, kid, show me how strong your
hand is?"
"Oh, I don't know. I am simply getting ahead of you, that's
all. You see, I happened to think what you intended to do.
You thought you would get hold of my hand and force me to
drop to my knees and beg for you to let go. I hav.e had that
thi,ng happen to me once or twice in my life, . but since then
I always see to it that it can't happen · gain. How are you,
Mr. Davis? I'm mighty glad to see you."
cd so hard that Davis altnost lost his
Then the boy stii::
balance, and he mig,1 t have pitched from the saddle to the
floor if the grasp had not been relinquished all of a sudden.
"You have got somewhat of a grip, kid," he said, as he
looked at his hand almost as if he expected it was crushed
completely. "I rather like that, thouga," he added. "Step
up an' take a little liquor with me. Jest as soon as we've all
had a drink I'm goin' to ~ake my ·horse cut up a little, so
everybody, better look out, or he'll git some skin peeled from
his body. Bess has jest been shod, an' I reckon her heels is
mighty sharp."
"I don't mind taking a drink with you, Mr. Davis, but lt
won't be tanglefoot, or anything that's strong. I have yet
to begin drinking whisky, and I hope I never will."
"What's th.at?" the self-styled king-pin of Six Spot Flat
asked, half angrily. "You won't drink good liquor with me,
eh? Well, I reckon that's an insult. See here, Young Wild
West, you have got the reputation of bein' the Champion
Deadshot, an' all that, an' I've got the reputation of beln' a
man what always has my own way no matter where I go. I
say that you're goin' to take a little whisky with me. What I
say has got to go."
"You are altogether too hasty, Mr. Davis," the boy answered, coolly, while a peculiar smile showed upon his handsome face. "Surely if you will stop to think, you won't urge
me to break the rule that I have always carried out."
"Break the rule, eh? Huh! Rules don't count with me, nor
iaw an' sich things as that, either. I'm the king-pin of Six
Spot Flat, a'n' I'm boss of all creation when I make up my
mind to be. You step right up here an' pour out a drinlt of
whisky in the glass that Jake Butts is goin' to give yer. If
you don't you won't live another minute. Now then, ma.ybe
you understand me."
Out came a big revolver as the man said this, and he turned
it straight at the young deadshot.
The two partners of the boy had been watching and listening to everything that was said.
They stood on either side of him, and the moment the gun
was displayed their hands dropped to their sides.
But Young Wild West did not offer to pull his gun.
He simply folded his arms across bis breast, and with a
tantalizing smile on his face, said:
"Put away your gun, Jerry Davis. You may be the king-pin
of this place, and the boss of all creation, but you have no
right to try and force me to take a drink of liquor when I
don't want to. Others have tried it, but no one has ever macle
me do it yet, and I'm quite certain that you can't do it now.
Put away your gun or something might happen to you before
you know it."
This caused the horseman to flash a guick glance about the
room, and when he did that it gave the boy the chance he was
waiting for.
With remarkable quickness Young Wild West whipped a
revolver from the holster and up went his arm in a twinkling.
Crack!
A sharp report rang out, and the revolver Jerry Davis had
in his hand dropped to the floor, while he gave a startled cry
and shook his fingers as if he had suddenly been tre.ated t,o a
'
dose of electricicy:,
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"You're what I call a sueakin'' coyote. You're so full of
"Hey!" he cried, in a frightened sort of way, •·what are you
bluff that you kin see it ruunin' out o[ your ears," Cheyenne
tryin' to do, kid?"
"Oh, I am simply showi1i.g you that you can't force me to Charlie, the scout, shouted. "You ain't got sand enough in yer
take a drink of whisky, that's all. Now theu, I advise you to to take the edge from a razor. You're afraid of gettin' shot,
behave yourself and don't stan your horse to kicking things that's what yer are."
"That's all right, pard,'' and the man rode on up and
about In this shanty. From what I have seeh of the proprie·
tor and his customers, they are an a decent set o.f men. brought his horse to a halt. ·• I reckon you don't want to git
'l'here's n:o need to have any rumpus here. GJ6 ahead and get shot, either, d·o yer?"
"I never was afrd.id of gittln' shot, anyhow, an' you are,
your drink and then ride outside. When you get there I'll
come out and talk it ovl?r with you, for I hardly think you that's dead sartin."
I "All right. Pile It on to me if you want to, but don't forgit
are satisfied with the way things are going."
"Lat light, Misler Wild," the Chinaman spoke up, nodding that I'm the king-pin of Six Spot Flat, an' that I always has
his head approvingly. ''He velly bad Melican man. Wantee my own way, no matter where I go."
I '· I reckon you ain't havin' your own way jest now, though,
killee Chi nee pletty soonee, maybe."
Jerry Davis was no more surpri~ed than the inmates of the are yer?" sneered the scout.
f '· Oh, yes, I am. It's jest the way I want things."
bar-room at what had happened.
Then he forced a laugh, and the spectators became a little
A,il eyes were upon the young deadshot now, and if a pin
had dropped upon the floor at that monient the sound might more cheerful, some of them even smiling.
! Davis dismounted and, tying his horse to a post in front of
·
have been heard.
No one paid the least attention to what the Chinaman said, the building, stepped up and held out his hand to the young
deadshot.
either, not even to the man his remarks referred to.
''Shake hands once more, Young Wild West," he said, "but
"Hip," 'the boy said, cool1y, without taking his eyes from
those of the man he had cowed, "I reckon you had better take don't squeeze me like you did the other time."
j "I reckon once is enough,'' was the quick -reply. "I don't
Jennie outside. This is no place for a four-footed animal."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," piped the heathen, , and then he I like the expression of your eyes, Davis. You are a bad man,
quickly took the mule by the bridle and led it through the and I know it."
"That's all right, Young Wild West, I'm a bad ,m an all right.
doorway.
"Now then, Jerry, you follow suit," Young Wild West went ! But I know when I'm downed. You have dowhed me, an' I'm
willin' to shake on it." .
on, in the cool and easy way that had helped make him
"I don't care to shake, so that settles it."
l)lous. "You just heard me say that this was no place for a
"All right, you're at the top of the heap right now, an' I
four-footed animal."
"By tlmncler! I never expectNl to Ii Ye long enough to be s'pose what you say has got to go. But lf I didn't want things
bossed by a kid," declared the rider, as if he bad just recov- this way it would be different. I'm jest in the humor to let
you have your own way. See?"
erect from his astonishment.
"I see. This sort of business is not at all new to me. I
·'You can't tell what will happen to you before you die.
::,;ow then, get a movt~ on you, and see that the horse goes out have met quite a number of fellows like you in my travels." "You hii.ve, eh?"
quietly, too. If you don't I'll try another shot at you. The
"Yes, lots of them."
next time I may tak:e the notion to clip off a piece of one of
"An' you're still alive. That seems kinder funny."
your ears. I can do that little trick, you know. I feel just
"Oh, the chances are I will be living a long time after you
like trying it at this minute."
The man looked at the proprietor, then at the men standing are dead."
"Maybe you will an' maybe you won't."
around him, and from them his eyes dropped to the floor
"Look here, Davis. Don't you say anythil).g that suggests a
.
.
where his revolver was lying.
True, he had another gun at his left side, but he evidently threat. If you do r might take a notion to clean you up. I
reckon there's an undertaker doing business here in Six Spot
thought it not advisable to take hold of it.
"Come, Bess," he said, as he jerked slightly ;,pon the bridle· Flat."
"Oh, yes," a shrill voice rang out from the crowd. "I'm
rein. "I reckon we had better go outside. Neither of us
wants to die jest yet, an' by the locks of that kid he would the undertaker, an' I'm always lookin' for a job. But I did
jest as leave shoot the pair of us as not. But never mind. think I'd never have the chance of plantin' Jerry Davis."
;'You'll have the chance all right: unless he mends his
We'll straighten things out a little later on."
Then he turned the horse sharply, and, being a nervous , ways."
"If I do I'll make as good a job of it as I kin."
steed, there was some little excitement for a few seconds, after
"That will do from you, Sneaky," growled Davis, making a
which Bess went out quite willingly.
'·Gentlemen," Young Wild West called out, loud enough for threatening gesture at the man who cl:::.imed to be an under·
every one to hear him plainly, "I am sorry this thing hap· I taker. ·'You think you're mighty fu:rny, but don't try to
pened, but it can't be helped. My name is Young Wild West, joke at my expense .. ,
"I wasn't jokin', Jerry," was the reply. "I was only an·
and I can't help taking a hand when I see anything going
wrong. However, T was willing to keep my mouth shut until swerin' Young Wild West in what you may call a respectful
that fellow tried to compel me to cl.rink whisky with him. I manner."
"Got enough, Davis?" the young deadshot asked, stepping
reckon if you will step outside now, you will see the finish."
"Lat light; Misler Wild. Shootee um bad Melican man velly toward the king-pin of the Flat.
"Jest about enough," was the reply. "I reckon I'll go in an'
muchee quickee! '' exclaimed the Chinaman from a window
git that drink I ordered. You sorter interrupted me, an' I
through which he was peering just then.
Sighs of relief we'nt up, and then as the boy t.urned to the didn't git it yet."
"All right. I've got a little business to attend to for a few
door, followed by his two partners, the majority of those
minutes. I've got to eat my supper, in fact. I'll be back here
present followed.
Some however seemed to think it would be much safer later on. Come on, Hop.''
Inside the shanty' saloon, for they got l:)ack well out of range I The last w~s addressed to the individual who was called
the clever Chrnee.
of a window and waited almost breathlessly.
"Allee light, Misler '3/ild," was the reply, and then Hop
It must have been that the black steed w~s very mettlesome, and had run a little further from the place than was started to lead his mule away from the shanty.
Young Wild West walked along with him, Cheyenne Charlie
necessary, for as the young deadshot stepped outside, Jerry
\ and Jim Dart following, but keeping a watch over their
.
Davis was just riding back.
He had a revolver in his hand, too, and this showed that he. shoulders, for they did not mean to let Davis get a chance to
put in a sly shot.
meant business.
But it seemed that this was an unnecessary precaution, for
The young deadshot still held his gun ready for use, and
springing from the doorway, he ran straight to meet the the bad man went on inside, calling to the crowd to follow
I him.
horseman.
I He ordered the· boss to put out the 'drinks, and when an -Then something happened that no one expected to see.
Davis suddenly reined in his horse and quickly dropped · hands had accepted the invitation be gave, he promptly paid
I the bill.
his revolver into the holster.
"It's all right, kid," he called out, as if it was a farce he , ··Boy:;," he snid, uodding his heqtl to the <:l'Owd, "jest !Jp.
was assisting to enact. "I was jest tryin' yer. I wanted to ' cause Young Wild West sorter tool.-'. ther starch out of me
know if you was ready or not. I see -yer are, so that settles don't mean that I've lost my title of the king-pin of Six Spot
Flat. I'm all right yet, au' you kin bet your life I'll be the
tt."
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same old Jerry Davis. Everybody has ups an' downs in their
lives, an' I s'pose I've got to take mine along with tller r est.
But rm all wool an' a yard wide, jest t.her same, an' if I shrink
a little in ther wash, I stretch out ag'in in ther sun. Now
then, if there's anybody her~ who thinks I ain't jest it'\; good
as I always was, jest let him speak out, an' forever after hold
his peace."
No one said anything to this, so Davis smiled triumphantly.
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A few of the residents of the mining camp had been watching them, but no one came over to say anything.
Probably bY, ,t his time (t had spread all ¢ver the place that
Young Wild West was there.
Six Spot Flat was a rather new camp, and hence our friends
had never visited it before.
·
It lay in a ;region that they were quite familiar with, however, and as there were a few living about in scattered parts
, of the country who kn ew them pretty well, it was nothing
; strange that their fame should have spread there, and tha t
, every oue knew about them.
i Young Wild West prided himself on being famous, though
CHAPTER III.
there was nothing egotistical or boastful about him.
1
He was always ready to lend a helping hand to any one In
TijE KD!G-PIN <;IHANGES HIS MlXD .
need of it, and he was very often the aggressor when It was
n ecessary to put down crime.
Young Wild West had picked out the place he meant to I He,. believed in carrying out law and order in the full sense
camp upon before he took a walk over to the shanty saloon. ' of the word, and never would he permit a lynching to take
The spot was probably two hundred yards from the central place if it was in his power to prevent it.
part of Six Spot Flat, but not far from two or three of the
He believed the same as nearly every ·westerner did at the
shanties.
, time of which we write-that it was lawful and just to shoot
Our friends had halted there without asking permission in self-defense-but 11ever had he taken the least advantage of
from any one.
an enemy, al ways fighting it out face to face.
But they hardly thought this would be necessary unless 1 It was the same with his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie
there happened to be some rascals who always tried to make and Jim Dart, though the scout really was a little quick-temtrouble with the strangers that came there.
pered and hasty at times.
However, this would make no difference, since they were I Probably if he had been allowed to have his ow.n way he
used to that sort of thing.
1 would have been dead long before this, for since he did not
Waiting for the young deadshot and his partners were Ari- seem to kno w what fe.ar was, he very often made a bad break,
etta Murdock, his golden-haired sweetheart; Anna, the wife I which would surely mean death to him if carried out.
of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of
Jim Dart seldom had much to say, but he was a firm beJim Dart. Also Wing Wah, :the cook, was there, and he was liev0r in Young Wild West, and he patterned after him as
waiting impatiently for the r~turn of his brother, who had 'I much as he possibly could.
'
ventured to go ahead with Jennie, his trick mule.
, Charlie's wife had insisted on accompanying him on his
"Well, girls," Young Wild West said, smilingly, as they horseback trips with Young Wild West in search of excitecame back and joined them, "I suppose you got tired waiting ment and adventure, and this made it possible for Arietta and
for us. We didn't have very much of a time over there, yet Eloise to become members of the p'arty also.
there was considerable fun about it. As far as we could see, I In this way they had traveled over almost the entire region
nearly every miner here seems to be a pretty good fellow. known as the "\Vild West, and the thrilling adventures and
There is one, though, w1:o calls himself the king-pin of Six hair-breadth escapes they had met with, some of which have
Spot Flat, who no doubt 1s a pretty bad character."
\ already been printed, were really too numerous to mentio n.
"But he's tamed pretty well now," Jim Dart spoke up, , The preparations for supper went ahead rapidly and ln du&
laughingly. "It didn't take Wild toIJ.g to take t he starch out . time the cook announced that it was real'.!y.
'
of him."
.
.
I
By this time the sun had set, and it was beginning to f,<et
''That was the man who rode over there on tlie big black dark.
horse," Arietta spoke up."
Having learned that there was a mining camp located wlth"That's the fellow, Et," the young deadshot answered.
in a few miles of them rather late in the afternoon, our
"I took it right away that he was a sort of terror," the girl fri ends had decided to push on and reach it, even though th ey
went on, shaking her head.. "I half expected h~ would see us ate t heir supper a little later than usual.
and come here. But he didn't. He rode straight .up to the , There is an old sayinP· that "it is better late than never"
saloon."
'I and so it was in this c~se, for their appetites had certainiy
'· Yes, and right into it."
.
increased, and this made them enjoy the meal to a greater
'· Such fellows have a habit of doing that, you know, Wild,'' extent.
·
:;.nd the girl smiled.
They h<J.d just about finished it, and Cheyenne Charlie was
'· Oh, yes, and I don't suppose there is anything very wrong , preparing to light his _pipe, when the clatter of hoofs sounded
about · it, since Hop -rode his mule into the place."
close al hand.
'· He did ride Jennie into the place?"
Naturally, all eyes were turned in the direction ·the sounds
"You bettee me did, Missee Alietta," the clever Chinee spoke came fr:illi.
up, a's he came forward leading the mule. "We havee velly I '·Grnat gimlets! ' . the scout exclaimed, dropping the match
goodee timee Jere. Makee plenty fun. Me g:ttee dlink of which he was about to apply to the pipe. ·'Here comes .Terry
tanglefoot and Jennie allee same.e gittee dlink of water. Um I Davis, the king-pin of Six Spot Fat. Sorter acts as if he's
1.Jad man wan tee makee tlouble, but Misler Vvild s0911 fixee." I started on a rampage."
"He'll make more trouble, no doubt, before we leave,'' Young . The bad man was alone, though Wild cou d see that a crowd
Wild vVest's sweetheart remarked, and then , she turned to had gflthered in front of the Alhambra.
lend assistance to putting the camp in shape.
He knew right away that Davis had set out for the purpose
Already the horses had been taken care of, so there was of making troubl e, and that he must" have advised' the others
nothing to do now but to put up the two tent::; that were used ' to watch him as he did it.
a
as sleeping quarters by the members of the party
·
j "Take it easy, bdys," he said, nodding to his two partners.
Already Wing, the cook, had started a fire, and a pot of "The fellow is no doubt pretty drunk, and I suppose we'll
coffee was steaming over it.
have to let up on him a little. A drunken man will always
He was ready with the meat he had to broil, eo when Wild do things that he wouldn't think of doing if sober."
suggested that they have supper before they fix up the camp,
"It ain't much excuse, though, Wild. In the' first place, a
he promptly started in.
man ain't got no right to git drunk," the scout retorted.
·'Misler Wild," Hop said, when he came back, after tying his
Davis had swung around a little to the right, and he acted
mule with a long lariat so it might get the best of what was , as if he was going to make a circle of the camp.
to be found in the way o( grazing, "maybe Misler Jim helpee I This was just what he did, and when he bad gone completeme and we puttee u.ppee \1m tents."
ly around it he rode up to within a hundred feet, and, brlng" That wouldn't be a bacl idea, Hop. I reckon we'll all help ing his horse to a halt, called out:
you. Usually you and Wing do it, but Wing is pretty busy
'·Hello, Young Wild West!"
now."
"Hello!" was the reply. "What's the matter with you? GlvThe Chinaman nodded and smiled, as if he .thought he had ing your horse a little exercise and showing off how well you
made a very good suggestion.
can ride for our benefit?"
The young deadshot and his partners assisted him, and it.
'·Not exactly. I'll tell you jest how it is. When I got to
did not take a great while before the tent poles were .in posi- talkin' wii h the boys over in the Alhl.Ullbra, I sorter got mnd
1
tlon and the canvas stretched and securely fastened.
after thinkin' what you had done to me. I kept on glt tln'
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111adder, an' after I'd got four or five drinks in me I told 'em I "If I hear a lot of laughing going on I'll come over later,"
I was comin' over here to clean you out. But I've changed Dart answered, as ·wnd and the scout started from the camp.
1
my mind, Young Wild West.,.
"Misler Wild " Hop piped,· as he arose and looked after
This caused Cheyenne Charlie to give utterance to a burst j them, "you wan ee me go, too?"
of mirth.
"You can do as you like about that," the young deadshot
"You sneakin' coyote!" he shouted. "You told 'em over retorted. "Certainly I don' t want you to go, but I am not
at the whisky-mill that you was comfa' here to clean us out, going to prevent you if you feel like doing so."
did you?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Wi d. Me bling Jennie."
"Yes, I'll admit that I did. But I changed my mind, an'
"You will leave Jennie right where she ls. There will be
that's why I took a circle around your camp."
enough fun there without having a trick mule cut up."
"I reckon you're apt to change your mind quite frequently,"
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and meekly Hop turned to the
Wild said, in his cool and easy way. "Come on, Jerry, and tent.
let's have a little talk. Maybe you're not half as bad as you
But he soon emerged from it and started at a brisk walk for
try to make it appear."
the Alhambra.
"I'm a sort of a fool, that's what I am," and then the man
rode slowly forward and came to a halt at the camp.
"So you think you're a sort of fool, eh? How is that?"
CHAPTER IV.
Wild asked in his cool and easy way.
·• I don't know, unless it's 'cause I was doin' a lot of talkin'
BILL NOODLE, THE CA.RD SHARP.
over in the Alhambra an' then changed my mind."
"What made. you change your mind?"
Jerry Davis was standing outside the Alhambra saloon
"Oh, you know, Young Wild West What's the use of me when Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie strolled up that
stackin' up agin you, even if you are nothln' but a kid? Ain't way and came to a stop near the door.
I seen enough of you in the past hour to know better than to , The self-styled king-pin of Six Spot Flat was trying to exdo sich a thing?"
plain why he had changed his mind, and as our two frie nds
"That's for you to judge, not me."
listened they quickly became satisfied that h? had told. them
Wild was smiling now, for he could see plainly that the bad the exact truth when he stated that it was his avowed mtenman had awakened to just about what he was.
tion to clean out the camp, as he started riding toward it.
''I can't b.elp doin' a lot of shootin' an' whoopin' things up
"Young Wild West," Davis called out, when he saw the boy
every time I git a skin full of whisky " Davis went on with standing in the light of the oil lamp, for it was dark now,
a shrug of the shoulders. "It's a sort ~f second nature to me "some of these fellers is actin' as if they think I oughter have
I s'pose, an' maybe I'll keep on sayin' I'm the king-pin of shot the whole kit an' boodle of yer. They're try!n' to make
Six Spot Flat an' t hat I ain't afraid of anything livin' an' all fun of me ' cause I told 'em I changed my mind. Now, what
that, as long as I live. But there ain't no use in me talkin' do you think I oughter do to 'em?"
that way afore you folks. It won't work, an' I know it. I
"Don't do anything rash, Jerry," the young deadshot anain't no king-pin, an' I ain't nothin' when i\ comes down to swered, laughingly. "We all know you're the king-pin, and hard-pan."
all that, but take my advice and don't kill anybody."
If you keep on thinking that way you'll amount to some·
This caused a ripple of laughter, and it was quite evident
thing after a while," Wild retorted, in his cool and easy way. that Jerry did not like it very much.
"Is that the way you think, then?" and J erry looked at him
" Say, you fellers," he said, shaking his fist at some of them,
in surprise.
"you seem to think this is a mighty funny piece of business.
"No. I don't think exactly that way, for I know pretty well But it ain't as funny as you think it is, an' I'll prove it to
what I can..do, and I always make it a point never to boast of yer if you keep on tryin' to make fun of me. I'm the king-pin
something I can do when I can't. I reckon you understand of Six Spot Flat, an' I kin lick any ten men what ever lived.
what I mean."
I You have all seen me git tamed by Young Wild West, but
"Yes, I s'pose I do. That's where it hits me hard ag'in. that don't say that there's any of you what kin hold a candle
Many a time I've give it out that I could lick any seventeen to me When it comes to a fight in any shape, whether it's
men what ever wore boots, when I knowed that I couldn't fists, feet, guns, or knives."
lick more than one of 'em at ther most. That's what you call , "I know a feller what licked yer, an' it ain't more than three
boastin', I s'pose."
weeks ago," one of the miners spoke up.
"Yes, and the very worst kind of boasting, for when a man
"You mean Bill Noodle, the card sharp, I s'pose?" the bad
talks that way you can ge11erally put him down as not amount- man asked.
·
Ing to much."
"That's the feller," Big Lem shouted. "He knocked the
"That's me, Young Wild West. I don't amount to much. pots out of you, an' when you tried to pull a gun on h!.m he
Well, I feel bette-r now since I changed my mind an' had a !eked it out of your hand, an' then made you promise to betalk with yer. You needn't expect no more trouble from me, have yourself. But you ain't been behavin' very good, Jerry.
even If I git b'ilin' drunk an' clean out the Alhambra."
Every time you have got drunk you have started to make a
"I wouldn't do anything like that if I were you, Jerry." rumpus. It didn't do you a bit of good to lick yer."
"I'll try not to, but it all depends upon what effect Jake
"It's a wonder you never tried to lick me, Lem," Davis
Butts' tanglefoot has on my system."
said, starting boldly toward the big, raw-boned man.
Then he turned and rode slowly back to the shanty saloon,
"If YC:>U want to know why I never tried it, I'll tell yer.. I
and as he got th e jeers and shouts went up from those who never l!ke to hm·t anybody, break their bones, or anythrng
had been watching him.
like that, you kn?w. If ~ was to git a good hol~ of you, a~'
'"l'hat is one of the most surprising things I've met with in was mad at the time, I m1g~t smash you all to pieces. Thats
a Jong while," Young Wild West declared, nodding to his why I nev~r t~ckle_d ,rer. Ive always though~ that th?re wa~
partners and the girls. "I really believe that fellow meant all more fun lil hstenm to you than there was m g!ttin mad.
he said." o
"All right, Bfg Lem. I know you're a mighty powerful fel·
"r never seen a galoot act that_way afore, though," Chey- ler. But I don t belle~e you k,~n handle me. I know yer can't
enne Charlie declared, shaking his head. "I reckon I'll take when It comes to us!n a gun.
a walk over to the Alhambra, as they call it, an' find out if he
"We ·a in't talk!n' about shoot!n' jest now," the big man andid tell 'em he was comin' over here to clean us out. If they swered, quickly, showing pretty well that he really was afraid
say he did I'll believe every word he said."
of the bad man if it came to a shooting match.
"I'll go with you, Charlie," Wild spoke up. ·"There may be
There might have been some sort of a fight between the two
a little fun over there. I don't mean by that there will be any if a horseman had not suddenly arrived.
shooting, but just something to laugh at. I reckon Jim don't
Wild and Charlie heard him coming, and a couple of seconds
want to go. He generally likes to stay in camp with the girls. later every one there did, too.
Eloise is very timid, you know. She probably ls afraid the
Then Big Lem and Jerry Davis ceased their argument and
camp will be attacked by a band of Indians or a grizzly bear." watched to see who it was along with the rest.
Then he gave a laugh, and the girl referred to blushed , Up rode a supple-looking young man on a piebald horse. -.
deeply.
"It's Bill Noodle," Big Lem called out. "Here yer are,
It was a fact that she was really timid, but she was one of King-pin. Here's the man what give yer a good lickin' two
the sort who liked to have her lover about her, especially weeks ago right now. Maybe you want to try it ag'ln with
when there was a chance to sit in the glow of the camp-fire, and him."
Jim seemed to be per ectly satisfied with that sol't of an ar"I didn't say anythin~ like that, Lem," -the bad man de·
rangement.
·' I was talk!n' to you. I'm willin' to take a lickln'
1 clared.
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from you if you kin give it to me. But I don't want nothin' saying, I believe. But there are no kings in this country, so
to, do with Bill Noodle."
I hardly think it applies to anything just now."
"Who's that talking about me?" the horseman asked, for
"There's a king-pin in this here country, though," Big
he had listened sharply after having brought his hor;se to a Lem called out. "There he is right there. It's Jerry Davis,
halt.
what started over to your camp to clean you all out a little
"We was jest talkin' about how you licked Jerry Davis," while ago, an' then changed his mind."
Big Lem explained. "There's a young feller herE! what done
"Never you mind, Lem. I'll clean you out if you don't keep
it, too, afore dark, an' now Jerry feels as if he wants to lick still," the bad man answered, angrily.
me."
"You can't do it unless you use your gun, though."
"There's a ·y oung fellow here who thrashed the king-pin of
"I'll show yer putty soon."
'
·
Six Spot Flat?" the horseman asked, not paying any attention
"Say, ; you fellows," Bill Noodle called out sharply, at the
to the rest of what the miner said, and at tl~e same time look- same time shaking a finger at the bad man, "I advise you to
ing about inquiringly.
keep quiet. I don't like you, and you ought to know it."
"Yes; H's Young Wild West."
"I don't like you, either," came the spirited retort.
"Who?
"We11, you know what you can do."
Bill Noodle leaned over and took another look.
"Yes, I know what I kin do, an' I'll do it right now, too."
"There he stands right over there," Big Lem decllj.red,
Jerry Davis must have been encouraged by the presence of
pointing to the young deadshot.
I
Young Wild West, for he suddenly whipped out a gun and,
"Oh, I see," and then Bill Noodle, the card sharp, quickly taking a step forward, leveled it squarely at the card sharp's
dismounted.
breast.
He led his horse to a hitching-post, and then turned and
"That's what I kin do," he aoded, triumphantly. "I've got
walked leisurely toward Wild and Charlie.
you dead to rights now, an' if I jest make up my mind to pull
"So you're Young Wild West, are you?" he said, rather the trigger I'd send· a streak of daylight through yer. Now
curtly.
then, who's got the best of the argument, me or you?"
"That's who I am," was 'the reply.
"You have all the best of it, Mr. King-pin. But I am not
"Well, I've often felt as if I would like to have a look afraid of you shooting. You haven't the nerve to do it:"
at you. Suppose you step Inside, where t.11ere's a better light,
This was not exactly the sort of fun that Young Wild West
and then I can do it to my full satisfaction."
and Cheyenne Charlie expected to find at the Alhambra.
"Can't see enough of me here in this light, eh?" the boy
The arrival of the card sharp had changed things not a
asked, In his cool and easy way.
little.
"No. Is that one of your pards standing there?"
Just now Bill Noodle had the center of the floor, so to speak.
"Say, stranger," the scout spoke up, half angrily, "it sorter 1 "Put away your gun," Wild advised, nodding t_\) the bad
seems to me as if you're kinder sassy. You ain't anything!' man. "I reckon we can get along without having any shootlike Jerry Davis, are yer? You ain't a boss or a king-pin, or ing, here to-night." ·
anything like that, I s'pose."
J
"If you tell me to put it away I'll do it, Young Wild West.
"Do~'t get angry, my friend," and Bill Noodle laughed\ 'cause I've taken a big likin' to yer, even though you did lick
lightly. "I may be a little brusque in my ways, but I can't me in proper s'b.ape."
help it. I've heard a lot about Young Wild West and his part- J So saying, Davis stepped back and put his gun in his
ners and the girls and the two Chinamen and' the wonderful h9lster.
·
sorrel stallion, and that makes me feel as if I would like to g.e t j No sooner had he done this than Bill Noodle dropped his
a good view of the boy who can outshoot and outfight any one I hand to his side, and then up it went, a revolver gripped in it.
in creation."
Young Wild West realized instantly that he meant to shoot
"You have sorter got his pedigree down putty fine, I the bad man, and without the least hesitation he leaped forreckon," Charlie retorted. "I don't know where you heard it, ward and struck the weapon upward, just as it was discharged.
but all you have said is putty nigh true."
The bullet went into the ceiling, and the life of Davis was
"About the girls and the two Chinamen and the sorrel, I saved.
suppose you mean," was the sarcastic reply.
"You're a little too fast, I reckon," Wild said, in his cool
"Wild," the young scout spoke up, faying a hand upon the and easy way, as he gripped the man's wrist and gave it such
young deadshot's shoulder, "this here sneakin' coyote is sar- a twist that the revolver dropped to the floor. "You have got
tinly lookin' for trouble. Jest you leave him to me. I don't to go it a little easier. You hear what I say!"
like the way he's talkin', an' I feel jest like smashin' him one
"So you have turned on me, have you, kid?" the man cried,
between the eyes."
,
angrily, as he tried to break away from the boy. "But I
"Ha, ha, ha!" the card sharp laughed, and then he quickly want you to understand that I am not afraid of anything livstepped aside and went on into the bar-room of the Alham- ing, and I don't care if you are the Champion Deaclshot of the
bra.
West or not. Just let go my wrist."
The miners had become suddenly silent when the argument
Instead of doing so Wild gave it ,another twist, and the
started. and they stood there waiting to see what Young Wild pain being so great, the card sharp dropped upon his knees,
West would do.
at the sam~ time uttering a cry of pain.
They soon. found out, for the boy unhesitatingly walked in
"You're what I call a contemptible cur!" the boy exclaimed,
after the card sharp.
his eyes flashing dangerously. "You came here for ·the sole
Charlie was right at his heels, as might be supposed, and purpose of making trouble. But I was willing to let it go,
then the crowd came pouring in.
even though you made slurring remarks before we came in
Wild now had a chance to take a good look at the man the here. Now I am going to ask you a question. , Will you behave
crowd seemed to regard as something above the ordinary yourself if I Jet you up, or will you wait for the first chance
run.
you can get to shoot somebody?"
He was of medium height, and apparently not more than
"Let go of my wrist," came the reply. "If you don't I'll--"
thirty years of age:, and his manner indicated plainly that he
Wild gave it another twist, and unable to stand the pain
was educated and somewhat refined.
silently, Noodle Jet out another cry.
Hts attire was something better than the average, worn by
"Now then, I reckon we're seein' somethin'," Big Lem
the inhabitants of Six , Spot Flat, or the other mining camps spoke up, jubilantly. "We've had a bad man what's the kingto be found in the West at the time of which we write.
pin of Six Spot Flat raisin' ructions around here for quite
He was leaning carelessly against the bar and watching a little time. Then along comes a card sharp what takes the
those who entered.
starch out of him. Now then, there's somebody who kin
Apparently he took no more interest in Young Wild West handle the card sharp jest as easy as if he was nothin' more
than he did in any one else, and after lighting a cigar he than a five-year-old coyote. Things is sartinly improvin' at
waited until tlfe last man had come in, and then he suddenly the Flat."
turned toward the young deadshot and said:
Wild knew that he would have to fight the man, so he de"Oh, excuse me. I forgot about you, Young Wild West. I cided that the quicker it was over with the better it would be.
believe I said I wanted to have a good look at you."
Giving the wrist another wrench, he sent the card sharp
"I'll give you permiss_ion to look at me as much as you [ full upon his back, and then let go his hold.
like," was the cool reply.
"Now then, get up," he called out, sharply.
"Oh, you wiU, eh? I remember of hearing my grandfather
With wonderful agility the man sprang to his feet.
say in the olden times tllat a cat was permitted to look at a [ He did not hesitate a moment, either, but launched himself
king."
directly towar.d the boy.
·
"Yes, I have heard something like that myselt. A very old
He swung a hard blow, .IJUt Wild ducked it easily, and then
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delivered one In return that caught the card sharp squarely
upon the chin.
Back he stagger ed, and had all he could do to keep from
falling to the floor.
Wild never permitted a good chance to slip by when he
knew he had a clever man to fight with.
'
He went right after him, and before Bill Noodle could recover his balance he landed hard upon his ,ribs.
Down he went, this time in a heap, and the way he gasped
for breath told plainly that he was not apt to come back very
soon.
"Hooray, hooray!" shouted Jerry Davis, waving his hat.
"That does me more good than anything I've had happen
to me in twenty years. I don't care how much I git licked
now. B111 Noodle, the card sharp, which some say is. a downright thief, has got knocked out by Young Wild West."
"What's that you said, Jerry?" the young deadshot asked,
looking at him In surprise. "Some say that this fellow is a
downright thief, eh'!"
"Yes, that's been said a few times. That's why me an' him
got in a fight two weeks ago. I called him a thief/'
"It's a wonder he didn't shoot you for it."
"Oh, he didn't want to shoot me jest then, 'cause he sorter
had an idea he could git me in as a pard. He was talkin' to
me quite a little afore that, an' I could tell by the way he was
gittin' at it that he thought I was a thief1 too. But I ain't
no thief, an' I never was. I'm the king-pin of Six Spot Flat,
an' all that, but I ain't no thief. "
Wild gave a nod, and then stepping over to the fallen man,
who was in the act of trying to get up, he took him by the
arm and 11fted him to his feet.
There was a chair near by, and he half carried him over
and placed him upon It.
"Do you feel like fighting any more?" he asked, coolly, as he
looked the dazed man squarely in the eyes.
"I may feel like it, but I am not able to do it just now,"
came the rather faint reply.
"All right. You stay right here until you get ready. I'll
give you all the chance in the world. I don't care whether
you want to fight with your fists or a gun. Charlie," and he
turned to the scout, "just hand this fellow's gun over. H e
may want to take a shot at m'e pretty soon."
"Right yer are, Wild," came the reply, and Charlie qui ckly
did as directed.
The card sharp let it drop into the holster at his side, and
then remained silent for fully five minutes, during which
time the miners talked and laughed over what had occurred.
Then he suddenly arose from the chair, and without a word
walked out of the place.
All hands watched, and when they saw him mount his horse
and ride swiftly away, they knew that he had quite enough of
it for the time being.
CHAPTER V.
THE PLAN 'TO WRECK THE BRIDGE.

Whatever his thoughts might have been, B111 Noodle rode
along in silence after leaving the Alhambra saloon. ·
The piebald steed he rode went along at an easy lope, the
rider scarcely holding fast to the reins.
Almost straight to the west the animal kept on, following
the trail that led along for over a hundred miles to Prescott.
It was a trail that showed signs of being used a great deal,
and when the horseman had covered a distance of about t wo
miles, he came to a bridge that spanned a chasm.
It was not a very long bridge, since the chasm was scarcely
more than thirty feet in width, but It seemed to be substan tial
and capable of holding any load that might be taken over it.
Noodle reined 'in his horse here and, turning his h ead, ·
looked over his shoulder in the direction he had come, almost
as If he expected some one had followed him.
Then he gave a nod of satisfaction, and blew a blast upon a
small whistle which he took from one of his pockets.
The echoes of the whistle had hardly died away, when ther e
was a crashing in the bushes to the left, and the form of a
man hurriedly appeared.
"Hello, Tom!" the horseman called out, softly.
"Is that you, Bill? " came the r eply. " Got back quick,
didn't you?"
"Yes, much quicker than I expected to return. Something
happened over at the Flat which caused me to leave in a
hurry."
"Got into trouble, maybe," the man said, as h e emerged
fully from the bushes.
"Yes, I did get into trouble."
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"Funny that you got drove away from there, though."
'' Oh, I wasn't driven away exactly. I could have remainlld
ther e, and I suppose it would have been all right, too. But I
chose to come. "
" Oh! " and the man called Tom gave a nod as if he was satisfied.
u
Noodle turned his horse toward the bushes, and, stepping
aside, Tom permitted him to go on through.
He· follow ed him, and did not say a word as the horseman
continued on for a dozen yards.
Then Noodle dismounted, and Tom vent1tred to r emark:
"Anything new over at the Flat ?"
" Nothing ln particular, but Young Wild West is there."
" The dickens you say!" and Tom seemed to be not a little
surprised.
"Now you can understand why I came back in such a
hurry."
"He's after you, then, eh? "
"No, I hardly think that. But I was foolish enough to start
to make trouble, and he got the best of me, that's all. It was
all the fa ult of that bluffing fellow who calls himself the kingpin of Six Spot Flat. I was so angered at him to-night that I'
was going to shoot him, and Young Wild West interfered and
knocked t he gun from my hand ."
'' Knocked your gun from your hand, eh? " and Tom appeared
more surprised than ever .
" Yes, and then he ·gave m e a thrashing right on th e floor of
the Alha mbra ba r-room. "
"By t hunder! That boy must be a regular terror. I've heard
tell that he could lick his weight in wildcats, but I never
thought t her e was any kid as could handle you, Bill."
"He handled me all right, and there's -q.o need in my trying
to deny it. He handled me so thorough!~ that I decided that
th e best thing I could do was to get away from there. If I
had remained I might have been shot, for there's no tell1ng
just what I would have tried. The best thing for me to do was
to come over here, and I did so. Now then, we'll go !~to the
cave. You wanted me to stop when I was going over, but I
didn 't tllink I had time. I have plenty of time now."
The villa in, for ther e was not the shadow of a doubt but
that be was such, slipped from the back of his horse, and
then the man ca lled Tom took the animal by the bridle and
wen t on behind a projecting rock.
Noodle followed him around and into a rather wide niche,
wher e it was a s dark as pit ch.
Tom paused h er e and, striking a match, applied the flame
to a pitch-pine tor ch, which must have been there for the purpose.
'Then once more he started ahead, leading the horse, and
went on t hrough a short passage which turned deliberately
to the left and enter ed a roomy cal,e.
" Her e we are, Bill," h e said, affecling a cheerfulness that he
did not alt ogether feel. " You say you have got time to stop
no w, so I r eckon I'll try an' make it comfortable for you. I've
been hangln' around her e for t hree days now, an' workin'
awa y like t he dick ens every time I thought it was safe to do
it. I fi nished up the job as far as I dared to go jest afore
dark to-night, as I told yer when you stopped · here on your
way over to t he Flat. It's a fine way for you to git your
r evenge on the stage-coa ch people, ' an' there ain't no possible
chance ot any one ever findin' out who done it."
"I cer tainly wouldn't want an y one to find out who did it,
Tom," and Noodle shook his head . " I only wish I could get
Young Wild West and his partner s on the bridge at the same
time. It would be a great sa tisfaction to see them all go
tumbling ·int o t he chasm. H ave you made the rope fast yet
so a single pull w ill cause the bridge to give way?"
"No. I ai n't done that yet. I t hought to-morrow mornin'
would be t ime enough for that. It was putty nigh dark when
I finished, as you know. It's a sort of risky business to be
fooli n' around over that deep place out ther e. One little slip
an' a feller will go down a couple of hundred feet an' land on
a lot of sharp stones. I wouldn't want to drop down there, an'
I r eckon you wouldn't, either."
"No one would, Tom. But what's the use ef talking that
way ? I a m going to take your word that you have done the
job all ri ght. The stage-coach will leave the Flat at eight
o'clock to-morrow morning. That means that it will get here
from fifteen to t wenty minutes lat er. When it reaches the
center of the bridge I wa nt it to go down. I'll show the Overland Company t hat I can put them out of busi~ss. They put
me out of business, and this is thfl wa y I am going to get satisfaction. Of course, if t her e is· any one in the outfit at the
time, most likely they will get kill ed. But I can' t help that.
It is the stage-coach that I want to destroy, and the horses,
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too. I want to fix them so they won't do any business for a
few days, and that will stop any one from coming here to interfere with me and buying that strip at the east side of the
Flat, which nobody thinks is worth a dollar. I know pretty
well that if Timlin should come up from Prescott and set his
eyes on it he would grab it instantly, for he has a way of tell,
ing just where there is any gold dust. I want that strip, and
l want to get it in a purely legitimate way and not pay mucb
for it. The fact is, Tom, that I haven't a great deal of money
on hand just now. Things have been going i.yron.g with me,
and I lost a big pile of money in the past month. I haven't
had much of a chance to win any, since the miners at the
Flat all seem to be afraid to play cards with me any more."
'· I know, Bill. You're goin' to kill two birds with one stone.
You're goin' to git square with the stage-coach company, an'
you'-re goin' to fix it so you k1n buy that piece of land you're
talkin' about for a mere song. All right, go ahead an' win out.
If you give me what you promise me, I'll sartinly be satisfied."
''I'll give you what I promise you, all right, Tom, and a
whole lot more, too. I know that the strip of land on the
cast side of the Flat is wovth a million dollars. If I can get
hundred dollars you surely will fall in for a
it for a couple
mighty good job. I think you are capabla of being a foreman If not something better."
·' I could be a foreman all right, an' don 't you forgit it," tb e
villainous fellow answered.
The two had been standing In the cave, Tom holding the
light while the conversation took pl.ace.
But now Bill Noodle turned and walked to a eorner where
the semblance of a table and a couple of chairs could be seen
in the dim light.
"Wait a minute, Bill," Tom said. "Jest let me hitch your
horse over here an' I'll light a lantern. You see, I was in the
dark when I heard your whistle. I was putty tired out, an'
bad jest laid upon a blanket to go to sleep."
"I can see very well. You look after the horse."
"You ain't goin' out ag'in to-night, then?"
"No. I'll make out that I went over to Hiker Hill, which·
is only twelve miles from the Flat. Of course, I mean to go
back t.o Six Spot Flat to-morrow morning, and I'll tell them,
if any one should happen to ask, that I was at Hiker Hill."
The horse was soon cared for, and then the man called Tom
was not long In lighting a lantern, after which he extinguished
the flaming torch by thrusting It Into a pile of sand that
seemed to be there for that very purpose.
Bill Noodle had taken a seat Upon a chair that was close
to the small table, and he remained there, his elbow resting
upon the table, until his man had finished lighting the lan·
tern.
"Want somethin' to eat?" Tom q_uestloned.
"Yes. I intended to get somethfng at the Alhambra, but I
really didn't have time. Confound that t'ellow who calls himself the king-pin of Six Spot Flat. H e was altogether responsible for this. Of course, I was a little hasty in picking a row
with Young Wild West, or even noticing him. But it's too
late now, and I am going to !!lame him eutirely for it, and
get that man before I am through. I'll get Young Wild West
and his partners, too. I don't feel a,s if I am safe while tl:ley're
around, for they have the reputation of spoiling such schemes
as I am putting through."
"That's all right, Bill. 1 reckon there ain't none of 'em as
kin git ahead of you when it comes to usin' your wits. You
kin fool the best of 'em, an' I happen to know it."
Then the man bustled around for a few minutes and soon
had brought something in the way of a cold repast to his employer.
"It's the best I kin give you, unless I go to the trouble of
startin' a fire," he explained, as he set it before him.
"'rhis will do nicely, Tom,., Noodle declared. "I am. a man
of the world. r have sat at the finest meal that can be bought
in the whole United States, and I have satisfied my appetite
with a piece of salt buffalo meat. It's all the same in a lit'eUme. Aftei· it's over with, what's the dii'ference? This is all
right, and the stuff you have got here with the cold coffee is
quite enough to appease any one's hunger."
He ate rather greedily and, when he had finished, rolled a
cigarette and lighted it.
'l'hen he moved the chair so he could lean his back against
the rocky side of the cave, and appeared to be perfectly contented.
Tom went to look after the horse a few minutes later to
make sure that it was comfortably situated.
There was another steed there, which was his own, and he
paid a little attention to that as well.
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Then he came back and began sorting over some blankets
that lay in a teap near the table .
.. S'pose I'll have to fix up a bed for yer," he said, noddi ng
, ·
to his boss.
"Yes, any old thing wilf do. What's good enough fo r you
to sleep upon is certainly good enough for me. l am not a
millionaire just now, you know. Later on I'll be one, most
likely, and then I'll want a downy bed with the best steel
springs that, can be bought."
"I only hope that everything pans out the way you want it
to, BIil," Tom answered, as he went on with h is preparations.
In a few minutes he had fixed things up to suit h im, and
·
then turning to his employer, he said:
"I don't s'pose you mind if I turn in. I'm a bit tired an'
sleepy, as I said afore."
''Go ahead, Tom. I'll join you, I think. While I am not
very sleepy, I may as well lie down, and I can be figu r ing out
what I intend to do while I remain awake."
A few minutes later the two men were lying upon the bla nkets that had been spread upon the rocky floor of the cave.
Tom was not long in going to, sleep, but it must have been
a couple of hours before Bill Noodle closed his eyes, and his
regular breathing would have informed any one that he was
in a sound slumber.
Beth men slept the night through, and the sun was up when
one 'of them awakened.
It was Noodle, and the moment he saw the light in t he
cave he sprang to his feet, at the same time calling out sharply for hlis companion to rise.
m asked, slee.pify. · "Oh, it's morn ln',
"Eh, what is it?"
eh? Why, it seems as if I jest laid down only a few .minutes
agb. All right, Bill. I'll be right with you. I s'pose you wan t
a Ii ttle breakfast."
"I don't want a little breakfast. I want a big breakfast.
You go ahead and kindle a fire and see what you can fix up
for me. Half a dozen fried eggs and a hot cup of coffee about
satisfies me, I think. Got plenty of crackers, haven't you? "
"Yes, there's half a barrel of them that you had me bring
over from Hiller Hill."
"Yes, I know that. I thought it wa~ better to bring them
from that plaC'e than to buy anything over at the Flat. Suspicion might have been directed at me if we had made our
purchases at the Flat."
Tom gave a nod, and then went on to the other side of the
cave, where there was a large opening that overlooked t he
chasm that was spanned by the bridge something like two
lrnndred feet further along to the right.
There was n. rather wicle space right there, and a pile ot
wood that had been cut into broken lengths that made them
suit.able for a fire was right at hand.
Tom seemed to know his business in that direction, and i t
was not long before he had a good fire going.
Then he hung a tin: pail that contained water and some
ground coffee over it, after which he got a big frying-pan im d
threw some sUces of bacon in it.
Thir; was placed over the fire When it had burned dow n 1mfficiently to permit such· a thing, and then the breakfast wall
being prepare«! rapidly.
·' I'll go and have a look at the bridge while I'm waiting,"
Noodle suggested. "I'll be back in about ten minutes, Tom."
·• All right, maybe I'll have the eggs fried by that time. But
I hardly think the coffee will be boiled enough."
·'That will be all right. It won't make any difference If I
have to wait ten minutes longer than lthat."
Then the villain went out.
It was just about ten minutes when he came baek .
The breakfast was not quite ready, though he saw at a
glance that it soon would be.
·• rs everything all right, Bill?" Tom asked, looking at him
inquiringly.
·' Everything is all right You have sawed the supports in
t,vo, and all that is needed is a sharp jerk on the rope after
it's tied to one of them, and the bridge will fall from its ow n
weight."
"I know that. I worked in a shipyard on the Pacific co,a st
once, and I can't be fooled by sich business.,.
"Well, after we. have eaten breakfast we'll see to it that .the
rope is tied in the proper place and the other end of it pulled
far enough away so as to avoid all possibte chance of be ing
seen by any one when the bridge drops. Then I'll mount nnd
ride on to. the Flat ..,
"A\l right, Bill, and I'll stay here till the stage-coach comes
and do the trick in proper fashion."
"Of course you will. Don't make a m istake about tt, for
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you know that I'll be killing two birds with one stone, as you
said last night."
Tom nodded and gave a chuckle, just as if he thought it
amounted to nothing to cause the death of one or more innocent people.
1
The two ate their breakfast, taking their time about it, and
when he had finished, Noodle waited for his companion to get
the rope, and then he went out and the end of it was made
fast to one of the main supports of the bridge that had been'
sawed. in_ two places, so that a quick jerk would pull a piece
from 1t and then the whole structure would go smashing
'
downward into the chasm.
When it was completed to his satisfaction and the rope
spread along through the bushes, Noodle gave a nod of satisfaction and, mounting his horse, rode out upon the trail and
hurried for Six Spot Flat.

CHAPTER VI.
HOP WAH AT HIS OLD TRICK1$,

Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie did not remain
very long at the. Alhambra.
After the departure of Bill Noodle, the card sharp, therEl was
nothing in the way of excitemen,t there.
True, games of cards started up, and those playing at the
·
·t d
t bl
a es grew exc1 e at times, but thisevas not at all interestIng to the young deadshot and the scout.
It was to Hop, however, though he simply looked on in
siloo.ce as long as the two remained there.
But as soon as Wild and Charlie had started for the camp
he pulled a chair up close to a table_ at which four miners
'were playing for a rather high ante, and observed:
"Me likee play dlaw pokee, so ·be."
"What's that, heathen?" Big Lem, who was one of the. men
playing, asked, looking around in surprise.
"Me lik.ee play dlaw pokee," repeated the Chinaman.
"Oh, you do, eh? "\Vell, if you kin play t,b.e game as good as
you kin do some ·other things, I reckon you'll be a winner
eivery time. Want to drop in an' join us?"
"Yes, me likee lat velly muchee. Me velly smartee Chinee.
Play dlaw pokee likee anythling."
•" Lem, what's the use of lettin' him come in the game, after
knowin' that he's a sleight-of-hand feller. He'll stack the
cards as sure as anything, an' most likely he'll clean us out
in no time."
It was a miner called Billy who made this remarlr, and he
acted very much as if he was ready to quit should the Chinaman enter the game.
"See here, Billy," Big Lem said, somewhat sneeringly, "I
always thought you called yourself mighty slick at handlin' a
deck of cards."
"I am if I want to cheat. But when I set down with fellers
like you an' the rest here, I always play an honest game."
"That's all right. But if you think the heathen is a cheat,
you have got the same privilege."
"That's different, then. If that's the way you feel about it,
Lem, I ain't got no objections to his comin' in."
"!,le no cheatee," declared Hop, as they made room for him
and he put his chair to the table. "Me velly goodee Chi nee.
Me go to Sunday school in 'Flisco."
"I reckon there's a good many men what's gone to Sunday
school wlien they was kids an' turned out to be putty bad at
that," Big Lem retorted, with a laugh.
"Maybe you- go to Sunday school, len."
"Maybe I did."
"Lat allee light, len. You turnee outtee to be velly bad
Mel!can man, so be."
"Not yet I ain't, but I will say that I ain't much of a good
one. Any galoot as plays cards for money an' drinks whisky
ain't exactly what yer kin call a good man."
"Yes, but there's a whole lot worse ones what don't gamble
or drinl{, an' make out they're awful good," declared Billy.
'l'his seemed to suit the others, for they all nodded approva,.
"Your name is Hop, ain't it?" one of the men at the table
said, looking at the Chinaman, a broad grin on his face.
"Lat light, me namee Hop Wah. Me comee fl.om China."
"Of course you must have come from China. You don't
s'pose I thought you come from South America, do yer?"
"Where um South Melica?" Hop asked, as if he was curious to learn of some place he had never heard of.
"Down south is all I know. · I ain't much on jography, an'
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I never was, but I've heard ·tell that there's a mighty big
place by that name."
"Lat allee light. China velly bigee place, too. Plenty tea
.
gardens, and evelythling nice."
"About th.e dirtiest place on earth, I've heard," Big Lem
spoke up, shaking his head. "They tell me that heathens is
.s o thick there that they live like a swarm of rats."
"You velly muchee mistakee," Hop answered, looking very
serious. "Evelybody velly muchee lich in China. Plenty gold,
plenty evelythling to eat, plenty music allee timee. Nobody
dirty. Evelybody velly muchee clean."
"It's a wonder that you didn't stay there if It was so nice."
"Me wantee see Melica. Me likee Melica velly muchee. Me
stay here allee timee now."
While Hop was talking he was handling the deck of card-s,
and unknown to those sitting about the table he was putting
certain ones together, so he would know just where they
were when he dealt.
He gave the pack a quick shuffle, and then dropping it upon
the center of the table, said:
"We cuttee for um dealee."
"I don't know as that makes any difference, heathen," Big
Lem said. "It was my deal, but you dropped in between me,
so that makes it yours. Go ahead. What's the difference who
deals in a game of draw poker?"
"All the difference in the world," spoke up Billy, "especially
when there's any cheatin' to be done.
"No cheatee!" Hop exclaimed. "Me ketchee you cheatee me
·
shoote~ you. Me go lis way."
Then he quickly drew the big pistol he usually kept concealed under his coat, and, pointing the muzzle toward the
ceiling, pulled the trigger.
.
Bang!
A loud report sounded and the room was filled with smoke.
The sudden shot had the effect of causing every man to
rise to his feet, and for a moment it seemed as If there was
going to be a free-for-all fight.
"Evelythling allee light," Hop called out, for he realized
right away that he had made -a mistake in acting·that way.
"Me only havee lillee fun, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee.
Shootee allee samee likee Young Wild West."
"Thunder!" a voice exclaimed from another part of the
room. "I don't like this. But since it's Young Wild West's
Chinee what done it, it's all right."
Hop recognized the voice as belonging to Jerry Davis, the
king-pin, and he promptly answered:
"You allee light, Misler Jelly. Me only havee lillee fun,
lat allee."
'l'he smoke quickly cleared away, and then it was not long
before order was restored.
Hop picked up the cards and, after giving them another
shnffle, let the man at his right make the cut.
This being done, . he proceeded to deal them out, one at a
time, according to the rules of the great American game of
draw poker.
Meanwhile, Big Lem had put a silver dollar on the table for
'
the ante.
When Hop had dealt each man five cards and taken the same
himself, he looked at his hand thoughtfully, and then with a
shake of the head said:
"Me no velly lucky to-night, so be. Me no gittee four aces
'
or four kings."
"Ain't satisfied without you have got four of a kind, eh?"
said Big J,em, with a chuckle.
"Four of um kind velly nicee hand, Misler Lem."
"You're right, but a man don't git 'em very often, jest ·the
same."
'·Me knowee lat. Me gittee four lillee aces pletty soonee,
maybe."
"Not if I know it, you won't," declared Billy, winking at
the others.
All hands came in for the ante, and then drew cards.
Hop had decided to start right in and fleece them.
He really had four aces in his hand when he was speaking,
but he drew one card, acting as if he was expecting to get a
certain one to either fill a flush or a full hand.
Knowing that Billy was the one who must be watched, he
had purposely dealt him three kings, and when he drew two
cards another king was one of them.
The others had but a pair apiece, so when BiUy raised the
ante to five dollars. when it came around again, and Hop
raised It ten more, the rest dropped out.
But Billy was a little suspicious when the Chinaman kept
.raising it, and when it had gone around four times, he made
the call.
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"What have you got, heathen?" he said, looking at Hop
sharply.
"Me gottee four aces," was the reply.
"I thought so," and he promptly threw down his hand and
permitted the Chinaman to take the money.
"Whattee you havee?" Hop asked, innocently.
"Oh, I didn't have a pair. I was only bluffin'."
"You bluffee, so be?"
"Sometimes."
"Me thlinkee you havee four kings."
"You thought so, eh? Well, you're putty good at thlnkin',
I reckon. But never mind. Let the game go on."
'
"Allee light. We play allee night, so be."
The game continued, the players meeting with varying success, and finally it came Billy's turn to deal.
Hop was pretty well satisfied by this time that he was very
clever with the cards.
"Maybe um card .sharp tellee you how to play,; he suggested, when he saw that the dealer was cleverly stacking the
cards.
Oh, I played a few games with Bill Noodle, I reckon, an'
he didn't git very much the best of me, either, did he, boys?"
"You was about the only one what could hold him," Big
Lem answered. "I s'pose he come over here to play to-night,
but things didn't go exactly his way, an' he took a sneak.
He' s gone back to Hiker Hill, where he stays most of the
time."
·
Hop had won a pretty good pile, so he did not object to
losing a little this time, and the result was that he parted
company with a hundred dollars, Billy being the winner.
But it happened to be his deal next, and as he had slyly
kept . the four aces from the pack, getting them one or two
at a time, he was ready to win the money back.
But he felt pretty certain that he could not get much out
of Billy, so he dealt each of the other three players four of
----. a kind, fiJs;ing it so he had the four aces himself.
When they looked at their hands each man felt that he
had a mighty good one.
Billy looked at his, but Hop had merely given him a pair
of nines.
He went in on the draw, however, and watched what the
rest did.
When he saw them all take one card apiece he nodded and
said:
"Now then, I r eckon there'll be some tall bettln'. I ain't
got nothin' to say about what you fellers oughter do, but I
ain't goin' to stay in."
He threw down his hand and, folding his arms, leaned back
in his chair and looked on.
Hop kept doubling it every time it came his turn, and the
result was that there was at least four hundred dollars on
the table before the call was made.
One of the miners who held four jacks threw down his hand
and reached for the money, he thinking that he was a sure
winner.
"Easy, Dave,'' said Big Lem. "I reckon I've got you beat.
I've got four queens."
"An' I've got you both beat," the other man spoke up. "I've
got four kings."
"Lat allee light," Hop said, blandly. "Me gottee four aces.
Me velly smartee Chinee."
"How in thunder did he manage to git them four aces
ag'in ?" asked the man. with the four kings, his jaw dropping.
"How did he manage to git em?" Billy queried, looking at
him grinningly. "I s'pose he had 'em afore he dealt. That's
his way of doin' things, as I kin plainly see."
"You see me cheatee," Hop retorted, acting as if he was
angry.
" I didn't say I seen yer cheat. But I know how you got
../
them four aces putty well."
"Maybe you velly smartee Melican man."
"Maybe I am an' maybe I ain't."
Hop stuffed the money in his pocket, and then picking up
the cards he ga, them a shuffle and dropped the pack right
before Billy, or t least they all thought it was the same
pack.
.•
"Me bettee you hundled dollee me tellee you whattee card
you dlaw," he said, as he produced the money.
"What do you mean by that?" came the quick reply.
"He means that you kin draw a card an' look at it an' he's
goin' to tell you what it is, I s'pose," Big Lem spoke up.
"Lat light," Hop said. "You takee um card anywhere flom
um pack, and me tellee you whattee um card is."
"An' you'll bet a hundred dollars on it, will yer?"
"Lat light."
4
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"S'pose you make it ten dollars jest to start with. I ain't
got as much as a hundred dollars left."
"Allee light. Me bettee ten dollee, len."
Billy shrugged his shoulders and, after hesitating, put up
ten dollars.
"Now then," lie said, as he pushed some of the cards back
and selected one near th·e middle, "you're goin' to tell me what
this card is," and he pulled one out and laid it face down upon
the table.
"Lat light."
"Well, what is the card?"
"Um six of diamonds, so be."
"Tf it is you win, an' if it ain't I win."
Then Billy turned over the card.
It was the six of diamonds, sure enough, so Hop quickly
scooped in the twenty dollars that lay upon the table.
"Me velly smarj;ee Chi nee," he said, as he reached over
and took the cards. "Nowlen., me shuffle velly muchee and me
bettee you me takee um six of diamonds flom um packee with
my eyes allee samee shuttee."
"You will, eh? Want to give me a chance to git my money
back, I see. Well, I'll bet you ten dollars you can't do it."
"Allee light," and · the money was quickly produced.
Hop put the pack of cards on the table, and then shutting
his eyes, reached out gropingly with his hand until he touched
them. and then pulled a card from near the center of the
pack.
He turned it over and it was the six of diamonds.
"He Wins ag'in ! " Billy exclaimed, somewhat angrily. "What
kind of a heathen are we up agin, anyhow?"
"Young Wild West's Clever Chinee," Jerry Davis bawled
out. "Keep on foolin' with him an' he'll have all the money
you have got."
Big Lem now picked up the cards, taking care to get hold of
the six of diamonds.
Wh!le he was shuffling them he slipped the six of diamonds
down under him on the chair which be was sitting upon.
Then he placed the deck on the table and, looking at Hop
sharply, said:
"Maybe you kin pick the six of diamonds from the pack
ag'in, heathen."
"Yes, me do lat velly muchee quickee."
"I'll bet you fifty dollars that you can't."
"Allee light, me takee lat bet."
Then Hop reached out as if he meant to take the cards.
"Hold on," and the big min el' pushed his hand aside. "You
leave the cards right where they are. You're goin' to take the
six of diamonds from the pack. Put up your money."
"Allee light, me puttee uppee velly muchee quickee."
Thinking he was a sure winner, Big Lem covered the fifty,
and then Hop coolly reached out and picked up the top card.
He was slow to turn it over, and all eyes watched eagerly.
When he finally placed it upon the table face up a cry of
astonishment went up.
It was the six of diamonds; there was no mistake about it.
Big Lem fell back in his chair amazed.
As he saw the Chinaman take his fifty dollars, he reached
under him and fished out the card he bad placed there.
It was the six of diamonds, but there was a duplicate on the
table.
"Hold on!" he exclaimed. "There's somethin' wrong about
that there poker deck. "There's two cards exactly alike in it.
They're both the six of diamonds."
"Lat allee light," Hop said, as he quickly turned the cards
over and spread them upon the table. "Le,' allee um sixee
diamonds. Velly funny cards."
What he said was strictly correct.
Every card in the pack was the six of diamonds.
"Sa'y," said B1lly, rising from the table, "I've got enough.
What's the use of stackin' our money agin a feller like that?
He changed the deck while we wasn't lookin', an' if he wanted
to he could win every dollar there was to be found in the
Flat."
"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop declared, as he gathered up
the cards. "Maybe we play some more dlaw pokee."
"Maybe we won't," snapped Big Lem. "I reckon anybody
what plays with you or makes a bet with yer is a fool, especially when he knows what you kin do with the cards."
"Me velly muchee solly, so be. Me givee you money backe,e."
"No, you won't. I wouldn't take it. If I was fool enough
to lose it I'm game enough to let you k'eep it."
Hop then offered to return what the others had lost, but it
seemed that they were all true "sports," as they called themselves, so he was a few hundred richer than when he had come
in.
·
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it ain't worth a pinch of salt, an' they say that It would be a
mighty good ,joke to play on the Champion Deadshot of the
West."
"All right. Let them go ahead with their joke,·• and Wild
nodded and smiled at the man.
"Don't let on that I have told ,yer anything, thougl;l," the
king-pin continued.
h,
"No, I'll never mention a word, nor will Arietta or any of
the rest of us. Much obliged to ,you for letting us know of
CHAPTER VII.
·
the joke that is to be played on us, Jerry."
"Oh. don't mention it. You sorter took the starch out of
THE SCHEi\IE TO DESTROY THE STAGE·COACH IS FOILED.
me an' woke me up, an' I felt as if I oughter let you know
Young Wild West and his friends always made it a practice what's goin' on, especially when somebody is tryln' to have
•
fun with yer."
to rise early.
"We11, so long as they don't do anything worse than that,
They were up with the sun the following morning, and by
the time the majority of the miners were stirring, breakfast they can have , all the fun they like. We all appreciate a joke,
·
and sometimes give one ourselves." ,
'
was ready.
Wild topk a look over the bare patch of ground, and no·
After finishing the morning meal Arietta suggested that
they take a walk around, for it was cool and refreshing, there ticed where it began and where it ended, for there were claims
staked o'ut on either side of It.
being quite a breeze blowing down the mountainside.
Then Jerry started back for the Flat, the young deadshot
Wild was willing to go with her, of course, and each taking
a rifle, they set out slowly and walked around toward the and his sweetheart going on over the barren stretch for fully
half a mile.
claims that "'ere staked out at the foot of the steep slope.
There was nothing there for them to shoot at, so as the
It was not long before they met Jerry Davis, the king-pin
sun became higher they turned and went back, reaching the
of Six Spot Flat.
"Good-mornin'," he said, bowing politely and .taking off his camp about twenty minutes\ later.
As they were walking toward the Alhambra they saw an
hat. "I ain't changed my mind since last night, Young Wild
old-fashioned stage-coach drive around the corner of the build·
West."
·'Good! I am glad to hear you say that. You look quite Ing and stop before It.
"I wonder where the stage goes to, Wild?" Arietta asked,
fresh this morning. I reckon you didn't drink much tanglelooking at her young lover inquiringly.
foot after you left our camp last evening."
"I don't know, but I have beard that there ls another camp
"No, I sorter let up on it. [t's a losin' game, anyhow. But
you oughter have stayed at the Alhambra a little later. That about twelve miles to the west. Maybe it runs there."
"So there is a camp as close as all that, eh? Suppose we
clever Chi nee of yours sartinly did win some money."
get our horses and ride out tbat way?"
''He did, eh?" and '\Vild became very much interested.
"There wouldn't be much to see if we were to do it, Et."
·'Yes, he flim-fiammed a few of 'em out of quite a little pile.
"No, of course not. But I feel like taking a horseback riue
But he wanted to give it back to 'em, an' they wouldn't take
this morning."
it."
"Well, that settles it, then. We'll go. We'll get the horses
"He offered to give the money back to them, eh?"
"Yes, one of 'em was Big Lem, an' he was too much of a right away."
The two hurried to the camp, and were not long in saddling
sport for anything like that, so when Jle wouldn't take it the
rest wouldn't, either. But say, you ain't interested in buyin' their horses.
The rest asked them where they were going, of course, and
any land around here, are yer, Young Wild West?"
Arietta invited Anna and Eloise to come along.
"Buying land, eh'? ·well, I didn't have any such idea."
But whether they thought that two was a couple and quite
"There's a piece right over here a little ways that's for
sufficient, or they were not inclined to take an early morning
sale, an' I reckon It kin be bought mighty c'heap."
ride, they declined the invitation, so Young Wild West and
"What is land good for?"
his sweethP-art rode on around the rear of the Alhambra and
"There might be a rich lode on it."
took t)ie trail that would lead to Hiker Hill.
"There might be, eh?"
Wild had no intention of going all the way to the other
"Yes, an' there might not. But I'm goin' to tell yer somemining camp, or half way, for tqat matter, but he simply
thin', though I don 't s·pose I oughter do it, either."
"Well, if you think you had better not tell it, let it go at wanted to gratify his sweetheart's whim, he feeling sure that
after she had been in the hot sun for a while she would be
that."
"But see here, Young Wild West, you sorter woke me up glad enough to turn back.
They had ridden over the rough trail nearly two miles when
yisterday afternoon, an' I feel as though I oughte r do you a
good turn. Some of the boys think it would be a mighty good suddenly as they reached the top of a rise that was close twjoke to sell you this b.ere piece of land I'm tellin' you about der a towering cliff they caught a glimpse of a horseman apfor a couple of hundred dollars, makin' you think there's proaching.
Even though it was but a glimpse, Young Wild West recogplenty of gold dust on it. Big Lem is at the head of the game.
He says he don't care for the two hundred dollars they'll git nized the horseman.
"By jingo!" he exclaimed, "here comes the fellow they call
from it, but it will be a mighty good joke to fpol you an' your
Dill Noodle, the card sharp. Et, I hardly think he saw us.
pards."
"Oh, ,t he\\' are inclined to play a joke, are they? Well, just We'll bide here and wait until he goes by,"
"Just as you say, Wild, " the girl answered, for she was
to please them we'll buy the land. How about it, Et?"
"Of course we will," his sweetheart answered, laughingly. always ready to do anything the young deadshot said or suggestt d.
"What is two hundred dollars, anyway?''
There happ-enec,I to be a handy place for them to hide iil
"Oh, but you wouldn't throw the two hundred dollars away,"
Davis said, shaking his head seriously.. "They're gbin' to put close by, and hav ing plenty of time to do it, since the hors 0 ~ a couple of big lumps In the hole, an' each lump will be worth man must b?. easily a couple of hundred yards away, they
as much as fifty or sixty dollars. That means that you'll git turned sharply to the right and were soon out of sight behind
the value of most of the money you're payin' for the land." a cluster of rocks.
He quickly swung himself in the ·saddle, and then rode Spit"I see," and Wild laughed lightly. "When are they going
,
fire out upon the trail again.
to do this?"
They could hear the sounds of the recedtfig hoofs of Bill
"This mornin' some time. You see, Big Lem aµ' three others
owns this piece of land. It's been looked over a whole lot, but Noodle's horse, but in a few seconds they died out entirC'IY,
Wild dismounted and assisted his sweetheart to do likethere ain't never been as much as fifty dollars' worth of dust
to be took from it. Come ovN here, an' I'll show it to yer." wise, and then both listern:d and kept a watch through a small
. ,
Wild and Arletta followed him a couple of hundred yards opening,
They could hear th hoof-beats as the nder approached, and
along the foot of the slope, and then they came to a spot that
lay directly opposite the collection of shanties and tents at presently they saw him coming at a slow canter.
'fhe young deadshot had made no mistake, for it was really
the Flat, where the ground was bare and rocky.
"There's jest three claims here, an' it's owned by four 111e11," the man who called himself Bill Noodle.
'The Yillain had left the ca.ve a short time before, and "'.as
Davis explained. "Up till last night they'v0 t een holdin' it for
ten thousand doliars. But you see they've been Jookin' it over now on his way to Six Spot Fat.
every now an' then until they've come to the conclusion thati.::_ Wild was not at all surprised to see the fellow riding that
He tried his best to
he found he could not
of his magic, and the
by his audience until
Then bidding them

get into another game, ~nd finally when
do so, he started into give an exhibition
result was that he was watched eagerly
he grew tired.
all good-night! he went fo the camp.
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way, but when he reined in his horse right opposite to the I deadshot came to th e conclus ion right away that a plan had
hiding-place of the two and appeared undecided about turning been arranged to ca use the br idge to fall.
J ust why he could not t ell, but when it occu rred to him that
back or 1;oin1; on. the bov figured that he had taken a wise
' th e stage-coach was coming that way in a very short time
·
precaution in hiding there.
He motioned for Arietta to k eep perfectly still, at the same now, he made up his mind that it mus t be for the purpose or
/ hurling it t o t he depths of the chasm.
time keeping his eyes and ears wide open .
" So this is the sort of game Bill Noodle is running, is it?"
Noodle turned his horse as if to go back, but suddenly
I Wild mutter ed, under his breath. "Well, I r eckon that bridge
changed his mind.
"Confound it all!" the two heard him say. "Tom knows I isn't going to fall with anyth ing livi ng upon it if I can prehis business all right, and he'll attend to the bridge. I'll go . vent it. I'll fix the follow called Tom all ri ght, and it is not
I going to take me long to do it, either ."
1
on."
After taking anoth er look a t the fiend ish wor k whi ch meant
Having come to this conclusion, the villain started his horse
· the sure dea th of some one if it was allowed to go ahead, the
ahead and quickly galloped from the spot.
What Young Wild West and Arietta had heard him say was , boy crept softly 'from the bridge and around behind the ·rock.s
quite enough to make them deeply interested, and not a little again.
The man was no wher e to be seen now, but Wild had the
puzzled.
"What could he mean about Tom attending to the bridge ?" spot where lle emer <>ed from t he bus hes weI: marked in his
Arietta asked, as her lover assisted her to mount her horse. mind, a nd without : ny hesitation he cr ept softly across the
"That's what we have got to find out, little girl. I don't tra il a nd r eached t he edge of t lle bushes.
He .listened for a few sei;onds and then heard a rustling
know who Tom Is, and I didn 't know ther e was a bridge any'
where about her e. The thing for ns to do is to find out , as I near h im.
Th e sou nd was caused s imply by some one moving his fee t,
just said. Come on. We'll take it easy so we won't come
upon any one all of a sudden. We'll let our horses walk and ' and aft er mak ing sure of thi s the boy pus hed aside the bush es
be careful that we keep upon th e soft ground as much as pos- and peer ed t hrough.
On a rock but a' fe w feet dista nt sa t the ·m an, ho lding the
.
siblt."
H e swung himself into the saddle, and then rode Spitfire out rope loosely in his ha nd s.
Alread y t he young deadshot had drawn a r evolver , a nd ,
.
upon t~e trail._
I~eepmg _the11· horses at ~ walk, they cont1!me~ along th e s~owly rising t o hi s feet, he thrust the weapon th rou gh t;n-e
'
trail, and m a very few mmutes they came m sigh t of the bushes and stepped directly befor e t he villa in .
" I r eckon you had better let go of that rope, Tom," he said,,
bridge that spanned the deep chasm.
The moment h e saw it Young Wild West r eined in Spitfire. in his cool an d easy way. "You are not going to ma ke tb<a t " Et," he said In a whisper, "I reckon we had better !~ave bridge fall into the chasm to-day."
Astounded and badly frightened, Tom let go of the rope a nd.
our horses here somewhere and get up close to the bndge
without running t he chance c;f being seen by the fellow called fell back ward fo r his muscles wo uld no t per mit him to spring
·
·
Tom . Neither of us know who h e is, but he certainly mus t to his feet. '
?e a ma~, and he Is loo1':ing after th e bridge·, in one way or ! Wild sprang forward as quick as a flas h, a nd seized him by
th e throat, at the same t ime pressin g the m uz zle of his r •eanother.
" That's right, Wild," Arietta answered, perfectly satisfied volver against his temple.
"You sneaking coyote!" he exclaimed. " You wouid-be mur·
to do as he suggested.
They rode the horses in behi nd some rocks, a nd th en dis- der er. 'Yl),u meant t o ca use t he bridge to fall when the stageruounting, tied them so they would not st ay out a nd be seen coach got upon it , knowing full well that there would surely
be one or more human beings in it at t he time. I feel as if
upon the trail.
On second thought Wild decided that it would be best to let I ought t o put a bullet th:i;ough your brain. Stop s lrnggllng
th e girl remain t~er e for a while until h e went fur th er on to or I surely will do it. "
. " M- mercy! " gasped t he man. "Don't choke.me."
take. an observation.
" I ought to, " Wild answered, as he slightly r elaxed his bold
Anetta agreed to this promptly enough, SC? she sat down upon
nd
upon the throat he had clutched so powerf ully. " Get upon
a rock and ~he young d€ad~hot sllpped nOJselessly away a
pr?ceeded with all the caution he could command toward the your feet insta ntly."
Tom had made no a ttempt to draw a weapon.
.
. .
bridge.
H e was whi te and trembli ng with fear, and was hardl y able
He was w1thm a few yar~s of it when a man st epped out of
_
I
the bushes and looked straight up the trail.
.
.
get :Upon his feet. .
to
j
be
must
"That
breath.
his
"Ali'" the boy exclaimed, under
If Wild had n~t assiSt ed ~Im It is doubtf ul if h e wou ld have
Tom . ·Now then, what is he doing here, I wonder, and what
did Noodle mean when he said Tom would attend to the been able to do it a t th e fi_r.,t attempt.
But once he was standm~ up the young deadsh_ot pushed
bridge all right, or words to that effect?"
~uzzle harder against h1s h ead, a nd t hen told him to hold
d th young deadshot watched the move- the his
N t . l' ttl
ha,nds.
up
o a / e puzz Ie , e
.
ments of the man.
Up went th e P~lr_ of hand s, for T om was complet ely cowed
But Tom did not seem inclined to do anything more than to
more than w1llmg to do a nything that was told him.
100 k up atn df d own the t rai-1 and pace back· and forth in a ner- j and
With his left hand the boy felt over h is prisoner and qui()k1
and hunt · k if e;
J' e ed him 0 f a ~ev olver
I
vous sor O way. of chance for the young deadshot
"
m g- n
.
.
,,
to creep I Y .,re 1 v
There was plenty
up to the edge of the chasm close to the bridge without being j wlt~i:e !,hen, he said, m his cool a nd easy ~ ay, you come
d
h d .
h
· h th b h
"'h
seen by th e man, and, taking advantage of it, he did so.
e us es e mare ~ 11 im, an once out upon
,. ro:i,ig
As be peered into the depths and saw the jagged rocks far
j the trail, Wild called gently for his sweeth ea r t to com e.
h h k h' h d and muttered.
I
be_,ow,
Arietta qui ckly appeared from behind the rocks and ran
,
·
is ea
_e s oo
1
don t know how I lightly toward ii.im without showing th e least surprise at seeA ~mghty bad place to fall, I reckon.
·
far this cut extends, but I suppose the bridge was put here Ing him with a prisoner.
. .
Id
E ,, W'ld
d hi
"I f
to make a short cut to some place, probably the camp they call
1 sa , sm1 1mg1'y.
m, t,
oun
Hiker Hlll"
"I knew you would," came the r eply. "After you got 6ut of
Then he · peered under the bridge and when he saw a rope
stretched from one of the heavy ti~bers that supported It h,e my sight to the right of the bridge I saw him walking up
and ~own. I knewl of course that you saw_ him, too, so I
gave a start.
His eyes followed it until he saw it disappear at tlle other I wasn t at all worried. But what Is he staymg here by the
bridge for? Did you find out?"
side in some bushes.
"I reckon I did. The supports of the , bridge are all but
Then he looked more closely, and seeing some pieces of
fresh sawdust around one of the timbers, he began wondering , sawed apart, and there is a rope attached to one of them so
I that the least pull upon it will send the whole structure
.
more than ever.
But it only took a closer look for him to see that the main crashing Into the depths of the chasm. A fearful thing to do,
,.. supports of the bridge had been sawed almost completely in If any one should happen to be upon ·it at the tim e. Of course,
two, and that the rope was tied to one of them that had been I don't know just what it was done for, but I reckon we'll find
severed completely close to the bridge and nearly all the out before we get t hrough, wit h Mr. Tom."
" H e ought to be placed upon the bridge and sent down with
way a few feet below it.
·
The rope was attached to the piece between, and a sharp it!" th e girl exclaimed, her eyes fl ashing.
I "No, no! " cried the prisoner, excitedly . "Don't kill me,
pull would easily displace it.
Having seen . all sorts of bridges in his time, the young don·t kill me. It ain't my fault. Bill Noodle is responsible
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for it all.

YOUNG WILD WEST
He wants to git square with the stage-coach com-

pany, an' this was his scheme to do it."

"What does he want to get square with the stage-coach company for?" Wild asked.
"I don't know. He's got a grudge ag!n the men belongin'
to the company, that's what he told me."
"It must be a terrible grudge to hold."
"He's got some other idea In doin' it, too. He wants to
spoil the outfit, so some men over at Hiker Hill won't come
over to Six Spot Flat to-day. There's some land over there
what's to be sold, an' he said the men at Hiker Hlll Is wlllin'
to pay a big price for it. He wants to git it himself, 'cause he
kin git it for a song. He seems to know that it's r!cli in
gold."
Wild glanced at Arletta as the vllla!n said this, and she
gave a nod, for, like him, she thought of what Jerry Davis
had told them just before they left the mining camp.
"That sounds rather peculiar, don't it, Et?" the young deadshot said, smlling at her.
"It does, and if what this man says ls true it won't be such
a very good joke, after all, if they sell the land to you."
"I am sure it won't."
Before the young deadshot could say anything more the
rumbling of wheels could be heard in the distance.
"The stage-coach Is coming," Arietta ci:_!ed. "We must stop
it, Wild."
"Of course, little girl. Just keep cool. There will be no
trouble about doing it."
Then they watched for the outfit to appear.

CHAPTER VIII.
BEADY FOB THE JOKE.

Nearer came the sounds made by the wheels of the heavy
stage-coach.
Young Wild West and Arletta stood in the center of the
trail, not more than fifty feet from the bridge, and when the
horses pull!ng the vehicle rounded a bend not far distant, they
threw up their hands and shouted at the top of their voices.
The vlllain Tom stood between them, and though neither
seemed to be paying any attention to him just then, he made
no effort to escape.
The driver saw them and reined in the horses and put on
the brake In time to stop within twenty feet of them.
"What's the trouble, strangers?" he called out, appearing
somewhat nettled at being halted.
"You're not going ov:er that bridge for a while," the young
deadshot answered, In his cool and easy way. "It needs repairing."
"What!" snorted the driver, acting as if he intended to
start the horses ahead, regardless of the fact that they were
standing right in his way. "That bridge would hold a railroa train."
"You think so, but you're mistaken. The supports have
been sawed away, and the weight of your horses would be
very apt to send it crashing downward. "
"Been sawed away!" the driver cried, becoming excited.
"Who done it?"
"This man right here. Have you ever seen him before?"
"Yes, I seen him afore. He belongs over at Hiker Hill,
where I change horses."
"Well, if you know him, it's all right. But I reckon you
don't know any good of him, 'do you?"
"I don't know no good of him, or no bad of him, either,
any more than that you say he's sawed the bridge beams in
two. But I won't believe yer, young feller, tlll I've seen it
with my own eyes."
"That's right. I don't blame you. Just get down from there
and take a look."
'Ct happened that there were no passengers in the stagecoach at all, though there was quite a little in the way of
express.
The driver quickly jumped down from his perch al).d ran to
the bridge.
"Don't walk upon it," warned Wild. "Look around at the
sides and you'll soon see that what I am telling you is true."
The man obeyed, and in less than two minutes he came
back, his face as white as a sheet.
"Gracious!" he exclaimed. "What could this feller want to
do a thing like that for?"
"B.ecause a fellow named Bill Noodle hired him to do it."
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"Blll Noodle! Did that man have anything to do with
this?"
"So this fellow tells us. You can ask him, and maybe he'll
v
give you full information."
It was not necessary to ask Tom, for he quickly spoke up
and told the same story he had already imparted to Young
Wild West and Arietta.
But there was really nothing to it that woulc;l furnish a
cause, other than that }3lll Noodle had a grudge against the
company that ran the Overland stage-coach.
"I don't know what I'm goin' to do, young feller," the
driver said, after he had become more calm. "It sartinly
wouldn't be safe .for me to drive over the bridge."
"Of course not. Is there no other way to get over the
chasm?"
"There's another bridge about six miles from here."
"Well, suppose you go that way, then. I would rather have
you do it than go back to the Flat just now. I have a little
business there, and I want to attend to It. If you should happen to come back it might spoil the whole thing."
"You airft goin' away from here an' leave the bridge like
this, are yer?"
"Oh, no. We'll have to put up something to warn any one
coming this way that it won't be safe to cross it. Say!" and
Wild touched him on the arm.
"What is it?" the driver asked, eagerly.
"I reckon you had better take this fellow ov.er to Hiker
Hill with you. I'll tie him so be won't stand any chance of
getting loose."
"All right, if you say so I'll do it."
"I do say so. Then as soon as you go I'll send my girl here
back to the Flat to get my two partners and two or three
others who can be trusted. Then we'll mighty soon fix it so
that no one will attempt to go across the bridge."
"Say," the driver said, suddenly, "ain't you Young Wild
West?"
"Yes, that's who I am."
"I thought so. I heard about you right after I woke up this
mornin'. You see I didn't git in till late last night, an' I
didn't bother about goin' to the Alhambra. If I had gone over
there I s'pose I'd heard all about yer. Well, I'm mighty glad
I met yer. How did you happen to come out this way, anyhow?"
"That is hard to tell, but Arietta," and the boy nodded to
his sweetheart, "wanted to take a ride this' way, and I suppose
if there is any credit due, she is the one who should have it .. ,
"It's a blessed thing that you come, miss," and the driver
turned and looked at the bridge.
From the bridge his eyes turned to the prisoner, and then
he suddenly turned very red in the face and made a grab for
his gun.
"The best _thing to do with this feller is to shoot him right
on the spot," he cried. "Any man who would fix a bridge so
it would tumble down when somebody started to cross it ain't
fit to live."
"I agr ee with you partly on- that, driver," Wild e:a.id, in his
cool and easy way, at the same time laying a restraining hand
upon the man. "But you mustn't think of shooting this fellow. Let the law take I ts course."
"Law, eh? What's the law got to do with anything like
this? Ain't he owned up that he sawed them timbers?"
"Yes, that's true enough. But he should be given a fair
trial."
"I don't think so."
Wild figured that it would not be a very good plan, after
all, to let the driver take the prisoner over to Hiker Hill.
"See here," he said, after thinking a moment, "I reckon
you had better stay right here where you are until somebody
comes here to either fix the bridge or watch it and see that no
one attempts to cross it. l'jow then, you do as I tell you, and
everything will come out all right."
"I s'pose I might jest as well stay here as to go on, if you're
goin' to send somebody over here right away."
"I'll send a few men here as quickly as possible. We'll take
this fellow with us. He certainly must have a horse somewhere around here."
"I've got a horse," Tom spoke up, eagerly, as If he was glad
of the opportunity to get away from the stage-coach driver.
"All right, you show me where it is right away. Et, you
stay here and keep the driver company."
"All right, Wild," the girl answered, coolly.
Toro was more than willing to lead the young deadshot to
the cave, and once there, after looking at the rude furnishings, he took the horse by the bridle and bade the man lead
the way out to the trail again.
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"The sneakin' coyote what left the whisky-mill in sich a
As they came out Arietta and the driver nodded in a way
hurry last night."
that gave great satisfaction.
"You mean Bill Noodle?·•
"Tom," Wild said, just as if the 1t_:an was a friend and not
"That's him. He's willin' to give three hundred for the
a prisoner, "mount your horse and ride along with us peaceably, and you may stand a chance of saving your life. It land, but Big Lem, who Is in charge of it, says as how he
was a murderous thing for you to do, but since no one suf- would rather sell it to us for two hundred. He guarantees
j that there's gold on it, too, an' is willin' to give the money
·
fered from it you have a possible chance."
"I wouldn't have done it if Bill Noodle hadn't made me," ba~k if we don't find what he says is true."
"All right, Charlie. We'll buy the land."
was the reply. "He's been a migb,ty good friend to me, an'
"That's it!" exclaimed one of the men. "I lrnowed he would
he promised me a whole lot if I'd do it. If I hadn't done it
he would have done it himself, so there ain't much difference. buy it."
It was Jerry Davis, and as he showed himself there was a
I'm glad, though, that nothin' has come of it."
'l'hen he mounted his horse and after Wild had cautioned broad grin on his face.
But he wa_s not the only one who was. smiling. .
the driver to remain right the~e and not leave the spot under
any conditions, he assisted his sweetheart into the saddle, . All the mmers seemed to have been mfected with laughter
. .
.
and then sprang upon the back of Spitfire and all three rode m some degree or other. .
No doubt they thought it a migbJy big Joke.
back in the direction of the Flat.
"Now then, little girl," the young deadshot said, as he
leaned over so the girl m1ght hear his words, "I reckon we
CHAPTER IX.
have got to get our prisoner into camp without any one seeTHE JOKE.
ing .-him. Bill Noodle, as he calls himself, is no doubt at the
Alhambra. He must not know that his villainous accomplice
Feeling sure that the stage-coach route would be broken up
has been caught."
for a while, and that he would have the chance to obtain the
pi~e of land he was after for a very small sum, Bill Noodle
"Of course not, Wild."
"I don't want nothin' more to do with that man," spoke rode on leisurely toward Six Spot Flat.
As he came in sight of the cluster of shanties a tinge of
up Tom. "His name ain't Bill Noodle; it's i,omethin' else,
but I don't know what it is. He's a man what's done a lot uneasiness came over him, for he began to think that he might
of crime in his day, an' he ain't been afraid to tell me so have to face Young Wild West, the Champion Deadshot.
He brought his horse to a halt and sat in the saddle thinkhimself."
"He won't do much in that line after this, though, and you Ing for fully two minutes, and then with a nod of satisfaction
he started ahead, muttering as he did so.
can bet on that," Wild answered.
"Well, I may have to humble myself, for there is no doubt
They rode on, and when they came in sight of the cluster
of shanties, Tom pointed to the left and said they could easily but that the boy can master me when it comes to shooting or
fighting with fists. I'll have to take any insult that is put
go around that way without any one seeing them.
Wild saw that he was right, after halting and looking upon me, I suppose. But it is worth it, for when I get hold of
tho three claims that are considered worthless I'll soon show
around a bit, and then they turned that way.
people around here how quickly I'll become a millionaire.
the
In a very short time they rode into the camp.
ha, ha! This is what I call real nice. I am getting a
All were there save Charlie and Hop, and they were not Ha,
revenge apon those who run the stage-coach line, I
terrible
in.
brought
a little surprised when they saw a prisoner being
I am a little sorry to cause the loss of a life.
Really,
know.
Ari"We have been in the greatest of luck this morning!"
how could four horses and a rickety old stage-coach tumetta exclaimed. "Wait until you hear what this man has But
ble into a chasm and the driver be saved? It's out of the
been guilty of, and why he did it."
Let it go. I shall not bother myself any more
"Mercy!" gasped the wretched prisoner, as if he expected question.
about It."
·
his time was close at band.
Then he became quite cool, and swung around and soon
·' Shut up," commanded Wild.
struck the level part of the Flat, which overlooked the hollow
"Tell us all about it!" Jim Dart exclaimed, eagerly.
the sloping side of the mountain a little beyond it.
The young deadshot did so, making it as brief as possible, and
Noodle rode straight up to the Alhambra, but when he found
but bringing out all the points.
quite a few miners assembled there he wondered why it was
Jim was astounded, and so was Eloise and Anna, while that they had not gone to their work.
posit
believe
not
could
he
if
as
acted
cook,
the
Wing,
even
Some of them greeted him in a friendly way, but others
sible that such a foul scheme could have been put through.
seemed to hold him in contempt.
life,"
human
for
regard
least
the
have
can't
man
this
"Why,
There was a double reason for this, perhaps, since the gamthe scout's wife declared, as she looked at the prisoner and bler had ~eeced quite a few of them several times, and knowhim.
to
close
remain
to
feared
she
then stepped back as if
ing that he had been humiliated by Young Wild West, no doubt
"You have got that about right," Wild answered. "But I they thought considerably less of him.
suppose it is through his ignorance. Maybe he never stopped
But he did not appear to notice any coolness at all, and, disto think of the a-w._ful death that somebody was bound to mounting, he tied his horse at a hitching-post and entered the
come to through the work he had done. Anyhow, the man bar-room of the shanty saloon.
responsible for it all is the fellow called Bill Noodle. You
Jerry Davis, the king-pin of Six Spot Flat, as he still styled
can bet that he will receive just punishment for it, too,· even himself, happened to be there, and he showed the least bit of
though no one was harmed."
uneasiness when he saw the man enter.
1
"Can't you let me go?"' Tom spoke up, pleadingly. "I promBut having made up his mind to stick to what he had told
ise you that I'll go straight away an' never come back here Young Wild West, he plucked up all the courage he could
ag'in as long as I live.·•
command, and putting on a bold air, he returned the gaze of
"You'll stay right here because I may want you to face Noodle.
Bill Noodle," the young deadshot answered.
"Well, King-pin, how do you feel this morning?" the latter
The prisoner sat down, and at a word from our hero, Jim asked, as he stepped to the bar.
Dart proceeded to tie him hand and foot,
"Good," was the reply.
When this was done he was dragged into one of th~ tents,
"That's saying a whole lot after the thrashing you received
and Wing was ordered to keep a guard over him.
from a boy yesterday afternoon."
Just then Charlie and Hop were seen hurrying toward the
"That don't hurt me much, an' I don't care nothin' about
camp, followed by a dozen or more miners. '
It, anyhow. I reckon that boy kin do the same to you."
One of the latter was Big Lem, and he seemed to be ln a
"No doubt of it, so don't get angry. We both know pretty
well that Young Wild West is a master at fighting and shooth_urry to get there.
Of course, Charlie and the rest had learned all about the ing. That being the case, we shouldn't feel ashamed of ourjoke that the miners proposed to play upon Wild, and Charlie selves if he got the best of us."
"Oh, I ain't feelin' ashamed of myself, so don't think that,"
and Hop were laughing heartily as they hurried to the spot.
"Got back, eh, Wild?" he called out. "Well, you have got a Jerry retorted. "I ain't even ashamed of myself 'cause you
chance to buy three whole claims for a couple of hundred sorter cleaned me up that time, either."
"No, of course not. What is the use? Such things are
dollars. There's another feller what's after the property, so
bound to happen, and the best of us will get the worst of it
I reckon you had better git ln ahead."
"Is that so, Charlie?" Wild answered, acting as If he knew ,;ometimes."
Jerry felt slightly relieved when he discovered that the
nothi11g about It at all. "Who ls the other fellow who wants
gambler did not mean to open up hostillties again.
to buy the land?"
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Thinking it advisable to· let it go at that, he turned his buys it an· then maybe he'll sell it to yer jest to git his money
attention to some of the other miners and began talking to back."
Realizing that it was useless to press the matter any fur1
them in a casual sort of way.
Presently Big Lem ,came in, and after glancing in an off- ther, the gambler consented to do this, and a few minutes
I later the crowd started for the ('amp of our friends?
.
handed way at Noodle, he called out:
"Everything is ready, I reckon. This is go}n' to be a big ' Noodle- followed the miners, but took care to keep at a good
l
joke on the Champion Deadshot, an' don'ti.¥er forgit it. I distance behind them .
·However, ·he got up 'close enough to hear the conversation
don't know jest how he'll take it when h~ fiµds out that t:ii.em
claims ain't no good. But we kin have a good,Jaugh at it, an' that took place, and when he heard Young Wild West readily
1 agree to pay two hundred dollars for the land, he knitted his
.
I'm dead sartin he won't git mad ."
"What's ,that you're talking about, Lem?' .Noodle ai,ked, . brows and muttered savagely:
I "It will just be the luck of that kid to find out that there's
• •
1 0
.,
sh~wing· a little surpri_se.
We have put up a Job to play a Joke on Young Wild West a rich lode on that property. It looks as though my scheme
an' his p~rds," was the i:eply. "We're goin' to sell him them has failed. Maybe this won't be such a joke, after all."
Meanwhile, Young Wild West and his friends stood looking
three claim~ me an' a few others owns. Everybody knows
•
that there am't an ounce of gold dust to be scraped up on the inquiringly at the smiling faces around them. ·
whole piece. But ,,e've been over there an' planted a couple . .. Are you ready to sign over the three 'claims to us?" Wild
of chunk~ _i ? a little crevice. We've salted t?e place, you asked, as he stepped up to Big Lem.
'·Yes rio-ht now. But you had better go and look at the land
know, .an 1t s dead sartm that when Young Wild West finds
the chunks he'll think he's struck it rich. Then we'll tell him . first." ' "'
i "Where is it?"
. .
,
.
th~t it's only a joke. Ha,. ha, ha!"
How. i;1,~ch are you going to get for the land if hes will mg l _·'Right over there," and the miner pointed down to the aricl
tract he .was offering for sale.
to _buy it·
"Oh, we were walking over that way this morning. It struck
''Oh, a couple of hundred dollars."
'·You don't think the Janel is worth two hundred dollars, us aa being rllther queer that no one was working there."
··vVell, you have got a chance to work there after you buy
.
.
theJ1?"
.. It ain't worth two hundred cents. Ain't I been all ov-er it? it, or you kin sell it to somebody else."
All right. Just make out the papers turning the three
I reckon I oughter know, 'cause I've been prospectin' long
claims over to us. Cheyenne Charlie will act as guardian for
· enough."
·'Well, suppose you let the joke go and sell the property to : Jim Dart and myself. Just put it that way."
\ One of th'e miners happened to be a pretty good scholar
me. I'll give you two hu nd red for it."
",No, Y?U, won't. Most every on~ here k_:1ow~ a~out th e jok~ , He had already drawn up a rough sort of deed, and he n~w
11
0
i,u t~ play on Young W_ild Wesc '.1 his par~s, an sat down anci filled It in in the way our hero wished It to be
we re
~here amt gom to ~e. no _ch.~nge m the busmess. I, he 11 buy done, using a pen and Ink which he had brought with lTim
I fron;t his shanty.
·
'
1t .ror two hund_red 1t S his.
Suppose I give you three l_rnndred for the land, and you I .. Is that all right?" h e asked handing it to the youn.,. dead,,b
'
'
:,hot.
.
keep the chunks you have put i~ the bole."
,.. It C'an't be cha_nged '.iow, B_1;(; But what lil th u nd er do ' Wild read it over carefully and gave a nod.
. J "I reckon that will do," was the reply. "Now then, let those
Y0 ,~"'want t~em thie~ claims fm · . .
;::,peculation, thats all. 1 a~ will mg to pay th ree ,hu nd re_d · owning the property put their names to it and I'll pay over the
fqr them, that's a hundred aprnc0, and you can bet that 1t money .,
won't be Jong before I'll double my money. Strangers are/ , . ·
I'h1s was soon done, and the boy handed Big Lem two huncoming here all the time, you know."
dollars.
"011 'f th t' S you: ra'.ne you _can,,'t h ave it' any h ow. 'I'h'lS I dred·
over to have a look at it, I s'pose," the miner said,
"Goin'
a_
. ,. 1,
1 grinningly.
.
s":;ndll~ ~usmess aw t m ou~ lme. .
it a minute. I want to
B t
R'ght
"Ce ta· 1
Wont 1t be swindling busmess if you sell the claims to
1
u ,,wa
~way.
r lily.
I
Young WiJd West for two hundred?"
1
" Not exactly, 'cause I'll bet the chunks we planted over te .\~~~t sffftt~.!ng be ore we go,
,,
,
·
,.
there is worth more than half that much."
.
,co~i.e over her,e au d I 11 tell you.
'· Even so, you will be swipdling him out of the other half."
~allmg him aside where no one could hear what he ~1:nd,
''That's all right. That's where the joke come In. You
Wi!d !rnrriedly related wha~ had happe~ed over at the ~ridge,
can't have it, an' that settles it.,,
It was quite a surprise the villainous gambler had met with onutt~ng, how~ver, to let him know that Bill Noodle ,ms refor he had no idea that there would \Je any one who wo;Jd sponsible fo,r it.
i Big I;em "'.B:s astounded, and he would have sh.outed _it out
buy the land other than those over at Hiker Hill.
He wanted it badly but he knew there was little use in ar- 1to . all ·hands if the young deadshot had not restramed him.
guing with Big Lem, ~ho was the real leader of the Flat, and 1 " "Now I'll tell you what I_ wa_nt Y~,u to do rig~t away," the
1boy went on in a low tone of voice. You get half a dozen men
also one of the owners of the land.
But he made up his mind to try hard, and thinking it best and go over there an~ see if you ca~·t put chat bridge in
to get them all in a pretty good humor, he called them up and shape. We' ll walt until you return before we go over and look
at the property.
treated them.
No sooneI' had they emptied their glasses than he repeated I "Can't you go over ri ght now? It won't take but a few
minutes. Then a lot of us will strike out for the bridge."
the invitation.
'' See ]).ere,'' Wild said, '· there is one man here who must
All were willina to drink with him and the result was that
in about half an°hour Bill Noodle had spent over fifty do!- ·, not know anything about this. He is standing over there
watching us now. You know who I mean."
lars at the bar of the Alhambra.
"Bill No~dle?" the miner asked, as he turned and looked
d d
hj t b ut · ht th
h h d th
.
Thi n k m~
b t
t
· t the gambler who was standing unde
en, . e proce~ e ,
rig
em us a O
e a
r a ree a ou a
~ed feet distant
to coax Big Lem to change his mind about playmg the Joke I
1
·
un,
the
have
him
let
and
partners
his
and
West
Wild
Young
on
up
"Yes." •,
three claims for three hundred dollars.
"You don't want him to know nothin' about it, eh?"
But it was no use.
'·No. Can't you fix it so you can get four or fiv e men, to go
J<Jvery man of them seemed determined to carry out tile joke
with you and nof say anything to any one else?"
as it had been planned.
"Sartin 1 kin. But what does this all m ean?"
''You see, Bill," Big Lem explained, "there ain't no one
''I'll show you just as soon as you come back."
livin' as kin git 'the best of Young Wild West when it comes
"All right, then. Come on over an' look at the valuable
to shootin' or fightin' in any other way. We all know that
putty well, an' some of us knowed it afore he come here. piece of land we've jest sold yer. I'll bet you'll strike it rich
That's what made me think of a plan to git the best of him right on t11e jump ..,
·• I hope so, anyhow."
in some other way. That way is to play a joke on him. From
Wild figured that it ytould not make a great deal of differwhat I've heard tell of him he ain't the sort of a kid that will
git mad if he finds he's been flimflammed. But we're goin' to- ence if there was a delay about going over to the chasm, so
have a mighty good laugh at his expense jest the same. Now he called his partners and the girls to come on.
"ifust bring a pick and shovel with you, boys," he said to
there ain't no use in. you tryin' to buy that land, 'cause you
couldn't have it if you was to offer three thousand instead his partners. "We'll see if there Is anything there. It strikes
of three hundred dollars. You jest wait till Young Wild West me that these fellow:, are anxious to see us find something."
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Big Lem forgot all about what had happened to the bridge timhers that will reach over the chasm. Don't let any on.,
then, and laughingly he went along with the crowd.
know what you are gciing, to do it for except those you can
There were about twenty of them who had failed to go to depend on."
work and who were in the plot.
"All right. I'm goin' to do as you say, Young Wild West.
'I'here was Sneaky, the undertaker, among them, and he did , But say, ain't that a rich claim you jest bought?"
as much laughing as any one, in spite of his cadaverous face
'· Three claims, Lem."
and gloomy appearance.
"Yes, I know, three rich ones. Ha, ha, ha!"
Bill Noodle followed along and took his place on a big rock
· .. It's a big joke, Lem. But as I told you a little while ago,
behind the Alhambra.
.
just wait. 1 have an idea that this joke is going to make a
He could see everything that took place from the spot, and. fortune for us. Not that we are in need of a fortune, you
know, but we'll get it just the same."
no doubt thought it advisable not to go any closer.
Having the document which turned over the property to
This caused the big miner to sober down considerably.
himself and partners, Wild went along and they soon struck
He looked curiously at the boy, and then hurried away to
the land that had been purchased for two hundred dollars.
do his commands.
"Give me that pick, Jim," the young deadshot said. "I
It was nearly an hour before they were ready to leave tlie
think I know where to find gold right away. "
camp .
.. Here you are," wa"S the reply, so taking the pick, Wild
)3y this time almost every one living there were interested
began looking around.
in what was going on.
But he was not looking at the ground so much as he was at
Wild saw th ere would be no chance of k eeping it a secret,
the faces of the men in the crowd.
and realizing that as soon as he learned what was up, Bill
It did not take him a minute to notice that they were look- Noodle would make his escape, he decided to take charge of
ing toward a certain spot where there was a crack in the him right away.
rock.
He found the gambler at the Alhambra, and in a very ner" Here we are, boys," he said, suddenly, and he started right vous state of mind.
for the spot.
"Good-morning, Mr. Noodle!" he said. "I believe that is
A laugh went up as he raised the pie!, to strike it upon the your name, or if it isn't It's the one you go by."
edge of the bole.
"Noodle is my name," was the reply. ·'Good-morning, Young
Thud!
Wild West."
The pick came down and a chunk was broken off.
"Say, I want you to go with us as far as the bridge."
It happened to be th e exact spot where the claim had been
"What bridge?" the villain queried, turning pale.
"salted" and almost ready to explod e. Big Lem and the other
"You know the one that your man Tom fixed so It would
miners held their hands upon th eir sides and waited.
tumble down when the stage-coach went over it this morning."
Thud!
Confused and utterly speechless, Noodle staggered back un'rhe pick came down again, and a big piece broke off and ti! he came in contact with the wall.
rolled aside.
Then he partly recov ered himself and pulled a gun.
There was a lot of laughing when the scout dropped upon
But be was not quick enough to use it, for Wild had folhis knees and began feeling into the hole.
lowed him up, and a quick blow sent the weapon flying to the
"Take it easy, you fe!Jows, ·• said Wild, as Charlie picked up floor.
a chunk of quartz. "You don't know yet who the joke Is on.
"'Bill Noodle, it's all up. We know the whole business . Now
You are a clever lot, I know. But just wait!"
submit quietly, or the chances are you will be shot instead of
'I'he miners were roaring with laughter.
hanged a little later on."
Jim knelt down, too, and as he did so he gave a vlol_e nt
Consternation seized the crowd that happened to be \n the
Srnrt.
place, but they were kept back by Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
"'\Vhat's the matter, Jim?" the young deadshot asked, drop- Dart.
ping upon his hands and knees.
With his own hands the young deadshot relieved Noodle ot
"Matter!" the boy answered. "Look there! If that isn't all the weapons he had and then bound his arms tightly to
virgin gold I never saw any in all my life. We have struck a his sides.
'·Now then, gentlemen," he called out, motioning for silence,
Lig vein . That piece of rock that broke off just now has disclosed it.,.
·
"if you will just listen for about two minutes I'll tell you what
··That's all right. I half expected something of the kind, this means."
though I can't tell just why. Don't say anything about It
He had some little difficulty in getting them to be silent,
right away, and let them have their joke out."
but when he did so he briefly r elated what had happenea to
Then the three felt around and soon pulled out the chunks the bridge and who ,vas r esponsible for it .
that had been placed there.
To say that the miners were surprised would be putting It
'·There's lots more there, and it's better than this, you can mildly.
bet on it, boys,!' the young deadshot said, in his cool and easy
They had nevlr heard tell of such a thing before, and to
way, as he faced the laughing miners. '· I wouldn't sell this think that th e gambler could be resonsible for such a fl er.dish
land for fifty thousand dollal'S. We'll move our carup right act made them feel like tearing him to pieces.
But the coolness of Young Wild West prevailed, and it was
over here, so we cau guard th e spot from intrusion."
__,_____
not long before every man of them with the exception of those
who were forced to stay to look after their business, st~rted
CHAPTER X.
for the bridge.
Noodle was tied upon the back of his horse, and he was
'l'UE l'OR'l'U:-.K
If Young Wild West and his friends had not been used to taken along ahead of the rest by Wild and his partners and a
striking it rich and finding treasures they might have showed few of the miners who had horses.
They found the stage-coach driver waiting patiently for
far more exultation than they now did.
The fact was that the way they acted made those who had them.
Inside the coach sat Torn, the hireling of the fiendish .__gamput up the joke feel sure that the two chunks that had been
placed there were the cause of the young deadshot's remarks. ble1•.
Wild made inquiries and found that Hiker Hill was a J;(luch
:vrany people would not have called such a thing a joke at
all, but Big Lem and his companions thought It was a great larger place than Six Spot Flat, and that there was a United
States marshal stopping there as well as several deputic,s of
one, and they cheered and laughed until they were tired.
Wild left the girls in charge of the spot, and then nodding the sheriff of the county. .
"Boys," he said, nodding to his two partners, "I re<:kon
to his two partners to follow him, hurried back to th e camp.
He found the two Chinamen there ahead of him, and at once we'll ride over to this place. The prisoners can be taken t~ere,
gave orders for them to move the camp over to the bare spot too. I want to find the parties who were anxious to buy the
land we purchased this morning. The prisoners can be taken
and locate it there.
Knowing that the two could easily do this, the young dead· care of better over there, too."
Big Lem and the undertaker volunteered to ride in the 91tnge
shot quickly sought Big Lem and r emi nded him of what was
with the two prisoners and keep guard over them, so a few
to be done.
"Oh, yes," the miner said, wiping the tears from his eyes on minutes later they started oft'., taking the long route.
Wild had figured it out that if three timbers were streteDied
the sleeve of his shirt. "I've laughed more this mornin' than
I've done in six months altogether. Now then, we had better across under the bridge it would make it perfectly safe, and
there being more than enough men there to do the job, he
go an' see about what you was tellln' me."
"All right. You get a wagon and load it with some good remained there a.nd superintended It.
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He came back in about ten minutes, shaking his head sadly.
In about an hour the thing was done, and then he mounted
"You're the greatest boy what ever lived, Young Wild West,"
his horse and rode over the bridge, followed by his partners
he declared. "You said as how that joke of ours might make
and a few others.
They went along at a good clip, and at length rode into the a fortune, an' blamed if it didn't. Two hundred thousand dollars! Jest think of it! What a fool I was, an' what fools the
mining camp.
The stage-coach had just arrived and there was much ex- rest of 'em was. Who would have ever thought there was any
eitement there, for Big Lem, who .;,as well acquainted there; gold on that blamed old place?"
"You can't always tell, Lem. The next time yo~ will be a
was spreading it about what had happened to the bridge.
It was some little time before our hero could find the bit more careful. It shows plainly that you didn t prospect
United States marshal and the deputies, but when he did so the place thoroughly."
Then he went on and told him how Jim had discovered the
he remained in conversation with them for aoout a quarter
of an hour, and then everything was explained and the pris- rich vein right where the chunks of pay-dirt had been planted.
"Sorter knocks the spots out of you, don't it, old feller?"
oners were securely locked up.
The marshal then started to make an investigation to pre- fue scout r emarked, laughingly. "A mighty big joke you felter the charges while Wild made inquiries about the men who lers had on us, but I reckon it's on you now."
"That's all right," was the reply. "I'm game. It's all in a
wanted to buy the three claims over at the Flat.
He found them after a while, and then explained that he had life-time, '.1-nyhow. If I didn't hav_e sense enough ~o find that
purchased the property but was willing to sell it again after it was a rich spot, some one else did. All of us cant be lucky.
But i! you could git two hundred thousand dollars for that
they had looked it over.
"It isn't really necessary for us to look it over," one of them land without 'em loo kin' it over first makes it look rather
retorted, with a smile. "Personally, I have done that three strange."
"Oh, those people looked it over thoroughly, and they knew
or four times. I am considered an expert in such matters, and
I think the property is well worth having. There is a rich just what was there. Bill Noodle knew it, too, and that is one
vein, of gold running across one corner of it. I'll tell you that reason why he had the bridge fixed so the stage-coach would
I be destroyed. He didn't want those fellows to get over to-day,
much if you don't know it already."
.
"I reckon we know all aliout it, my friend," the boy an- and 1!-e intended ~o buy it himself."
This was amazmg to the big miner, but after a while he got
swered, in his cool and easy way. "How much are you willing
it all through his head.
to give for the three claims?"
Then he ate his dinner, and hastened to let his friends
"There are seven of us in on the deal, though they are not
all here now. We did feel as if we could pay ten thousand know all about it.
Wild and his partners returned to Six Spot Flat about the
dollars .apiece-, making it seventy thousand doll. ars."
middle of the afternoon.
"That isn't half enough."
They found the two tents had been erected right close to
'.'.What!," and the prospect\ve buy~r looked surprised.
No. I 11 tell you what we 11 do with you. If you want that the spot where the lode had been discovered.
The girls were not there, however, for the sun was blazing
property you can have .it for two hundred thousand dollars.
I have an idea that more than that c11,n be made from it in down fiercely
two months. But we don't v.:,ant to be bothered with it, so if \ When they· learned how the land had been sold, AriPtta,
Anna and Eloise were delighted, for, of course, they had no
you speak quick it is yours.
The man consulted with the others for a few minutes, and I idea that Wild and his partners would hold it and stay there
t hen came back, holding a thousand dollar bill in his hand. ' and work it.
About six o'clock the stage-coach came over, bringing five
"We accept your offer, Young Wild West," he said. "Now
then, come right over to the office of the land agent here and men of the syndicate that had purchased the property.
Then it soon spread throughout the Flat how Young Wild
we'll straighten out the whole thing."
Of course, Wild had seen to it that the claim papers belong- West had been the victim of a joke that made a fortune.
"There's no use talkin', boys," Big Lem said, as he had the
ing to Big Lem and the _others had been turned over to him,
so there was really nothmg more to do than to ha~d them to 1 floor in the bar-room of the Alhambra that evening, "Young
the government agent and the transfer could be qmckly made. Wild West kin out-shoot, out-fight and out-think any man
With his two partner_s he went with the men to the office, livin', an' when it comes to playin' a joke on him, a feller
and the i:natter was qmckly settled, the thousand dollars be- might better push the muzzle of a gun down his throat an' pull
ing paid m cash and a dra:ft on a bank at Phoenix and one at the trigger, 'cause it can't be done."
D~;11ver, Colo~ado, furnishmg the res~ of th~ pur~hase price, j Wild and his partners came in a little later, and when
W:~ll, thats. what you can call ~omg busmess m a hurry, some one told them of the remark the big miner made, they
boy~, Wild sa1~: as they were turnmg to ride away from th~ sought him out and piled it on him pretty hard for a while.
I am sorry now th:i:t I ordered the two Chi- I But there was nothing like anger shown by him, no matter
minmg camp.
namen to move the camp. They will only have to move it how they jibed him.
I "Boys " Wild said turning to his partners "I reckon this
back again."
"Oh, it's just as well," Jim answered. "I suppose somebody thousand dollars might do Lem and the others who owned
ought to be there to guard the place. Somebody might go the land a whole lot of good. Suppose we divide it among
, them?"
prying around there and discover the lode."
"That's right, Jim. Shall we go right on or wait here and
.
I_ sartmly am willm , the scout declared.
noon."
to
close
pretty
getting
have dinner? It is
Big Lem was told to find the others, and when he did so he
"Let's have somethin' to eat over here," Cheyenne Charlie
suggested, so they changed their minds, and, finding a place brought them to the plac~ ..
'!'.hen the_ money was divided and handed to them, much to
to eat, were soon enjoying a fairly good meal.
.
.
Big Lem joined them before they were throu~h, and he be- their surprise.
Jerry Davis, the bad man, seemed_ to enJoy the way the Joke
gan to laugh right away, for he knew not}lin.g of the deal that
friends.
our
did
as
mucl:~
as
nea:rly
o~t
t'!'r~ed
had
had been made while the three were away from him.
Not1cmg t~IS, Wild asked h~m how he was fixed, and when
"What are you laughing at, Lem?" Wild asked, looking at
h~ sai~ he did not possess a g1 ~at deal of money, he presented
him and smiling.
.
"I can't help but think about the joke we played on yer, him wit~ five hund:ed dollars.
O~r friends remamed at the Flat until the bridge had been
Young Wild West," came the reply.
.
"You can't help thfnking about it, eh? Well, how does this repaired thorougJ:i.lY.
_Then they left 1t, and went on _their way, stopp~ng at Hiker
strike you?"
man Tom
his
and
Noodle
Bill
that
learned
they
Hill, where
Then he showed him the crisp thousand dollar bill.
"That's mighty nice money. I ain't seen many of them in had been taken to Prescott to stand trial.
What became_ of them after that they never kne"".', n~r. did
m y whole life."
"If r should tell you that we sold the three claims for that they care much, but they were all satisfied with their v1s1t at
Six Spot Flat and "The Joke that Made a Fortune."
bill, wb.at would you say?" •
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
"I wouldn't believe it, though, if you did say so."
"You wouldn't, eh? Well, it's the truth. That is part of the TRAPPED BY GREASERS; OR, ARIETTA AND THE SEmoney we got for it. But just to satisfy yourself, you go over CRET PASSAGE."
to the land agent's office and make inquiries. Go on, now.
___
You can wait until you come back to get something to eat."
The big miner looked at them in a puzzled way for a moment, and then out he went.
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CURRENT NEWS
The Army engineers have reported that the deepening
and widening of Ambrose Channel leading into New York
Harbor is finished, except for a few minor details, and no
further appropri!btions for construction will be needed.
This great artificial channel is 7 miles long, 2,000 feet
wide and 40 feet deep at mean low tide. At night it is so
brilliantly lighted by buoys that the largest ocean steamers
can enter with perfect safety. The work was begun in 1901.

Fresh reports of a revolution in Santo Domingo ha,e
started the gunboat Des Moines across the Caribbean from
the Venezuelan coast to Puerto Plata. The State De~8ltment has unofficial information that uerta Pla:fa, anf~il,
Sanchez and Sasua, all seaports, have Men closea., tens1f>ty
to prevent too revolutionists from getting materials of war.
Assurances that the United States is in favor of the established government in Santo Domingo and opposed to reYolution there were given to Minister Peynado, who hacl a
long conference with Acting Secretary Osborne and Boa;r,
W. Long, head of the Latin-American Bureau, of the State
Department. Hector Velasquez, one time Provisional
President of Santo Domingo for a short period, is belieYed
to be the power behind the present trouble.

The huckleberry crop of Page County, Va., in the past
season, represents more than $12,000, divided among residents of the Blue Ridge and Ma.ssanutton mountains. The
work of gathering the crop has been done by women and
children. William M. Graves, a merchant at Stanley, ten
miles south of Luray, has bought more than 16,000 gallons
of the berries, paying 25 cents a gallon. The harvest often
Firemen armed with guns and shooting "bombs" filled
entails many narrow escapes from deadly rattlesnakes, and
berry-pickers never invade snake.ridden territories without with powdered chemicals into blazing buildings, instead of
playing streams of water into burning structures, may be
reliable antidotes for bites.
a reality in the near future according to Simon Kellerman,
Edgar Allen Sloane, a wandering tinsmith, who bad Jr., statistician of the National Firemen's Association. "I
expect that the use of water for the fighting of fires will be
made his headquarters for the last ten years in Minneapolis, bas been buried at Lisbon, N. Dak., where several well nigh done away with within the next five years," he
months ago be chose a spot as his final resting place. A said. "At present, in the large cities, most of the smaller
will left by Sloane directs that the First Baptist Church of fires are put out with chemicals, and in time I believe guns
Minneapolis shall receive $10,000 of bis estate, that $4,000 for shooting powdered chemicals or chemical bombs will
shall go to a theological school in Manitoba a.nd that rela- be usecl for fighting the big bla.zes. "The loss of property
tives in the East shall receive the rest. Sloane, who was will be much smaller when more chemicals are used. At
a recent fire which I witnessed, the loss on property due to
known because of his desire to roam about the country, was
the
fire was about $5,000, while the loss due to the water
believed to be a poor man. He met death recently under
poured on the flames a·mounted to about $20,000."
the wheels of a train at Beaumont, Cal.
The silk bat of Count Roman.ones, the Premier, caused
a delay of three-quarters of an hour in starting an express
train, much to the indignation of the other passengers,
who, when the train had been held up several minutes,
went to the station master and excitedly demanded the
reason for the delay. The official replied that be was unable to order the departure of the train, and for official
reasons was unable to explain why. IIalf an hour later
a breathless messenger boy appeared with a cardboard hatbox, which was put in the private compartment of Count
Roman.ones, and the signal was given for the train to start.
Mounted on a jaded pony, a tired boy rode into Fort
Collins, Col., having come 800 miles from Abiquino, Rio
Arriba County, New Mexico, because he was homesick and
wanted to see his parents, who live here. The boy is Raymond Lopez, and he set out on his journey twenty-four
days ago. He camped out at night the greater part of the
time and accepted the hospitality of farmhouses only when
it rained. He has been living with relatives in New Mexico
for the last year, and the longing io see his parents finally
became so strong that he could resist it no longer and set
out on his long ride. The pony has evidently been owned
by eve:ry person in the county, for it is so covered with
brand-marks that there is scarcely any hair left.

A good sampler of wine, unlike the cigar sampler, must
not exercise bis palate more than a singie time at a sitting.
Then he must drink quantities of water. Certain 0£ them
go to the trouble of gargling the throat before drinking
the water to keep the sense 0£ discrimination absolutely
intact. 'l'he sense of sight is first brought into requisition
by the sampler, then that of smell, the palate serving to
confirm or refute the intimations thus gain d.
The inspection demonstrates various things. For e~ample, new wines are clear, the older more yellowish in
tint. ·while old wine is better than new, yet the old winE!'
is never clear, while it is a ba.d sign if the new is even
slightly turbid. Contrary to what is generally believed,
it is by the odor that the expert is able to determine the
vintage and to detect adulteration if there be any. The
tongue also develops a sense which is much relied upon
to measure the quality of the wi!lc. The tongue of the
expert sampler is able to tell slight ditierences in the "texture,'' so to speak, of the wine; whether it be harsh or
mellow. He extends the wine over the entire surface of
the tongue and keeps it there until it is warm. It happens
very often that a new wine seems somewhat thin and harsh
at first tastings, but, with repeated tastings, this effect
wears away an.cl it shows body and evidence of being very
delicate of flavor.
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THE BADTOWN BOYS
-OR-

UP AGAINST THE WORLD
By DICK ELLISON
( A SERIAL STORY )

CHAPTER XIX (c·ontinnec1)

Meanwhile Buck, whose eyC's were ronming about the
room e,ervwherl', ma.de two di sroveric,;.
There ,~·as a door opening out of the room on the side
toward the hut.
That ,ras discovery ~ o. J. The other was of sli ll greater
importance.
.
'I'hey were not the prisoner they had supposed themsel;-es to be.
The gate of the pell 1ra~ fastened by a sp ring lork. and
that lork opened on the in i1lc.
Rob almost dropped when he came back alongs ide of
Bu rk and was shown this.
"Yon sec,'' whi,;perecl Buck. " ,1·e ran get out of hcrr
easy eno ugh, antl T ha,·en't th e lea l doubt about that door
opening in to the hut .''
" Then i( we could only go ahrad without altrnding hi~
attention we might make our c~l'apc ?"
''Ra~y euough, and "·hat 1s more., l uelie,e it coulLl lie
done."
", up pose 11·e try it ?"
"That's what I saY. \re'JI open the door and I'll crawl
out and get m>· knife. Oh. I n11h· wi~ h I had my rifle.
I suppose l!c left that out in the bone ,rnrcl ."
""\\"hat's the matter ,rith our going through the other
door and out i11to the hone >·al'(l? From 1rhat you f:a ~·, I
sh ould suppo,c ire miglit ea~ih get 01cr the fence and
esrape that 11·aY."
There 1ra< ahrnlutely uo rfkl't.
Noah pa itl no more attm1!iun to Buck than if Ill' had
never existed.
H e was 1rnrk i11;:: ind ti"! riou,.:l_r u I•<•n the "kel,,trin.
From a gn•a( pilr ot hu11f'~ whil'h la_r in one t'Orner he
was fittin g one after another into n l'ertain place in the
bony frame or the pr<'historic monster, trying to :flJJd the
one whi ch belonged there.
Evid ently this was a work of time a!lll patience, and
Buck made up his mind that this sort of thing might go
on for hours.
H~ seized the knife, turned, aud berkoning to Rob to
follow him, they both l'rept out of the door into the bone
yard.
"By gracion,:. lie do1i't seem to know that ire c1·en exist,"
said Rob.
"That's right!" said Bm·k. "'l'hat \, the way witl1 his
kind ! He may never remember us again, but we are not

going to take fill_\' rham·es 011 flrnt. \re ll1ll:-t light out or
hen• just as qui1·k a~ r1c1· ire n111.''
Bud;: led the 11·a.1 owr to tlw big fogs il elk, which stood
pretty 1war thf' fence.
"If ,re con Id get up on the hnrn" of 1l1nt :-krl<'ton, I guer-:s
ire C"ould dimb o,·er on the paling,, all right," Rob remarkrd.
'',lu:-t what I am -thinking of'," :-:aid Hurk. "And it
can hr clone, loo, iC the horm, ,rill Pnly holfl in place undrr
om 1rPight and not break a 1ray :,arne a· the tm;k of that
elephant did."
" \re might fry it?"
'• I propol')e (o. .\II i;; quid in lhe ,rorkshop. \Ye
co11ldn't haYc a betlrr rha11cc." Huck pirked up his rifle,
1vhic·h ;;t ill lay 011 the ground where he ha<l dropped it,
and went o,·cr to the elk.
" YC',:, I ea11 gvt 11p then\ all ri ghi," he said. "Hoh,
mu hol<l the rilit• and I'll hir-klr lliit- qucrr rac·k or bone~.''
· It took Hob j11~t about t,ro minutes to make the top of
the fe11c>C' bY 1ray of the rlk'~ hornF .
Hoh pn~:-ccl up the rifle a11rl tlw11 fo\lo vccl him.
TlH· hum hcid all right, and !{ob wa. ~oon along:-,ide
of Buck ..
If e had no i,; u,mer got t lwrr than the cloor of the long
shcrl Hew 01wn . and out rn,:;hl'll :'\oah, laughing and wildl_v
1ra1 in)! hi~ l1andF.
'·!fa . Ha! Ha! :-(o yon arn going. arc ~·ou?" lie
;;ho11ted. ·• :-(o you an· going! \\'('! 1, good-by! (~oorl-h., !
\Yh cn .,·cn1 /.td up to hc·a1r11 tl'll , 't. Peter to ;,t>rnl rlu11·11.
111:'' ark. I iinrc found tho right hone at la:-l. l~wrything
i~ ready! '!'ell l1irn that I thiuk it is time we 1rnre on the
mo,·e.. ,
" .\ II right. bu~~! \\'c'll clo it!" (·allcrl Buck. ''Good-h>· !"'
The.'" jumped to the g-round then, and rau around to the
front n( the hut.
'l'hcrr ,;toocl the 1rago11 jm,l a:, they had left it, with
thL· go ld 1rndislnrbecl.
''UooLl !" niell Burle " \Ye are out of this, all right,
for J don't fear him now. Run. into the hut and get your
rifle, Rob .. ,
Hob did so, and presently returned with the rifle.
"Is it to light out now, Buck?" he asked. "Is thatthe prog ram?"
"Sure!'' rep] ied · Buck. '''fc will harness the horses
and make a morn right away. By gracious, Rob, if we
can onl y drive that gold into Badtown our fortune ia
made."
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1 "Well," replied Rob, in· his drawly way, ",;e, are up
The boards carne up easily enough.
against the world, any ho v, a~1d .our cl},auce is just· a~ goo.d "' The undel'piif_rug proved to be quite high. ']'here was
as the next one's, but I don't know that we are gomg to plenty of depth-to c:any the bags, ·so the boys went right
have altogether plain sailing about it. Look off there to- to work to run them in, ancl they covered ' up their traces
see." so effectively that no one would have ever guessed what
ward the mountain, olcl man, and tell me what
.
Buck looked, and clutched Rob's · arm with a grip that had been done.
B)' the tint'~ ~all ·this was :finished the Big Horn grng
·
·
made him howl.
"Up against the world!" he exclaimed. i''vVe are up were half across the desert, and rapidly approaching i.be •
against half a dozen of the Big Horn gang. 'rhey- have hut.
"We don't want to stay here, Rob," remarked Buek. "It
got through the Black Run somehow, and are down upon
only means trouble and perhaps cleatli for us . Let's 'light
us like a thousand of brick!"
"A mighty good amendment, and I accept it," said out and go down to the mill and sec if we can't get help
there."
Buck; "we will make our move right now."
Rob agreed, as he usnallv did ,rith all of Bud,'s plau8,
room·
the
into
He softly opened the gate and crept out
shouldering their rifles the boys hmriecl around the e11so
be.
might
"Noah"
on
effect
the
what
see
to
' first
closure, and _putting the big fence betwccu them and tlie
gang started off on the nm across the desert toward the
big crushing mill, whose . iron smokesial'ks could be see n
CHAPTER XX.
I rising in the diFtance among sonie cot.toJ1wood trees, whidt
, ,,howecl'that it stood alongside a creek.
THE .:VIA~ L THE CA VE.
I The boys hacl covered about a mile of the clisiauce,. wben
looking back they saw the gang come s,rnrming al'ournl
There was trouble ahead, sure.
the ranch.
,
Buck saw that at a glance.
"Crowc1 low, Bob. Don't let th~m :;ee us if you can
Dawn had now broken, and there was light enough to help it," said Buck.
see across the desert toward the mountain pretty plainly.
"Let's lie clown.for a few moments uutil they are gone, ''
:\ large force of men on horseback were bearing down rep lied Hob_; "if they get sight of us the jig is up. Thunupon them . There were also &everal wagons in the train . del' ! I'm afraid it's too late now!"
There could not be the least question b1J.t that it was
It was so. 'rhe boys dropped on the sand, but they
the Big Horn crowd that liad managec1 to make their way kept their heads up high enough to take a goocl look, jui't
throngh the Blaek Run.
the same.
"By thunder, th is iR interqsti ng !" exclaimec} l)ob. "We
'rhe m is!'l1 ief wa s done. They had been f'eeu, and the
can't get out of their sight, ~ven if we start. Buck, what's
gang was after them.
to be clone?"
'l'wenty men mounted on fast horses eame clashing 01 er
"Still,
Buck.
said
"I was thinking of that very thing,"
plain after them, yelling like demons, a8 they urged
the
get
.Let's
,
it.
l thiNk we ought to harness up and ti·y for
their horses on.
..
the hor,·es out."
·1, Buck, we had better nui for it," saicl Hob.
They hurried to the barn, but as soon as Buck threw the
"What's the use? They would surround us in no time,."
door open a great surprise met him, and his heart sank
"What in thunder shall we do, then? Thev are bound
; .·
'
, Ji kc a Jump of Jeac1.
There la:v one of the hoT~es dead in the stall, while the to ·catch ~s here. If we stay we are up ag~inst trouble
other one was trembling all over and kept slipping down of the worst kind."
"I was thinking of the crbek, Rob."
.011 his hind legs.
"Good idea! Ho,v far away is it?"
t
"ur1
b
R
l
·
111"
\V
t
JJ
\\'
111
·nxup
we
are
1a
n
.
o
e . cr1ecL
e .
' ,·, e .
"You can see the cottonwoods. I should say only a few
againf'-t now?"
hund. red yards -at the most."
"Dead horses," said Buck, coolly. "Keep your shirt
"We could crawl ·o-rer there before they came up with on. Rob. Badtown .foreYer ! We'll save that gold yet, if
us, I suppose?"
yon will only give rnr two 111 inutes to think."
"I suppose we could."
· l the go ld ."
" Loft," ~11gestec] R ob. <n.rLou '11 11ave, to l11c1e
''Let's do it.'l
do!"
never
would
that
l1ere,
loft
the
in
"Yes, hut not
"All right, i am with you. Keep as close to 'the ground
.. C'ellar o.f the hut, if there is one, then!"
"That might do better; but J am thinking of a better as you can.''
The boys went crawling off among the sagebush like
plan still. You see how loose these fl,.oor boards are, Rob?"
huge spiders., then, and in a few moments had gained .
t1io
arl)
"They
Rob.
"said
place,"
the
"Right, ancl that's
the shelter of the tl1ick fringe of cottonwood trees which
just laid down and not nailed at all."
·
"Sure. ,Ye can yank them up in a hurry, slip the bags linec1 the bank of the creek.
banks
The
water.
the
to
It' was about ten feet down
m;dcmeath, between the beams, put the boards back again,
and sweep the stall dirt over them. K:o one would ever were composed _of a reddish earth mixture with pebbles,
· and pitted with deep holes here a:rid there.
gue8s. ''
Buck knew the formation well, for it was just the same
'·Time to do it before tbev get here, too, I should say!"
·•1 thi11k there is; anyhow, it is the only thing we can around Badtqwn.
·('fo be continued.)
<lo." Let's start right in."
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
NEW YORKER HAS A QUEER GREENBACK.
Frederick Pleasant, secretary of the Belas-Hess Company, at ~arrow and Morton streets, has in bis possession
• a ten-d.ollar bill of the series of 1880, on which is what
looks to be a perfectly innocent design of the American
eagle, but when the bill is turned upside down the claws
form two long ears and the body resolves itself into a perfeet donkey's head.
The story is that an employee of the engraving department in Washington, after a disagreement with his chief,
told his fellow workers that he would "get even," and that
the next bill he designed would have on it a picture of the
boss that every one would recognize. True to his word the
next piece of work he turned out brought forth the reversible eagle.
•
When the authorities discovered what had been done
they dismissed the man at once and had the plate destroyed.

,

and the buildings will be refashioned into modern homes in
the outlying districts.
Of the seventy-seven dwelling houses but nine are as
small as four-room cottages.

AUTO PARTY SEEKING $60,000 STOLEN GOLD.
Sixty thou.sand dollars in gold, the loot of a party of
_Me~ican an~ Indian bandits which _robbed an army paytram for~y-six years ago and cached its plun~ler near G:ass
Lake, will be the Golden Fleec~ of a typical t:Ventieth
centu~y party of Argonauts which expects to leave San
Francisco soon.
The p~rty, headed b~· E. E. ~ickstrom ~nd R. J . Stro_m,
automobile men, will ,Journey rn automobiles to a spot mdicated on a rude map obtained recently by Strom .from an
aged Indian, claiming to be the last of the attacking party,
who told Strom that Treasury agents had kept such a close
watch that the bandits never had opportunity to remove
and dispose of their plunder.
The attack occurred in 1867, when an army paymaster's
train was ambushed near Grass Lake on the Klamath Falls .,..-trail. In the first rush the 1 bandits drove back the fifty
cavalrymen conveying the gold and made off with it. The
troops rallied and finally captured part of the bandits, who
stubbornly refused to disclose the location of the cacl1e.
'11 he autoists will be equipped to dig for several weeks
about the spot. indicated on the map.
"We'll have a bully time even if we don't find the
$60,000," said Wickstrom.

U NION OF }?RINCE OF WALES AND RUSSIAN
HEIRESS PLANNED TO BRING COUNTRIES
CLOSER.
The Prince .of Wales will wed his second cousin, Grand
Duchess Olga, the Czar's oldest daughter, a charming, unaffected girl of seventeen, if the British and Russian governments can bring about the marriage. The cliplomats
are certain such an alliance would vastly strengthen the
Anglo-Russian entente, none too popular in either country
at the moment.
:Uuch importance attaches to the meeting of the Grancl
Duchess and Prince Edwa.rd at Darmstadt, when they will
be guests of their mutual relative, the Dnke of Hesse nexj;
I
CHARACTER FOUND IN EYES.
month. It is far from being a casual meeting, it is stated,
According to a close observer of human nature:
as it has been arranged by the British and Russian Foreign
Black ( dark brown) eyes are a sign of passionate ardor
offices. Queen Mary opposes the match, probably hecanse
the young people are so -nearly related, but her oppo- in love.
Dark blue, or violet, denote great affection and purity,
sition is being overcome by Sir Edwin Grey, the Foreign
but
not much intellectuality.
Minister.
Clear, light blue, with calm, steadfast glance, denote
cheerfull)ess, good temper, constancy.
Pale blue, or steel-colored, with shifting motion of eye- ·
TO M:OVE A WHOLE TOWN.
Two men haYe bought the mining town of Cardiff, at lids and pupils, denote deceitfulness and selfishness.
Russet brown without yellow denotes an affectionate disthe west encl of Kankakee County, Ill. The purchase includes more than eighty-fi ve buildings, store, icehouse, a position, sweet and gentle. 'I'he darker the brown the more
ardent the passion.
big tower and seYenty-seven dwelling houses.
Blue, with · greenish tints, are not so strongly indicative
The purchase was made from the Cardiff Coal Company
of Chicago, and work will be started soon in the removal of these traits, but a slight propensity to greenish tints in
of the buildings to Kankakee, practically removing the eyes of any color is a sign of wisdom and courage.
Gray, or greenish gray, with orange and blue shades and
entire town and leaving an abandoned field where stood a
prosperous community. The town was built by the In- ever varying tints, are the most intellectual, and are in:
diana, Illinois and Iowa Railroad in 1900, when Theodore dicative of the impulsive, impressionable temperamentP. Shonts was its president. It is now owned by the New the mixture of the sanguine and bilious, which produces
York Central system and is known as the Chicago, Indiana poetic and artistic natures.
Light brown or yellow denote inconstancy; green, deceit
& Southern Railroad.
Th e Cardiff mine was then sunk, operated for a few or coquetry. Eyes of no particular color ( only some feeble
years, and later abandoned on account of coal gas, which shades of blue or gray, dull, expressionless, dead looking)
killed a number of miners, whose bodies are still in the belong to the lymphatic temperament, ancl denote a listless,
mine. In the purchase there is 1,250,000 feet of lumber, feeble disposition and a cold, selfish nature.
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A BOY OF NERVE
OR,

RANCHING IN THE WILD WEST
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER XVI (continued)

It was not a difficult matter to follow the horses' trail.
It was soon found that they were trying to go through
the timber in a direct opposite direction from the road.
In order to follow it more rapidly, the cowboys dismounted, knowing they could travel twice as fast on foot
through the timber than a 11orsc could.
There was a little stream running through the timber,
and as they neared it the thicket became more dense.
1
Finally they came in sight of the two horses and their
riders.
One of the cowboys gave a yell, saying:
"Here they are, boys! Come on!"
The villains promptly left their saddles and sought to
escape on foot.
One of them was soon captured. It so happened that
one of the cowboys was a first-class woodsman, and he
trailed down the other one after following him half a
mile farther.
He was brought back to where the other one was, and
Carl very promptly identified both of them.
"It was all a mistake," said one. "We mistook you
for another man who shot a brother of mine last winter."
"All right. We'll give you a chance to prove that in
court."
"Now, boys, take them both down to Claremont. I'll
go down before you and telegraph for the sheriff or some
of his deputies."
"All right," said one of them. "You are sure these
are the two men who fired at you?"
"Oh, yes. I can swear to that."
With that Carl returned to the roadside, and rode back
to Claremont.
'
He had been there about a half hour, when one of
the men r,ode up and whispered a few words to him.
He gave a sudclen start, and exclaimed:
"Sure, you don't mean that."
"Yes, I do. The boys decided that it was the best thing
to do, and they didn't waste any time about it."
"I'm sorry."
"Well, you are the only one who is sorry," said the other
~th a chuckle. "What good were those fellows, anyway?"
Carl remount"3d his horse and rode back to the ranch,
which he reached without seeing any of the other cowboys.
The two villains had been lynched. ·
Dn reaching the house, he told Hennessey what had occurred.

"That's all right," said the old man, with a broad grin
on his face. "Those fellows were trying to wipe you out
so you couldn't appear as a witness against that woman in
jail."
"Do you think so ?" Carl asked.
"Yes, I am sure of it. lrhere has been ~ lot of bad men
prowling around among the ranches in this end of the
State for several years. Where there are thousands of cattle on a ranch, it is a difficult matter to mi;;s a half dozen
or so which they drive off into a hiding place, where they
bury the heads, hoofs, and sometimes the hide, and take the
meat to market. It's rather difficult to catch them, but
when we do we make short work of them. You are about
the only ranchman th1l't I know of who would take the
trouble to send them to jail. There ).s little use in that,
because their friends will always swear them out of the
clutches of the law; so the best way to do is to swing them
up as fast as you catch them."
"Well, I don't like to hang a man for stealing a few
cattle, .for a man's life is worth more than all the cattle
in the State."
"This wasn't a cattle-stealing case. Those men waylayed you to kill you, and it was a miracle the way you
escaped them. But horse thieves and cattle thieves don't
receive any mercy out West, nor do they deserve any."
"Well, I'm. sorry Jim told me about it," said Carl.
"Don't worry," chuckled the old man. "Those two fellows will never try it again."
'l'he ext day C!?rl had the hired horse sent back to
Claremont, and a little later he was out on the rang!l
again, where the cowboys were preparing for a round-up.
This was something he had never seen, and he had i:Jeen
told that it was very exciting.
Re was really glad that the girls were away at that pa1·ticular time, for they would want to see it, and there was
always an element of danger about it.
Sometimes the cattle would become alarmed and a
stampede would be started, and it sometimes happened
that some of the men were badly injured and horses killed.
A herd of stampeding cattle is about as difficult to turn,
or head off, as is the current of Niagara.
Of course 11fr. Hennessey had charge of the business,
but Carl was right by his side ari the time seeing how it
was done.
The best cattle were to be separated from the inferior
grade, and sent to market; frequently the cattle would
become restless at being rounded up when they pre:.
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forred to be out g:r;azing; hence some of them would break
away, unless there · was a sufficient force of cowboys to
keep them in control. Jf just one cow' sucoeeclecl in. getting through the guard line scores of others would stampecle in that direction .
Often the lariat would have to be used to pull down a
leacler.
On the Sibley raneh there were so many hundreds 0£
very large steers tbat when they made a rl}Sh they were
practically irresistible.
Jt was in one of those rushes that Carl dashed in on
horseback with the cowbqys who were trying to force them
bark into the herd. ·
,An enormous steer rushed at him, and not being suffi.ciently expert in the ma11agement of his horse the steer
sent one of his long horns more than eighteen inches between the horse's ribs, an<l both went down together.
Uarl was active enough, however. to disengage his feet
from the stirrup in time to aYoid being caught under the
animal, but before he could rise to his £eet he was knocked
down by other steers and run over.
For a few moments there was a panic among the cowboys, for the~' thought ,hue he would be trampled to
death. Rnt there were onl_v, about :fifty or sixty steers in
the rush, and abo 11 t a half: clozen 0 £ them 1~anaged to leap
oycr him with 1heir hoofs; but he was rolled 011 the
ground and con s iderably bruised.
·w hen ther had passed over him he rose to his feet
practical!~· unhurt.

CH APTER XVII.
"THE BULL LOWERED HIS HEAD AXD RUSHED AT HUL"
I

The cowboys rheerod when they ~p.w him unhurt, after
he had been run ornr by the steers, and Hem1essey rushed
11Jl to hjm , to ask :
"Are yoi.1 hurt?"
"X o, only bruised a little; but I guess my horse is done

fo1·.'' ·
''Yes; it's all over with him . Yon can't be too careful
in l~eeping out of the way of the steers when they make a
rush to get out of the herd. '!'hey ~re more or less excited
rlming the round-up, and that horse of yours was not well
trninecl, either, for the business."
"The steer was too quick for me."
"Yes; it's necessary fo r you to ride a broncho who looks
out for himself during a round-up, for he is really a better
j udge of his danger t han his rider is. I 've seen them leap
clear over a steer's head to avoid his horns."
" Well, I do11"'t want another experience like that."
"You can't be too careful, sir," put in Hennessey; "and
I really think you ought to leave that sort of work to the
,
'
n1en.''
'' I want t o en joy the excitement . '! 'here's n othing like
having a practical understanding of the business," said

Carl.
"Yes; but it takes time to learn all ·the ins and outs of
ranching, and. solll€times men who have been ten years in
the business get pretty badly hurt . An obstreperous steer
has more ways of doing mischief than a monkey. That one
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gave your horse at least eighteen inc11es of hiR horn, and
it took him quite a while to get it out."
Tlie hqrse was dea<l, ancl one 0£ the cowboys took off_ tb e
saddle and bridle.
Matters were made worse by .the smell of blood that
flowed from the wound, and 'hundrea:s of the cattle became restless, and proceeded to paw the earth ;md bellow.
"Say, you'd better return to the house," suggested Tom
Whaley. "You are here on foot, and if they should m ake
a rush you might be in the way of it. You could have
·rny horse, but never having ridden him he'd be sure t u
buck with you, and sometimes that is about a bad as to
have the steers get after you ."
"All right," said Carl. "I guess I've got enough fo r
the clay, anyway," and he started for the house, nearly
three miles away.
He had gone only half a mile or so, when an en~rmous
big bull lowered ·his head and rushed at him.
·He had seen llow the cowboys dodged in cases of that
kind, and that was, to stand stilUill the animal was within
a few feet of him, u.nd then spring nimbly aside, and let
the bull rush past him.
He did that three different times, and each tim~ the
infuriated animal seemed to become more furious.
Whaley put spun; to his bro11cho and rushed to his
assistance.
He dashed right up almost against the bull so as t o
attract his attention. 'l'hen the bull charged on the
broncho, who led o . , and the bull followed him.
Of course the broncho coul<l keep out of his reach. Carl
laughed at the way the infuriated beast had been towed off
in another direction .
"It's a dangerous business," he said to himself ; " an d
during the round-up it is necessary for one to have a welltrained · horse under him. If I had run straight ahead
that bull would have overtaken me and gored me."
He turned toward the hou,se again, but frequently
stopped to look back to watch the race between Whaley
•
and the bull.
just a few paces ahead of him, and
was
'l'he cowboy
kept up the pace till the bull was winded and had to
stop to paw the earth, below, anc1 possibly swear at his
ill luck.
On reaching the house he told M:rs. Hardy of his ad venture and narrow escape, and s1rn, in her mot!1erly
way, warned him to be more careful.
"I've seen a humb.e r of the men hurt," she remarked;
" and one ought to be on the lookout all the tim e. T here's
a man came by a while ago with the mail from Clarem ont,
and there's papers and letters for you."
He went in anc1 found seYeral letters on his table, which
he sat down to read .
One was from Susie, the other from Adelaide Wal ton
and two from cattle buyers .inquiring as to whether or not
he had his cattle ready for market.
Of course he read the letters, from the girls :first. ,/
'l'hey were pleasant, chatty letters, particularly Susie's.
She was a good correspondent, and had an easy, free way
of te!Hng things which greatly pleased and interested him.
(To be continued.)
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TIMFLY TOPICS
A $5,000 pearl necklace lay on a dusty highway at Hillsboro, Cal., for nearly two hours. Several automobiles
passed ·over it, many pedestrians unwittingly went by, ancl
once the rubber-tired wheel of a buggy buried it deeper in
the dust. The necklace had been lost by Mrs. Andrew
Welch, a society woman of Hillsboro and San Francisco,
while on a "hiking" trip. ~e missed it when she returned
from her walk and notifie~ a deJ?uty sheriff. He set out
in an automobile and found' the necklace a few yards from
Shingle
of
Clark,
An eleYen-year-old• son o.f Samuel
thought she ~ight .haYe
Springs, killed a 250-pound cinnamon bear on Moore's the spot wl1 ere Mrs. Welch
•
creek, forty miles east of here. 'l'he boy was at a spr'ing dropped it.
with two younger children when he heard growlings in the
A fl.utter was caused recently by the announcement that
brush and opened fire with a small rifle. Clarence Weston
British war office proposed to abolish the king's reguthe
children
three
the
found
shots,
the
and party, attracteo by
the upper lip must not be
standing coolly ove1· the dead bear. The two cubs got lation, . which lays down that
, and already officers
Standard
London
the
says
shaved,
away.
have taken advantage of the report, for many of them
an adornment. For a
For four days a small W!l,ter spaniel lay whimpering in regard their ·mustaches as hardly
among British military
tendency
a
front of his master's shanty, near Alpena, Mich. Dozens long time there has been
altogether or, when
mustache
a
without
clo
to
of persons noti ced the dog's peculiar actions and passed on. men either
, to reduce it to
retention
its
on
insists
officer
ing
command
a
eat.
to
~ veriil offerecl the animal foRcl, but it refused
seldom extends
very
It
s.
dimension
possible
smallest
the
succeeded
and
yelp
to
Finally it ceased to whine and began
short and
very
cut
is
mouth,
in ind1rning neighbors to -enter the c!ilapidated building. the whole length of the
end.
each
at
square
There they found the body of Frank Cleveland, whose sole trimmed
companion for years had been his dog. '
·Paris, . the traditiona l resort of kings in exile, now liarAbdul Aziz. His majesty,
· Mrs. A. S. Burgess, of Pueblo, Colo., aroused by noise hors the ex-Sultan of Morocco,
be seen daily in a large
to
is
white,
of
robes
in her hen coop, rushed into the back yard in time to see in flowing
s. To distract him
boulevard
the
along
driving
le
automobi
her
'of
a full grown bird dog jump over the fence with on,e
to a well-known
taken
was
he
thoughts
gloomy
his
from
half
buggy
waiting
a
to
choice hens in its mouth. It ran
'l'he po"Revue."
the
see
ent to
a block away in which sat two men. The dog leaped into vaudevill e estahlishm
of gorarray
long
the
at
ce
indiffei:.en
with
the buggy, which immediately drove off at a furious rate. tentate gazed
apJohnson
Jack
when
only
;
dancers
rrayed
geously-a
Mrs. Burgess believes the dog has been trained to steal
with
dance
to
and
boxing,
of
exhibition
an
·give
to
peared
carryin
used
chickens by his masters and that he is- being
his wife, did a gleam of interest dawn in the royal eyes.
ing on wholesale operations of that character.
"What a splendid slave he would have made for me a few
with a deep sigh.
Traveling overland in a covered wagon since April 19th, years ago," said his majesty,
St.
South
J. K. Griffin and family have passed through
Word has reached Chesterton, N. ¥'., that Frederick
Joseph and almost completed their journey from Los Anwas kidnapped by gypsies
geles, Cal., to their home in Salem, Mo. For two years Brosseau, twenty-four, who
been restored to his parents,
has
ago,
years
seYenteen
Griffin and his household have been traveling about the nearly
Sissonville, .N . Y. Thev
of
Brosseau,
John
Mrs.
and
Mr.
their
left
Western country in their covered wagon. They
On October 14, 1896, when bl{t
farm near Salem, starting for California. On the way had mourned him as dead.
left home to meet his
Brosseau
westward they visited all the interestin g places. They seven years old, young
That was the last een
village.
the
of
edge
the
at
macle the trip by way of the Oregon trail going out, stop- father
a young man deserte<l
Recently
e.
Sissonvill
in
boy
the
of
ping at Yellowstone Park.
from a band of gypsies in the Canadian wilds and took
whose isolated monastery
While hunting groundhogs near Ohiopyle, Pa., the other refuge with the monks of Oka,
could remember nothHe
.
Montreal
from
miles
day, John W. Tressler engaged in a battle with a cata- is forty
a member of the
becoming
to
previous
history
his
of
ing
had
it
mount. The animal was killed, but not until after
and that his
Fred
called
been
had
he
that
except
band,
two
up
used
badly
and
fJltally mangled Tressler's best dog
presence
The
York.
New
Northern
others. It weighed fifty-five pounds. Tressler shot at a former home was in
Monthe
to
monks
the
by
reported
was
wanderer
groundhog. Running toward the spot where the animal of the
d his
recognize
man
young
the
of
aunt
an
and
police,
treal
had been seen he stepped upon the catamount, which
ftrn.1
notified
weri
parents
The
r.
newspape
a
in
picture
to
butt
'the
used
empty,
showed fight. 'l'rcder, his gun
a.
by
Brosseau
identified
they
ward off the aHa ek, an<l the dogs ru hed in, allowing him went to Montreal, where
birthmark.
time to reload anJ get in a fatal shot.

Georgq Sni\,ely, aged 72, a prominen t horticult urist of
Shady GroYc, W. Va., has successfully grafted a tomato
stock on a potato plan t. The plant is thriving and has
:many hlossoml'\, i11dicating a good yield of tomatoes. Meanwhile, potatoes are maturing on the root end. Both the
vine and the roots· a.re expected to yield tomatoes and potatoes respectively.
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One hundred students of the Lockport High School,
members of secret societies, were expelled recently by Principal Walter E. Severance in compliance with a resolution
passed by the School Board condemning the societies. The
resolution states that no person who is a member of any
Greek letter or other society not c;:ompletely under the control of the school faculty shall be allowed to enter school
this fall. Principal Severance distributed slips to the students yesterday requesting each boy or girl belonging to a
society to state the fact. The wholesale expulsion of fl.Hthose admitting membership followed. The active members and the alumni of the societies say they will test the
validity of the action.

GRINS ANH Cl(UCI{L l~S
"Did that young man kiss you last night?" "Mother,
do you suppose that he ca.me all the way up here just to
hear me sing?"

Charged with extracting and stealing the gold fillings
from scores of patients, James D. Jones, a dentist, was ar"I have the s.arne experience with my chauffeur as my
rested in Chic~go and turned over to the police of South friend has with his leaky canoe." "What's that?" "I'm
Bend, Ind. J ones's arrest followed a hunt of four months.
always bailing him out."
Jones, it is alleged, extracted all the gold he could find in
his customers' m9lars on the ground the work was faulty.
Fred-My dear Dora, let this thought console you for
your lover's death. Remember that other and better men
Rear Admiral Reginald F. Nicholson, commanding the than he have gone the same way. Bereaved One-'l'hey
A.merican warships in Far Eastern waters, reports that
haven't all gone, have they?
N anking had again fallen, this time pa.ssing from the hands
of the rebels into ·those of Yuan Shih-kai's government
Diggs-My wife is a wonderful vocalist. Why, I have
troops. The event practically ends the revolt recently
known her to hold her audience for hours-- Biggsstarted by Sun Yat-sen ancl other Southern leaders, most
get out! Diggs-After which she would lay it in the
of whom have fled from China.
cradle and rock it to sleep.
/

That the post office department is banking on the honesty
"Rumble as I am," said a loud-voiced spouter, at a
of the public in permitting the sale of cancelled stamps
meeting, "I still remember that I am a fraction of this
after September 16th was admitted. It is realized that
magnificent country." "You are, indeed," said a by·
stamps-precancelled-can be JISed again if clipped and
stander, "and a vulgar one at that."
returned to the town named in the cancellation mark. It
bas-been decided, nevertheless, to try the scheme, which
"Have you no gymnasium?" asked µ-ie visitor at the
may save the government $240,000 pei: annum.
Still ville Female Mute Academy. "Oh) every place is
like a gymnasium to us," replied the polite lady principal ;
The whole of Nanking is now in the possession of the "you will notice that we have dumb belles everywhere."
loyalists. The rebels have vacated Lion Hill. Fierce
:fighting occurred throughout the night around the South
Old Gent-I tell you, my man, you are not sufficiently
Gate, 200 rebels being killed. A message from Wu-Hu re- careful in providing for a rainy day. Working Man-Well,
ports that the revolt there has collapsed, the rebels having I dunno wot more you want. Here's our Jack works o'
accepted $30,000 offered by the mer.chants to lay down nights and I works i' th' daytime, and one suit o' togs does
their arms. The government is now supreme throughout for th' pair of us !
the Yang-Tse Valley.
A-You don't seem to have any life in you. Is there
A total of $150,000 was distributed the other day among nothing or nobody over which you can enthuse? B-Noththe 150 employees of George Wyman & Co., South Bend, ing at all. I once became enthusiastic over somebody, and
Ind., and several close friends, as an appreciation of their a short time afterward she became my wife. That was a
_worth, from the late George Wyman. Individual a.mounts sad warning to me to avoid enthusiasm.
ranged from $50 to several thousand, Mr. Wyman not
"What do you mean by serving an imperlect lobster ~
considering length of service, but aiming to place the money
with those to whom the most good would result. The gift "Ex~use me, sah, but Ah didn't think you'd 'ject to a little
was made by l\irs. Clara L. Wyman in fulfillment of a wish thing like dat. Fact is, these heah lobsters got to fightin'
expressed by ihc merchant 1shortly before his death, but in de basket, and this -one lost his claw," said the waiter.
knowledge of the bequest was kept secret until the money "Take this lobster out immediately and bring me the win.
ner."
was distributed.
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cially sensational order, ancl the parties were not known to
the general public, it excited little interest. The plaintiff
deposed to the facts. The emeralds had been in the possession of his family many years; they had been valued by
By D. W. Stevens.
experts at $10,000.
A witness who had seeri Mrs. Campion wearing the emer"I wish to see Mrs. Campion-I suppose I may go up?"
T he speaker was a tall yo1-mg woman; the place the entry alds at Brighton,, and who was well acquainted with the
of a large hotel at Brighton, England; tl1e person ad- value of jewels, slat ed in evidence that $10,000 was rather
dressed a page of the establishment. The woman had under than over the price of gems so rare and :fine.
Mrs. Campion swore that the jewels were locked in a
started to ascend the staircase, when the youthful functionary interposed and asked her who it was she wished trunk of which she had the key. It was a patent lock.
to see. " I am an old frie nd; I have been here before," the She had put the casket away after attending a part,v at
which she had worn the emernlds. The day of the theft
woman added, as the boy looked dubious.
unlocked the trunk for her maid to lay out the jewels,
she
handsome
her
so
less
not
disarming;
was
H er smile
apparel. T he boy said, "Very well, ma'am," and the vi.sitar and the loss was then discovered. The maid, Celeste Barpassed on. Half an hour afterward the woman passed out. del, who had been six years with her mistress, corroborated
A commissionaire asked a waiter standing near him who this evidence.
The defense was "contributory negligence.'' Mrs. Cam~
the woman was .
pion ought to have give:::i her jewels into the personal care
"She isn' t staying here," he remarked.
"No-a visitor, I suppose," replied the waiter, and he of the proprietor; but there coulcl be no question about th e
negligence of the page, who allowed a stranger free access
walked off.
to the rooms of th guests. The verdict was for the plaincomthe
and
sight
of
out
time
T he woman was by that
missionaire forgot all about her; but he had half con- tiffs for the full amount claimed. As soon as the verdict
was rendered the commissionaire, Daly, who was one of t he
sciously photographed her face in his mind.
Mr. and Mrs. Campion were a newly wed couple ':from witnesses, whispered to Mr. Wilson:
"Pardon the liberty, sor, but if I was you sor, I' d apDevonshire.
pale."
of
woman
handsome
remarkably
a
was
Campion
. -M;:s.
Wilson started.
about twenty-four. Her husband W?,S ten years her senior
"What for? It would only be a waste of money. "
and resembled a country squire in his air and manners.
not so sure, sor-it 'ud gain toime."
"Oi'm
I n the afternoon the pair strolled out, and at :five came
are you driving at, Daly?"
"What
with
tinkled
bell
Campion's
Mrs.
o'clock
in to tea . . At 6
"I don't know mesil:f; but I'd appale if it was me. Your
. as much v1olence as an electric bell is capable of betraying,
and when the page responded to the summons he saw Mr. pardon, sor."
Somehow the man's manner impressed his master. He ·
Campion looking a thunderstorm, and Mrs. Campion, very
in structed his counsel to give notice of appeal, and ask
pale, reclining on a fauteuil .
for a stay of execution. Counsel was inclined to advise
Mt.
"T~ll the proprietor I must see him at once," said
against what seemed to him a useless and expensive c~urse,
Campion.
The landlord, Mr. Wilson, was speedily on the spot, to but Wilson was firm, and he at once gave th8\ required
learn that Mrs. Campion's emeralds valued by their owner ' notice.
The stay of execution was opposed by Mr. Campion's
at $10,000 had beeri stolen. They were secured in a large
but the judge would only orde11 that the $10,000
counsel,
key
the
kept
She
chest in Mrs. Campion's dre;;sing-room.
of this trunk. The other jewels were in the same place, be paid into the court pending the appeal. Daly beamed,
but n one of them had been touched, probably because of and when Mr. Wilson left the court he took the Irishman
their inferior value. The thief had opened the trunk, and with him to the solicitors.
"Now, Daly," he said, when the two gentlemen were
the casket containing the emeralds-a necklace, bracelet
seated, Daly, a former private in the Irish F usiliers, standand earrings- had been removed.
Mr. Campion did not rave or storm; he sjmply said that ing respectfully "at attention," "what have you in that
he should hold Mr. Wilson responsible for the loss. 'l'he head of yours?"
"Why, sor," saluting, "if Oi was you, sor, I'd get a ditechost replied that the guests had not taken reasonable care
tive on to't. The gintleman, he's a gintleman ; but there's
of the jewels and refused to make good the loss.
Inquiries r esulted in disclosing the fact that a oman gintlemen, sor, that can do dhirty work; but t he lady, she's
had called that moming and had been allowed by the page not the thrue lady, sor. I was takin' a good look at her
1 in the coort; an' ye moight be afther foindin' out, sor,
to go to Mr, Cam pion's rooms.
" We don't know any such person," said Mrs. Campion. whether the ?intleman's got the big ;shtate i~ D evonshire.
"It was inexcusable to allow her tq come up to our rooms. Ye se~, sor, 11 I m~y1 b~ bol~, ye ?o,n t know 1~, sor, excep~
I daresay one of these hotel thieves heard of the emeralds , the gmtleman saym it an havm plenty o money, an
-I.. have twice worn them at parties since I have been here there's more than wan way av gittin' that--"
"Well, Daly," said Mr. Wilson; the solicitor was list en- and laid a plot to _steal them."
T he n ext day Mr. and Mrs. Campion left for London, ing attentively.
"Well, sor," he went Qn, "it don't seem loike a gintleand at once commenced an action against Mr. Wilson for
to want the money paid down at wanst, does it ? · Wid
man
the value of the stolen jewels.
loike yersel£1 h!l c.ouldn't think ye'd run away wid- .
anyone
spea
of
ot
n
was
crime
the
as
but
tried,
was
suit
The
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out pa>'in'; an' hr looked black, an' he looked at the lady. [ remarkably c·lever frnucls. Mlle. C'cleste "·as ddivered to
J\Iaybe, sor, if you wa.s to pay the money \ow there'd he no the Frern.:h 1JOlice 1t11<l~r an extnHlition warrant, and 1fr.
and Mrs. Campion passed a long and not altogether plei.:"·
more hearcl of J\[r. Campion."
'· Do >·on mean to suggest," said the solicitor, "that :Mr. ant honeymoon in an English prison.
and :\frs. Campion are swindlers?"
"Faith, un· 1 wouldn't wonder, sor. ~There's a many
ODDITIES.
thingR :,[ranger done than stalin · yer own ·property/1 .
,
Wil,on sprang to his feet.
i\idwltts Rrnuani foll thirty feet from a building in
1
'-Tho man may be right in his suspicion!" he exclaimed,
N. J., ancl landed witli his nose on a britk.
Hackensack,
excited I>·· "I'll go to Long," a famous detective; "it will
away the blooll, lte continued to wor''k.
wiping
After
clo no harm, anyhow."
A pony belonging to Miss Mary Stuart, of South Salem,
The matter wris placed in the detective's hands, ~ncl durseveral weeks ago by gypsies, became homesid~ evistolen
jng fiye (fays )fr. \1ilson heard nothing more 01' the matfor it galloped back to its old stable, having broken
cllntly,
1
ter. The pnblic had forgotten it already. '1 hen one day
the thieves.
from
away
the detedil"e presented himself before :Mr. Wilson.
put a roek under some hay on the road in
Tricksters
"Well, sir," he began, "I think this is a swindle. I've
Morgan's farm property at WoodPicTpont
J.
o-f
front
fonnd Waldon Hall-there is such a place-and Campio11
in dashecl ihto it on his motorHock;te
Charles
land..
is your guest's name; but the hall is a tumble-down place,
over a stone wall, where lie was
catapulted
was
ahd
in such bacl repair that nobody will take or buy it, with cycle
fracture o-f the skull and a
slight
a
with
fos'ensible
found
about hro acres of worthless land belonging to it. 'rhe
a'tm.
broken
late }fr. Camr.ion's father hild wasted what property there
Peter Smith and Peter Lally, two perfect specimens of
was.
Hooligan, even to the tomato ran, so amnsecl ~eHappy
"Ris son finished the business. Ymmg Mr. Campion
of Montclair, when arraigned for vagrancy
Weller,
corder
wa always the blackguard-my perso11al description of
go.
them
him was at once recognized-and at the age of twenty-five that he let
When Patrolman 1Yolf, of Jersey City, tirecl of w2.iti , 0
he left his home, such as it was, and went abroad. That
Charles Mulligan to come out of the river and be arfor
disposes of the honeymoon business. .As for family jew'els,
he pi ck.eel upJhe bather's clothes ancl f<tarted awa~-.
rested,
there haven't been any within living memory. So it's clear
came out.
Mulligan
the
swindlers,
of
couple
a
that this man anc1 woman are
Mrs. Frieda rrhomas Bosler, wi.fe of a former district
visitor and the maid their accomplices. The emeralds are
probably paste, and the call of the lady that morning an attorney, was summoned to court because her elevenarranged thing. If that had failed, they'd ha_ve woTkecl montbs-olcl baby trespassed 9,n the property of Isadore Sithe job some other way. As likely as not the jewels are moD . She was cl.ischarged.
i11 their possession now, to be used in a fotute swindle.
Yincenzi:1 GiJJ ie, a.n Italian, a.nd Anna Cisnadia, an AnsYou see the:v were clev;er enough to flash them about a1 bit, frian, were manied in Clarksville, W. Va. He proposed
F.o that they wern seen by independent witnessesY
tbrough the interpreter. Neither understands the lan1'be detecti re went to ·Paris, and they discovered, guage of. the other.
through the police, that Celeste Barde], the maid, was
The resignation of the Rev. A. T. Cox, of Elm GroYe.
known to the secret police under several names. · Mr. W. Va., has been asked. 'rl1e · .fatl1et of El:,ic Oaml,lr,
Campion and his· wife were also suspected 01' certain: swin- fourteen years old, was about to chastise her when C'ox
dles, but nothing had been proven. About a year ago, how- announced the child had been his wife since ,T nly 7.
ever, a lady answering the description of Mrs. Campion,
The enemies of Mayor Sam Tschappott, of Clarington,
but giving another name, had purchased a paste emerald 0., have tried to have him removed berause 1 he refnses to
Ret-oecklace, bracelets and eaning&-of a jeweler in the wear shoes.·
Rnc cle la Pais.
The authorities at Budapest have orcl<>recl the consulate
'fhe entire s·e t was sold for $125. '11here was no doubt of A1gentina closed peHcling an official in~eRtigaiion of
"·hatever that Mr. Campion, of Waldon Hall, was a cun- ,Argentina's metl10cls, in obtaining emigrants for the South
ning and accomplished swindler, his good birth and edu- American Republic.
cation enabling him to appear to advantage. Of course,
The rebels haYe abandoned Nan-Chang, rripital of
the money with which he cut a dash at Brighton was obAfter a feeble fight 8u11clay the rebels evacL1atecl
Kia11g-Si.
tained in some dishonest manner, but Mr. Wilson was not
in boats. In their haf<te many ,n•re
Wang-Chia-Tu
disposed to rake up his late guest's whole career; his last
chownecl.
coup was sufficient to bring action for attempt to defraud,
Dispatches to the National Red Cross, Washington,
and Mr. and Mrs.' Campion found themselves in the. dock
that 't2,000 sick and wounclccl are heillg carccl for
state
instead of in the -witness box, together with their accomServian and. Bulgarian Oovernments.
the
by
plice, Celeste; the tall, fair lady remained perdue. Sure
is facing serious floods as the result of heaY_r
Germany
enough the emeralds were found in the possession of · th~
1
The Vistula and other Silesian rivers are
rainstorms.
detec•
regular
he
'1
trial.
for
couple, who were committed
tives, in the interval, took up the matter, with the result' out of their banks and a number of towns and. a grent
that it was discovered that the gentleman with the family acreage of grain have been inundated. Crop losses all'eady
jewels and hia wile were :wanted in Berlin and Vienna for are heavy.
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NEWS OF THE ·DAY
/

King George has refused to allow the Queen of X orway
to let Appleton House to an irreproae;hable tenant. 'l'he
house, whie;h is on the Samlring harn estate, was given to
her by King Heorge for life, but i[ she did not require it
for personal u::;p it was to Le l'eturncd to the owner of Sandru1gham, now King George. 'L'he king now not only refuses
her to accept a tenant, but c1edined her offer to sel l him
her rights for !j\2J,OOO.
Yincent d'Ambrosio, a boss ragpickcr, of Xo. 8-! Xav_y
strePt, Brooklyn, X. Y., has applied to the Italian gowrnment for ofric-ial recognition of himself as t'onnt cl' Ambrosio. D'Amhrosio tame to thi ('Onntry forty ~·e,irs ago.
He is now sixty yearn old and has built up a ragpickin g
business that ha· made l1im wealth\'. As a bov his fathe r
told him he was of royal blood and.heir to a title. But ht:
did not imestigat e thi,; until rec·:.-ntl\, \\'hen his family
tree ll'as traced bac-1,: °100 ~·cars.
William Henry Maximili an Gravel, of Xew York, be,qrn~athed his $-1:8,308 estate in trust to his wife and c1aughicr, accorc1ing to the State tax appraiser·~ report filed rcpon their deaths a grandson . OraYe l R(1ward
eently.
Wilfred Acker, is to reveiY<' the property if he eertifies before eaeh quarterly payment 1hat he has not inn u lgct1 in
Pxcesses of any kind or smoked ·'pn per eigar0tte s." Gra Ye]
provided a ea:;ket and nm bt•forc hi~ death and directed
two friends to see him erema1rcl.

woman dwelling on the bank conceived the idea t wo months
ago of puttillg up the notice in question, and the instinct
of obedience to the behe t of authority is so deep seated in
the lhench mind that no sui cides have occurred in the
pond si11e;e.
~'he new ~o~tschb erg 'runnel Route through the Alps,
wluch was otficia lly opened on June 20th, is now in operation. 'l'he distance from Milan to Paris via the Mont
Cen is tunnel is 586 miles; through the St. Gothard 533
miles; through the Simplon and Lausanne it is 519 mileR,
and lhrough the Simplon-Loetschberg and .Neuchatel it is
51:3 rnnes. The new line is -13 .47 mi les in length. The
tunnel itself i,, 9.07 mile long, and it ·ost about ten million
d~lla !'S. 'l'he line is electrically operated qy locomotives
of :l,000 horse-power weighing 112 tons, and an overhead
s,·stcm ~1::ling a current of 15,000 volts is employed. 'l'he
locomotJye can haul a 310-Lon train up the maximum
graclc, 2., per c-ent., at the rate of 30 miles an hour.

Hundred s of the sons of wealthy Xew York fathers Jur,e
migrated to Wyoming, where the "dude rauchino-'' seas~n
is at its height. A thousand ranches, which d~ring ten
months o~ the -":ar are g-iYen oYer to the long horn and the
'.·ow punc1;rr, ,ni l lor the next 60 days be devoted exdns11·cly to the "dudes." On 1.he. range a "dude" is anybody
1rho wen1·;; a three-piece uit, f-ha vcs more than o~ce i;1
h..-o or three \l·t1cks . nncl sports a 11·liite collar occasionallv.
The whaler Karlnk, ll'ith the Stcfan~son P,pcditio n , arlircs sornc\\:herP ea ·t of the :;\Ii;:,.,j;;sippi ri,·er and spen;I,,
H~
rived at Point Barl'OII', .\laFka. ,\ugu,,t fi1h. ill'tcr l1arin:;
a le\\' monthf- ru tl 1 c summer on the ranches in WYom iiw.
been Rtuck in the ice i11 latit11de 71 :!l."i, lon~ih1clc 167 : iO
'~'he hu;;ine~s ol' "dude ranch ing" has become so p;ofitahle
for several c1a~·s. 8hc ,rn,; not ch1111t1'2;0cl. lC'c ,ras sightrcl
lnat some rane;hc::; rater to the trade . 'l'he son· of the
on August 1, also p1ent~· of waln1s a11<l ;:ea!. :\ polar bear
and
,rho spe11cl trn months of the .rear in collco-es
m.?alih_v.
0
. .
.
1rnR killed liy C'aptain Bartlett a11d Bmt )feConnell. A
privthe
for
money
r, . :ire willing to pay good
report ai. :Some, Augn,:t ',,:;th, that tl1r K:arlnk 1iarl bec·1 uu1rrr8:t1
011 a ranc-lr, imitating , as far as po. ible,
l1n11goJ
~l·
e
rl
of
out
grew
prnhahly
in.
rnnghl in the ic·e ancl hrr side ~toYe
the ranger. 1Iedicine Bow, on the south
and
the c·uwboy
the delay on .\ ugu~t 2d.
Lamler, in the center, Sheridan on the north, are fon ;
rnosl of th<>. '·dude~·· leave the trains and take
1'houRaw1s of '·ehilclro1 of the milk' am1 ju·:~uile em- pmnts where
Xo hie-ks are ph1.wd on the Young men.
ployee,; under sixteen year,- iu c,thcr 111a1111fac·tnring cstab- lo the ranc·ltes.
arc given a horse on which no real
thPv
w1rh
li,-lnne nt;;, in i\Ia;:Sa('liusctt.,, ,n•rc !hrown ont of 1rnrk bv To start
dead. .'i.fter a few days of ridino
caught
be
ld
wou
c·o11·bor
the operation of a Htute law 11·:1i,·h l:ec·,mie cffec-ti,·c rPstreams they are given a. real
trout
along
l1shi11g
and
r
unde
eently. It prohibit~ the cmplvyrnrn1 of iuy c·hild
get a toueh of real cowboy life. The young
fo urteen in "' workshop, nnc1 provide;; that no c·hilcl mHlcr brn11c·iio all(l
to take part in the summer round up.
,-ixteen shall work more than cig!.t hours a clay or n1ure, me11 nre allowcc1
iheY c·a11 rope a "eritter" if it
rxpert
o
.
become
Some
than forty-eigh t hourR a week. It is estimated that :.i0,000
to "hogtie" anc1 brand cattle
tan~ht
are
They
$till.
·
stanr1
emplo~·ers will he affected b~· the c·han,rc.
and ~pern1 their nights sleeping in the open, wrapped in
their saddles as pillows. After
CloRe i.o the old Breton town o.r Fonrege Franer, is a their blankets and using
joy of the experience in the
real
the
ronws
round-up
pond beside which is a signpo. t setting forth iu large let- the
to the mountain,: where they
taken
are
"f1ndrs"
'J'hc
c·amp.
persons
"all
ters that, b)· order of the lorn! authorit ies,
Crow, Arapahoe and Cheyenne Indians.
drowning themselves in the pond will be hearil:v finecl ." Rhare life with !lie
lasts about a month. The genDuring the past few mon1hs, quito o. nnmher 01'. per ons, 'J'his mountain trip usually
maintain itself so far as
must
part.v
the
at
th
is
rule
tired of life, have endecl their Jives in the placid wators of eral
and the fis hing line are
ifle
r
'l'he
.
roncerned
is
food
the
itation
im
the little Juke, moved, no doubt, by the spirit of
''grub."
the
of
most
r
fo
on
rlependcd
A
,
mind
ed
unbalanc
of
so frequentl y found fo prn;ons
1
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INTERES'TING ARTICLES
IXDIAN STUDENTS IN CARLOADS .
Indian students from the five civilized tribes will be sent
to the vocational schools in car lots this fall . For the first
time in the history of the fl.Ye tribes the Indians seem to
ha'l'e awakened to a knowledge of the benefits of "Vocational
training and are eager to enroll their boys and girls at the
Haskell School, Lawrence, Kan., or at Ohilocco, Okla.
More than 300 new students from the different tribes will
be enrollecl in these two schools this fall.
For a long time the Indians objected to sending their
children to schools where the boys would be taught farming, carpentry, engineering, blacksmithing and other industrial arts, and where the girls would be given a thorough
training in the domestic arts and sciences.
It was a long, hard struggle to keep the Indian children
even slightly interested and to keep them at work. There
were many complaints tha.t the boys and girls were !!hirkir..J and sometimes dese~ing the schools.
All of this is changing. The parents are becoming eager
to enroll the children, and the boys and girls themselves
are enthused over the work. Supervisor Brown thinks this
may be due to the fact that the Indians of the five tribes
are becoming more and more identified with commercial
,tork and so are gaining a broader outlook.
EXPRESS COMPANIES TO MEET PARCEL POST
RATES .
Officials and agents of the Wells Fargo Express Compa.uy, in session in Chicago, struck a hard blow at the
parcel post when they decided to fight the innovation of
the Qo•:emment with its own weapon-low rates.
It was asserted by officials of this company that other
express companies are contemplating taking similar action
in the war against the parcel post. In future the city
dweller who wants fresh butter and eggs on his breakfast
t able will, according to express officials, do well to consult the rate column of any express company
Recently the express companies have created "an order
commission and foo d products department." The object
of this department, according to the companies, is to
"study the food problem from all viewpoints, to enlarge
the order and commission feature of our business,
and to extend the company's facilities to all, without
discrimination."
L. F. Troja, industrial agent of the Wells Fargo Express
Company, said :
" T he 25,000 employees of our company, along its 90,000
miles of railroad track, have been instructed to ascertain
what kinds of shipments are obtainable from their offices
and to have shippers apply for rates. The companies are
seeking to give a maximum weight :for a minimum charge
of 35 cents a shipment, no matter what the distance. Perhaps the best way to make use of the cheap express rntes
is t o form butter and egg clubs, agreeing to take at lea.st
thirty pounds at once of these commodities from one
farmer. If these clubs are :formed, it will be easy for the
express companies to have eggs selling in Chicago for 21

cents, which, under ordinary circumstances, would sell fo r
25 cents. Butter also may be purchased much cheaper by
this means."

POLICE GRAFT IN LONDON.
A newsboy saw a man scale a stone wall the other day
in London, England. From this circumitance have resuited disclosures of an alliance between certain uniformed
members of the London police force and thieves and highwaymen under which the police have not only aided the
thieves, but have actually turned thieves themselves in
their hours off cluty.
Almost every London householder has been in the habit
of calling up the police department on the eve of his vacation to ask him to guard his unoccupied home. Consequently, the department has an enormous list of unoccupied houses. The numbers of these houses are given the
members of the force, with instructions to watch for burglars.
Recently there has been an epidemic of burglaries in the
outlying residential section of the city. Practically all
the looted houses were homes of persons away on .311<:a
tion who had notified the department of their plans. Very
few of the burglars have been caught; in fact, the patrolman on the beat where the burglars occurred invariably
reported that they had seen no suspected characters in the
neighborhood. 'l'o make the problem still more difficult,
the burglaries were seldom discovered until weeks afterward, when the owners returned home.
A newsboy, delivering his papers in the thief-ridden
section o.f the suburbs, saw a man climb over the wall of
a large garden surrounding a mansion that sits well back
from the roadway. He had read of the burglaries; his
suspicions were aroused, and he summoned the nearest
policeman, having telephoned already to the precinct station. Within a few minutes a cordon of bobbies and detectives closed about the mansion.
Three burglars were captured red-handed; one escaped
by climbing the wall and running. Of the trio captured,
two were found to be ' policemen; one of them, indeed, the
man who did police duty eight hours a day on the beat
where the mansion was located. The newsboy glimpsed
the escaping burglar and asserted that he, too, was a policeman. The third prisoner was a notorious thief.
Since the arrest of the burglar policemen an investigation has revealed that the case is by no means exceptional; 1
and that the immunity from arrest enjoyed by many Lon-.
don burglars is due to a widespread alliance with the po-·
lice. Reluctantly, the Londoner is abandoning the ok
custom of notifying the police when he expect s to take a
vacation. Instead, he is adopting the American habit of
joining with his neighbors in employing a watchman. T he
first instructions given the watchman are to watch the
police.
4 has not yet been necessary to employ some one to
watch the watchmen. When that time comes, it is not
unlikely that the Londoner will dispense with his ,vacation.
•

•

ELECTRIC PUSH BUT•
TON.-The base Is made of
maple, and the center piece
ot black walnut, the whole
thing about 1¼ Inches In
diameter, with a metal
hook on the back oo that
1t may be slipped over edge
of the veet pocket. Expo•e
to view your New Electrfo
Bell, when your friend will
l)ush the button expecting to hear it ring.
Ao soon as he touches it, you will see some of
the llveliest dancing you ever witnessed. 'l'he
Elaetric Button le heavily charged and will
slve a smart shock when the button ts pushed.
Price lOc., by mail, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVJ<]L'l'Y CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

Solid-breech:
Hammerless

~~~~-~f ~22 REPEATER

THE GERMAN OCABINO.
A handsome mete.I lnstru•
-

ment, made in Germany,
from which peculiar but
sweet music can be produced.
Its odd shape, which resembles a torpedo boat, will attract nmch attention. We send instructions with each instru::nent, by the aid of which anyone can in a
ehort time play any tune and produce very
sweet music on this, odd-looking Instrument.
Price, 10c. l)y mail, postpaid.
.
WOLlfF NOVEL'£Y CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

SIDE-EJECTING

HAMMERLESS

Sure Safe Shooting for Man or Boy-And a Simple Rifle to Caro For
The Remington- UMC .22 Repeater is' rifled, sighted and teated for
accuracy by expert gunsmiths. It shoots as you bold. The simple, im•
proved safety device on every Remington- UMC .22 repeater never fail1
to work. Accidental discharge is impossible.
The Remington- UMC .22 Repe11ter is easily cared for. In takinl\
down , your fingers are your only tools. The breech block, firing pin
and extractor, come out in one pieco:=permitting the barrel to ho cleaned
· ,
from the breech.
The action handles .22 short, .2? lung or .22 long rifle cartridiOI-U1
or all at the same time w,ithout adjustment.

THE GR-;.A.T FIRE EATER.
A great Sensational Trick ot
the Day! With the Fire Eater
in his possession any person can
become a perfect salamander, ap ..
parently breathing fire and ejecting thousands of brilliant sparl,s
Remington-UMC-tbe perfect sbootin11 combination
from his mouth. to the horror
and consternation of aJl b ehold299 Broadwa,, New Yorl
METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
ARMS-UNION
REMINGTON
ers. Harmless fun for all times,
seaaons and places. If you wish
to produce tt decided, sensation in your neighborhood don't fa,11 to procure one. We send
& RAY l'EVJ!lt REMEDY sent b:,
l
YOU CAN'T BEAT TIDS.
'I>
the Fire Eater with al1 the materials, in a.
express to you ou Free Trt.a.l. 1t
Ventriloquist Double Throat, 1
&
.
handsome box, the cover of which Js highly
it cures send Sl; if not, don't.
Ariel Top, 1 Japanese Magic Fan, 1 False
ornamented wHli illustrations in various col ...
Moustnche, 1 Gold Tooth Shell, 1 Coln ·Trick,
Price of all complete only 15c., or 4 Address W ,K. S'I'ERL~1f.;~rii~~~ilt
ors.
All postpaid, tor 2 dim"'" ·
boxes for GOc., mailed postpaid; one dozen by
FEDERAL DIST. CO.
!
LlS'l'JilN
!
J!'A.NS
LOOK!
BOYS:
e xpress $1.20.
Station 0
Baltimore, ._Md,
N . B.-Full printed instructions for p~r· Send us 250 and learn to me.i.e th.e greatest baseball
ormh.1g the trick accompany e~ch b~"C, which game known. 83.tisfaction iuau.nteed.
afs<r- contains . sufficient m'lter1al for giving '\Vll"Y & Muellet• co. , uept. A College Park' Ga..
money? Sell our
pin
some
Wa.nt
'
j
ae vel'al exh1bltions.
original products during spare
.
H . .F. LA..,,,,G, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
com mission.
lr
b
enticing,
:
time
THE AUTOPHONE.
Send dime for samples a.nd pa.rtlo ul&ra.
A small musical lnstru• O'HARA NOVJlLTY co., 3765 Evans st., St. Louis. MG.
ITCH POWD ER.
ment that produces very
Geo whiz! "'ha\ fun
sweet musical notes by
T•u can ha,·e w1th
placing it between the lips
the
this s tutt. M.oh1ten
the tongue over the
with
Up or :tour nnger, taJJ
edge, and blowing gently
1t• •n the contftnt• of
instrument. 'l'he
the
into
the box, and a littlo
notes · produced are not
'l'hell
bit will stick.
unlike those of the fife
ahu.ke hand• wltA Y4Ur
and flute. We send full
•
dr&p
or
!rlend,
printed 1 n st r u ct ions
apeck down tlla Dack.
whereby anyone can play
In a minute, he WUJ
teel as I! he had the anything they can hum, whistle or sing, with
very little practice-. Price, 10c.; S for 25c.,
It
&even ~ears' 1tch.
_"
roar, aquh-m And mailed, postpaid.
ecratch,
•In 1na.lr.er hSm
Ventl'iloqniBtDoubleThr oac~
1nake faces. ,)\It it 1• per!ectlY. ha.rrn1eas. ,u C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

cu,

Asth 111 a

Bo S

:r~:;~&J:lo

Boys

LOTS OF FUN FOR A DIME

St 1• mado trom the se eds of wild rose3.
borrJlt le Jt cb at6pa ln a !ew minutea, or
l>e checked lmmedls.tely by rubbing the
with a wet cloth. While it Is working,

.i

The

can

WINDOW SMASHERS.
:,eq
'l'he greatest sensation, just
from Paris. A most wonder~~J ~;..
8
ful effect of a smashing,
or
pane
falling
breaking,
h-.. SY mall, PHt.alcL
gla.Es. It will electrify everyWOLFF NOV.li:Ll'l'. CO., 20 W, 26th St., N. 'I:.
body. When you come home,
slam the door shut and at
SNAKES IN THE GRASS
the same time throw the
Something entirely discs to the floor. Every pane of glass in the
new, consisting of six house will at once seem to have been shatlarge cones, each one tered, Price, by maU, postpaid, S5c,, a set
nearly one inch in "f six plates.
Upon !lght- H.F. LANG, 18l5 Centre St., B'Jtlyn, N. Y.
haight.
ing one of these cones
wlth a match, you see
'.CHE SPRINGE...,
something stmila.r to
a 4th of July exhibition of fl.reworks. Sparks i'ly in every direcDon't mfss this brand new novt ion, and as the cone burns down it throws
out and Is surrounded with what appears to
0lty. It is a little figure mada
b e grass; at the same time a large snalc.e
in various shapes, perched on a
un coils himse1 f from the burning cone a.nd
You push
spring and pedestal.
lazU y stretches out in the grass, which at
last burns to ashes but "i.he snake rem a ins as
down the spring, set It where yo:.i
n curiosity unharmed. They are not at all
1t
Irloments
few
a
1n
and
please,
dangerous and can be E.Jet oft in the parlor
IeapR up Into the at r , scaring t he
If placed on some metal surface that wl11 not
purthe
burn. An ordinary dust pan answers
cat, and sendtng every one in the
pose nicely. Pd Ce of the six cones, packed in
roont into convulsions ot Ja.,Jgh ..
s awdust, in a strong wooden box, only lOc.,
·S bo:xes for 25c., 1 dozen boxes 75c., sent by
ter.
mall postpaid.
M, V. GALLIG~N. 419 W. 56th St,_, N. l!.
Price. 10c. each by man, postBINDOO FLOWER-POT 'l'RICK
oaid~
WJth this trick you can n1ake a piant
grow right up 1n a flower-pot, ~etor• C. BEHR, 160 W. 02d St., N•ew York City.
the eyes ot your audience. Ari ordinar ,MARBLE VASE.
empty earthen flower-pot lo handed t"<t
A
the spectators tor examination.
A cleve<" and puzzling effect,
handkerclliet is then placed over it, and
easy to do; the apparatus ca.-n
you repeat a few magic words, and
be minutely examined. );Jil'.ect:
th0
When
wave your wand over it.
A marble can be made to pass
handkerchfet is remoo·ed there ts a
1 beautifu.l
plant, apparel'!tly in full
~~;~1an~ ~~~~; g~~~~-~
~~~~
~
bloom, in the pot. Full directionu with
was shown empty. This is a.
Price, 16 cents by mall. beautiful enameled turned wood vase.
each outfit.
postpaid.
Price, 20c.
lll, V, GALLIGAN, 419 W. 56tb St., N. l'..
M. V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. 56th St., N. Y.
11101

at~-~o Jl~.c~tY!fi~ •p:rce.nd1~ !':i'iten:

Fits roof of mouth; always invisible; «rea.tea&

A:~~i:~ ~::i:!Y1i~Z.?';~;!~~:!~

~!f:i?li~e

like a canary. and imitate bird• and. beaats of
the field and foreat. Loads of fun. Wonder•

ful invention. Thousands.sold. Price: onlr

10 cents; 4 for 25 cents. or 12 for S"O c,:zit'-

Oouble Throat Co.Opt. KFrenchlown,N ..l

/

Almost anyone can learn it at homo. Sme.11
co•t. .Send to-day 2-cent stamp tor partkula,..
and proof. 0. A, SMITH, Room ll91 ..a:11
Blll'&low St.. Peoria. IIL

TBE MAGNETIC TOP,
A h'a ndsome metal.
highly magnetized toy,

A horseshoe and a. spiral

with
furnished
wire
each top. When spun
next to the wires, they
make th e most surpria•
Yo,a
ing movements.
cari make wtres of dit•
terent shapes and get
the most peculiar effects. Price, 5e., post•
paid.
L. Senarens, 34'7 Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

NOISY HANDKERCIDEF.
A great deal ot amusement
may be had with th!~ little
article. It imitates the blowing of the n,ose exactly, exc~pt
that the noise ts magnified at
a.net
dozen times
least a
sounds like the bass-ho{n in a
German band. 'l'his device 18
used l>Y simply placing it between th e teeth
and blowing. The harder the blow the louder
the nois e. Price, 10c, each by me.II, vostpal4.
WOLFF NOVEL'l'l1 00,, ll~ W. 26th tit,, l!i, ii:,

\

ANOTHER TOUSEY SUCCESS!!

DEVILINE'S WHISTLE.
Nickel plated a.nd
proit
polished:
.duces a. neal,"-plercsound;

lng

aeller;

actua.t

large

Ulus.tra.tlon

size.

Price,

12c. by ma.II.
..
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

"MOVING PICTURE STORIES"

OACHOO OR SNEEZING l'OWDER,
Th• greate1t fun-malwr •
,b.em an. A ema.11 am.eua!
•f thll )lewder, w.11.en lilt ewe
..

W-111

re•m.

...

In

cau.ae

e-Yery•he to eneese wltlaeut
A WEEKL Y MAGAZ INE
amyone know1nC' where it
.,.mu from. It l1 Tery light, wlll tleat In tlle
the
of
s
Photoplay
notable
of illustr~ted stories from the
.~::,_~
::ird t::r:::.n:r t!mr~.:i~duplters·i:::;~c~i~;
In bottiea, and ea•
leoe. CathH I• 11ut
day, written by prominent writers for the fiction-loving }Jettie
contlll1n• enough te be uoed !rono lt te
Si tlmea. Price, by miwl, lOc. each; s for 11--.
public.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., ZII W. Beth It., N. Y,

"MOVING PICTURE STORIES " is in no sense a trade or
technical publication. It is designed to supply the public with .the best fiction, and illustrates each story with
life-like pictures of REAL CHARAC TERS and
REAL SCENER Y.

TRICK PUZZLE PURSE.
The first attempt usually made
to open 1t, is to press down the
little knob in the center or the
purse, when a small needle runs
out and stabs them in the finger, but does not open it. You
ca11 open It be[ore their eyes and still they
will be una.ble to open It.
Price, 2oc. each by ma.ii, postpaid,
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre ~t., B'klyn, N. l'..

"MOVING PICTURE STORIES " publishes weekly, in advance of the release of the films, the stories or plots
around which the pictures are built; thus, he who reads
may see, and he who sees may read, and better understand the pictures.
"MOVING PICTURE STORIES " offers interesting information under the following Departme nt Heads:
Personal Paragraph s of the Photoplay ers,
Scenario Hints,
Lives of the Players,
Studio Jottings,
And other Special Articles by recognized authorities in
the Moving Picture Profession.
"MOVING PICTURE STORIES " may be purchased at
newsstands and theatres at

SURPRISE LETTER DRUM.
Tha.t was one on
Stung!
you! The joke? You send a
friend a letter. He opens it.
and that releases the drum.
Instantly the sheet of note

~~rigi111i~

w~f;ga. ~fl,~
rhe:p
Guarping, tearln-g sound.
anteed to make a man with iron nerves almost jump out ct his akin, You can catch
the sharpest wisenheimer with this one. Don't
Price, 6c. each by ma.II.
miss getting a few.
WOLFF NOVEl,TY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y

MANY TOOL KEY RING.
The wonder o! the a.ge. ·rhe greate•t small tool in the world. In thla

i~~~.es~!t~u~:r~, yt°o~1~aev~£~a~f~b~:;

Ring, Pencil Sharpener. Nall Cutter
and Cleaner, Watch Opener, Cigar
Clipper, Letter Opener and Scre,v
Driver. It is not a. toy, but a useful
article, made o! cutlery steel, tempered and highly nickeled. Therefore
will co.rry an edge the same as any
piece of cutlery. As a useful tool, nothing
' has ever been ofl'.ered to the public to equal it.
Price. l5e., malled, postpaid.
WOLD' NOVEL'l'Y CO., 29 W. 26th St., "S, Y.
'

HAPPY HOOLIGAN
JOKER.
With this joker 11' the
ooat, yuu can
your
of
lapel
make a dead shot every
time. co,,..plete with rubber ball and tubing. Price,
15c. by mall, postpaid.
C. 61!:HR, 150 W. 62d St.,
New York Cit,".

FIVE CENTS PER COPY
or you can make sure of getting
"MOVING PICTURE STORIES " regularly by
filling out the coupon below and mailing it with subscription price. Postage stamps accepted.
One year
Six months
,Three months

BA1'1D CIGARETTE MAKEJ!t,
T h i s l1tt1e a 1 i e l e
should be in the pocket

~

$2.50
1.25
.65

~
---=

"MOVING PICTURE STORIES"

[BJ

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 168 West 23d Street, New York City
Gentlemen :Enclosed please find $ ..••••••••• ••••••, for which send me
uMOVING PICTURE .STORIES" beginning with No ..........

~ ame ...••.....• •... · · • · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · • • • • • • • • •·• • •
Street ............ ............ ..... City ..••••••••• • State ...•••••••• ,

p~';.~~~t scl:~:~ite ~~~b ~!

n1ade Jn ten s,~conds.

Yo11

find thf'1m equal In
appear&nce and far suw111

peri or in quality to commercial ones, at less
than a quarter of the cost. With our cigarette 111aker 1n your possession, you can sn1ok&
a plpe or cigarette at pleasure, as it's just a•
easy to roll a dgarette as to fl 'll a pipe. Every
part ot the cigarette ma:~e:· js handso,nely
Price. 15c., (Jr 3 for 40c. by
nickel-plated.
mail, poatpaid.
wo_LI<'F NOVEL'rY co., 29 w: :zeu, It .. N r.

........... ........... ........... ........... ........... .........
1 Year $2.50
6 Months 1.25
3 Months .65

~f

"

1

t

THE JOKER'S CIGAR.
The biggest sell of the seaeon. A real cigar made of
""'-',!-_•. tobacco, but secreted In the
111;:f~y-._. center ot cigar a.bout one-ha![
\!~'1:-:;f'.1' inch

from end ts a fountain

The moment
the fl.re reaches thia fountain

>'~tj;i):"l': of sparklets.

1f'~~-~
·~...._.....

hundreds

of

sparks

of

flre

burst forth in every direction.
to the astonishment of tlle smoker. The fire
18 stage fire, and will not burn the skin or
clotltlng. Arter the fireworks the vlctlµ, ca.n
continue smoldng the cigar to the end. Price,
10c,: 3 tor 26c; 1 dozen, 90c., mailed, post-

t~i'1.1tF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. L

~~l:t.t.. ~:?!:.

w~~T~.!:,. W~s?-",....
11411 Youns Wild Weat and the Doomed Mine; or, Arlet a'a Lire at

Stake.
\
·
·
tft YOUD&' Wild West Racing for a Ranch. or Spttr re on ~ Is Mettle

lS4T Youns Wild West Marked by Mexicans'. or Arletta and the
Senor.
\
'
'
1148 Yeung Wild West and the , ~Sliver Kid" or I.be Dandy
the
G11leh.
'' ,
'
' ._.,
649 Youn, Wild , West and the Yellow Bull; Qr • Arletta's
Daring
l!lacape.
',
&60 Young Wild West Surrounded by Death. or Tl!e Seven Dynamite
8 ;!;k 8w· lid
'
'
Yo0
West Staking a Claim; or, Arletta on Guard.
Young Wild West's Greaser Chase. or, Tlie.. !Jutlaws ot the Bor
IN Yo=g WIid West Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the Wild
Ho'rsea.

6t

Iii

-.

164 Young Wlld West Booming a Camp; or, The Shot That Opened
a Gold Mine.
11611 Youns Wild West and the "Busted" Mlnlne Camp; or, Arletta
aa an Auctioneer.
IIM Youns Wild West Ousting the Outlaws; or, The Clean.up at
Fancy Flat.
ll&T Youns Wild West and the Treasure ot the Lake; or, Hop Wah's
Magic 'frlck.
111'18 Yoong Wild West Bossing a Cattle Range; or, Arletta Cornered
by Rustlera.
5119 Young Wild West Trapping the Redskins; or, The Last Raid ot
Crazy Horse.

'
Shot.
561 Young Wild West Lost In the R klea; or, Tile Luck a Qrlul#
Broug:,t.
562 Young Wild West Elected a Ch!et; or1 Arletta ud tile Papoo563 Young Wild West and "Stinser Jac11:"; or, Tile .lllutl Tit.at t
Wouldn't Work.
~
564 Young · ·lld West and the Trlck7 Trapper; •r, Arletta A!td
Big Game.
565 Young Wild West Giving It Straight; or, The Wont Cll#DP ot A.IL,
566 Young Wild West Gunning tor Gunmen; or, Arletta and t!MI
Greaser Ruffians.
•
56, YoMun g wn_Ud West Surrounded b7 Gold; or, A Trea1111re Worth •
11ti 10
568 Young Wild West Baffling Death; or, Arletta and the Chum.
569 Youn&' Wlld West and the Reck.lesa Re&'ulara; or, SaTln& a 0 pany ot Cavalry.
570 Young Wild West "Busting a Show; or, Art.tta aa4 the A.cir---.
571 Young Wlld West and tile Broncho Boaa; or, • Oawlllas a Craftl'
Cattleman. •
572 Young WIid West at Blx--Spot Flat; or, T.lle Job Tit.at lla4e •
Fortune.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, I ceata Jer copy, fa m~ney or postace stamja, "I

FRANK TOUSEY, Publis• ~

160 West 23d St., New Yuk.
M

IF YOU WANT ./lNY 'BACK NUM'BERJ'
ef our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from thla

office direct. Write out &ae
Ill In 7our Order and send 1t to us with the price of the week lies you want and we wlll send them to you by return mall.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 Weat 23d St., New York,

No. fl. HOW TO MA.KE AJS'D CSE ELEO•
l'BIOITY,-A de1crlptlon ot the wonderful
- • of ~rlclty and electro mairnetlam; to~ther wttll full ln1tructlon1 for maklns Ellec(11c To:,a, Batterle1, etc.
By Georire Trebel,
A,.M., K.8,
Contalnlns over fttty llluatra-

llQ•.

H
HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND
HORSE.-A complete treatlae on
hone. Deacrlblns the moat u1etul horae•
bustn•• the beat horaea for the road:
&lie valual>I• reclpea tor dl1ease1 peculiar to
tM horM.
411. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
OEll.-A handy book for boys, oontalnlns
dlr-eottena for eonatructlng canoe• and th•
t pel>\ifar manner of aalllni: them. ll'ullJ
trated.
,
41, HOW TO DEBATE,-GITlns rulea
0
oon4~&' debates, outlines tor debate•,
...-tlQll:9•;.J;, dlacueaion, and the beat 1ourcea
pro~•
s Information on th• ~ueatlona
"'
~~~lit, BOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND AN·
•-A. . va.luable book, giving lnotructlon1
I
preparlnir, mo1.1ntlng and pre, a.nlmal1 and tnsecttt.
11
HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
--Co-ntatnin& explanations of the genprmetl»e• et alelght-ot·hand appllcabl•
•• card q,feka, of card tricks with ordinary
_.., Ul4 J>Ot requlrlng alelght-of·hand, ot
trfW lllTOtvflllf lle!ght-Of·ha.nd, or the UH of
..-117 prepal"ed cards. Illustrated.
-... II. ROW TO PLAY CARDS.-Glvtn•
I
nd full d!rectlon1 tor playlns
H>base, Casino, Forty·Flve, Rounc•,
0
• Draw O~~ker,
}~on i!~hi
A~)
9
many
er P u r
....... • · HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-.\
~ I ltttle book, tell!Ils you how to writ•
theart, your father, mother, it•employer; and, In fact, every•Y1X>itfY you wlah to write to.
lfO!!mTpOleteKEnEt,oprmAaNDtlonllfuANtoAGthJC•
1
vv
-th-0d ot ral1lng, keeplns, t&m•
u,4 mana(Clng all kinda ot petl:
lnatructlona tor mak!ns casea.
-..iatned by twenty-elirht llluaW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND
tntns ,·aluabie tntormatton recollecting and arranirlns of
Ina. Handsomely muitra.ted.
w TO BECOME AN EN•
talnlns full lnotructlona how to
mK!ve enirlneer; alao dlrectlon 1
..,. _
a medel locomotive ; tos•th•r
.,..ui
._,rlptlon of everythlns an
lln"r ~ I d know.
)fe. ... l'i0W TO BECOME A PHO't'OO.
U.Plll!J'lt.--C&atalntnc u•etul Information "9ror sale IJJ Iii! aewadealera. or will De aent ta
lfo,

i,a1v:m l

II••
fer

r/1

.

fw

ri'

!~

•11-

lll.AliX 'telJSE'l:, Publisher,

S'll,rdlng the Camera and how to worJ< It; &lao
with ftsure1 and th• maslo of num~rL II•
how to make Photographic Ma.sic Lantern
A. Andor1on. ll'ully llluatrated.
Slldes and other Tran1parencle1. Handaomel:,
No. H . HOW
TO
WRITE
LE'l'T ERII
Illustrated.
OORRECTLY.-Conta.lnlns full
lnatructlonl
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST
tor wrltlns letter-• on almo1t any auh>eotl
POINT MILITARY CADET.-Explaln• hoW'
alao rule• tor punctuation and compoa~tloa.
to gain admittance, course or Study, ExamlwJth specJmen letter•.
natlons, Duties, Starr o! O'fllcers, Poat Guard,
No. 76, HOW TO BECOME A OON.J'UBJ!l&
Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all
-Contalnlnir trick• with Domlnoea. Diec,
a boy should know to be a cadet. BY Lu
Cups and Balla, Hat1, etc, Embrach1s tlolrt:rSenarens.
•ix llluatraUona. By A. Anderaon.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FOBTUNJJ:I Blf
CADET.-Complete lnitructlona ot how to ll'aln
THE HAND.-Contalnlns rule• tor teft;!on& fo.,...
admlaslon to · the Annapol11 Naval Ac&dem:,,
tune, by the aid of llnea ot the hand, Or the
Also containing the course or Instruction, de·
1e-cret of palmtatry. Alao th• aecret of tell•
scrlptlon of grounds and building•, hlatorlcal
Ing futu1·e event• by aid ot mol.., markill,
1ketch, and everything a boy should know to
1cara, etc. Illustrated.
become an officer In the United Sta.tea N avy.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TB.IC~
By Lu Senarena.
WITH CARDS.-Contalnlns deceptive (l
No. 64. HOW TO MA.KE ELECTRICAL
Trlclu a1 performed by l•adln1J conjurer• a
IIACHINES.-Contalnlng full dlrect1on11 tor
magicians.
Arrana-ed tor bom• &mllHm. .&.
:vank~::ii;,,,ei:~rl~!n;'!~~~~etoy~n~~ci~ nwo~t~~
ll'uJ!. lli~~tr~o'iv TO DO THE BI.AO& .All'r,
by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. FullJ'
-Containing a complete .deacrfptloll of t ...
1Jlustrated.
myaterle1 ot Magic and Sl~lsht·of-Ba.n4, t ..
No. 65, MULDOON'S JOKES.-The moat
i:ether with many 'wonderful experlmeata. 811
original joke book ever published, and it l1
A. Anderaon.
Illuatrated.
brimful of wit and humor.
It contains a
No. 79, HO\V TO BECOME AN AOTOa.
' large collection of aonga, jokes, conundruma.
-Contatntn& complete tnatructtona how tf
etc. , ot Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, hu·
make up tor var!oua charactera on ~• lltas•I
morlst and practical Joker ot the day.
together with the dutlea of th• Stase .M&r,1aa-e._
No, 66 _ HOW TO DO POZZLES,-ConPrompter, Scenic Artist and Property !IC&n.
ta!nlng over three hundred lnterestlnl( puzzlel
Co1::fal~ng Q~~
,J~~d=IO~~
and conundrums, with key to same. A com! h!
Id
~•
plete book. Fully illustrated.
1~
No. 67, HOW
TO
DO
ELECTRIC ·••.
d
t I I
h It t
_,.
TRJCKS.-Conta.lnlng a. large collection "',;';;
a,';f;~;. con a D ns & a - one ,...oto ~
instructive and highly amusing electrical
No. 81. HOW TO MESHEBIZE.--Conta.\.,..
tri cks, together with illu1tration1. By A. Antng the moat approved methods ot meam.erderaon.
I
I al mairnetlam or mai:netlo h a.l!n.,
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS,
;;~ ;P~~/nLe, Hugo Koch.' A.C.B.. aut:or <>ii
-Conta.lnln& over o.ne hundred highly amu1ffow to Hn>i, ,tlze." etc.
Ing and Instructive trick• with chemlcal1. BJ
No. 82. BOW TO DO PALMISTBY.--coA . Anderaon. Handaomely Illustrated.
talntng the mo•t approved method1 of N&d.•
No. 69, HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.
lng the llne1 0 ·1 tho hend. together ,rlth a full
-Containlna over ftfty of the lateat and beat
explanation or their meantna. Alao exl)laJ.,.
tricks u1ed by maglclan1. Also contalnlns the
I g h nololfY and the key for t•llln• ohar.
aehet of aecond 1lght. Fully Uluatrated.
:Ctef :;; th" bump1 on th• head. D:, Lee
No. 70 . BOW TO MA.KE MAGIC TOYS.Hugo Koch, A.C.B. Fully llluatratod.
Contalnlna; full direction, tor maklnir Matrlo
No. BS. HOW ro HYPNOTIZE.-Contatnill•
Toyo and d•vicea of many kinda. ll'ully !llu1valuable and !n1tructln lntormatlon resard•
trated.
Ing th• aclence ot bypnotl1m.
Alau explain• J
No. 71, HOW TO DO MECHANICAL
lng the moat approved method• which ar• •
TBICKS.-Contalntns complete lnatructlona
employed by the lead!ns hypnotl1ta of the
tor performlnir oTor 1lxty Mechanical Tr!ckL
world. By Leo Huiro Koch, A.C.S.
ll'ully !lluitrate4.
No, 84, HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHO~
No. 71. HOW TO DO SIXT'° TBICl[!I
-Contaln!ns lnf<>rmatlon resa.rdlns choice
WITH CABDII.-Embraclns all ot th• latHt
aubject1 th• uae of word• and th• manner
and moat deceptlT• card trick•. with lllu1traoontalnlns valuable Information •• to t ~
t1on1.
neatne11, l•sfblllty and general compo1ltloa
No. 7D. ROW TO DO TRICKS WITB
preparlns and aubmlttlns manuacrlpt.
A.
Nt.TMBEJl8.-8howtn« many curlou1 trick•
:nanu1cr1pt.
UJ' adllreN Oil nce1pt ot price, 10 eta. per copy, or a for l&6 eta., Ill mone7 or peatap ataapa, II
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